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Welcome to Site Essentials

Objectives
The purpose of this handbook is to familiarize users with the basics of working in the site. We
hope it will help you:

l Understand how to access and navigate the application
l Understand user capabilities/permissions and how they are configured in the user profile.
l Understand the key task of document search and export.
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Site Navigation

Accessing the Application

Overview
Depending on your organization’s configuration and whether login is integrated with an external
system, the details of registration and login varies. Your access to features is based on your role
and permissions.

Related Permissions
There are no specific permissions required for logging into the application.

User Registration and Login
There are a few ways in which users can register and log in to the site, depending on your
organization's configuration:

l User Self-Registration – With this method, the site is accessed via a specific address
entered into a web browser. Once accessed, the user requests to use the site by
registering and will receive notification when approved.

l Administrative Setup and Notification – Users are set up by an administrator, and each
user is notified of their username and password. Registration is required from the user if
his/her username is created by an administrator. Once the user receives his or her
username and password, the user can login to the application.

l Access via an External Application – Users log into an organization-specific portal or an
ERP system (such as Oracle, SAP, Ariba, etc.), and the user information is sent over to the
JAGGAER application where the information is verified and automatically logged in. With
this method of user setup and access, each integration varies slightly. For example, for
organizations that only use the eProcurement solution, users may log into their ERP
system, and then click the JAGGAER option to access the application. Information is sent
from the ERP system and no additional information is needed in terms of user setup. In
another scenario, administrators may be required to set up a user in the site PRIOR to
access from the external system. Contact the System Administrator for more information
on external login.

l Direct Login with External Validation – With this method, users log in directly to the site.
They enter their standard username and passwords and this information is validated from
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your organization’s servers via LDAP.
l Login for JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers - Users log into the
Upstream solution to access all of JAGGAER ONE modules.

Users and Roles
Each user is assigned a username and password to identify who they are, what their permissions
are, and other user-specific information. Users can be assigned to a specific role(s) or
department, have specific product views, etc.  

Roles are created to manage users with similar permissions. Each organization will have at least
two roles: One representing end users and one representing system administrators.  One role
must be designated as the default role. In most cases, the default role is the end-user role. Roles
provide a time-efficient method for managing user information. For example, instead of changing
user permissions individually, an administrator can simply update the permissions at the role
level, and the system will automatically update user permissions. Users can have more than one
role. Most users can view their assigned role(s) and permissions via the user profile (see "The
User Profile" on page 46).

Registering as a New User
When registering, users must set up basic information such as user name, password, and contact
information. After registering, users will either be taken to the application as a default user OR an
administrator will review the registration and accept or reject it. The new user will receive an
email when the registration is processed.

1. Go to the address specified by the administrator and click to Create Account.

2. Complete the form, including all required fields (indicated by a star ). Note: Users should
complete theQuestion and Answer fields so that the password can be reset by an
Administrator, if necessary.

3. Click Submit.

4. Click the Back to Login link.

5. Check the Inbox of the email address entered in Step 2. The user should receive a
confirmation message once the registration has been submitted and processed.

Logging into the Application
This task demonstrates how a user can log in directly to the application. This task assumes that
the user has been registered and approved.
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In some cases, your organization may require you to enter a one-time authentication code after
entering your login credentials. The steps below include information for retrieving and entering
the code.

Keep in mind many organizations access the application through a different login. For example,
you may login to a portal and then automatically be logged into the JAGGAER application. This
task only pertains to direct login (i.e. – no login integration). Please contact your system
administrator if you have questions about your login.

Important: If you do not have a user name, then you should register from the application or
contact the System Administrator. 

Note: In some cases, users may have more than one site that they access. For example, your
organization may have a training and production site. Please make sure you are accessing the
correct URL.

1. Go to the address specified by your organization’s administrator using the preferred
Internet Browser.

2. Enter a valid User Name on the login screen. User names are case sensitive. If you are
unsure of the proper user name, contact your System Administrator.

3. Enter a valid Password on the login screen. Passwords are case sensitive. If unsure of the
proper password, then reset the password through the Forgot Your Password? link just
below the Password field. Note: This link is not available on all sites.

4. Click Go. If no further authentication is required, the site displays. If authentication is
required, the Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) popup displays. See below for additional
information about MFA.

Logging into the Application with Multi-Factor Authorization
(MFA)
If MFA is enabled for your organization or for any of your assigned user roles, the system requires
you to enter an authentication code when you log in. The system provides the code using one or
more of the following methods. Note: Your organization may have disabled one or more of these
methods. Disabled methods are not provided as options.

l Google Authenticator
l Sophos Authenticator
l OTP Auth
l SMS (Text)
l Email

To log in using one of the authentication apps:
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1. Log in with your username and password.
2. In theMulti-Factor Authentication popup:
l Click Use Google Authenticator to use the Google Authenticator app.
l Click Use Sophos Authenticator to use the Sophos Authenticator app.
l Click Use OTP Auth to use the OTP Auth app (iOS mobile devices only).
3. The system displays the barcode.
4. Open the app on your phone and select:
l Scan barcode if using the Google Authenticator or OTP Auth app.
l Scan QR if using the Sophos Authenticator app.
5. Scan the barcode with your phone.
6. The authenticator is displayed in the app.
7. In theMulti-Factor Authentication popup, enter the code and click Validate

Code. Access to our solutions is granted.

To log in using SMS or email authentication:

1. Log in with your username and password.
2. In theMulti-Factor Authentication popup, click one to the following options. Note:

If your organization has disabled either of these delivery methods, it will not be
displayed in theMulti-Factor Authentication popup.

l Click Text me to use SMS authentication. Message and data rates might apply,
depending on your carrier. The system sends an authentication code in a text to the
mobile telephone number configured in your user profile. The text code expires in 1
minute (60 seconds)

l Click Email me to use email authentication. The system sends an authentication
code in an email to the address configured in your user profile. The email code
expires in 15 minutes.

3. In theMulti-Factor Authentication popup, enter the authentication code and click
Validate Code. Access to our solutions is granted.

4. Additional information:
l If you have not configured a mobile telephone number in your user profile, the
SMS option is not displayed, even if it is enabled in your organization.

l If you have not configured an email address in your user profile, the email option is
not displayed, even if it is enabled in your organization.

l If you have not configured a mobile telephone number or an email address in your
user profile, and your organization has not enabled one of the app delivery methods
(Google Authenticator, Sophos Authenticator, or OTP Auth), you must contact your
system administrator for access to our solutions.

If you want to use one of the app delivery methods, but you have not installed the app, you
can do so when you log in.
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1. Log in with your username and password.
2. In theMulti-Factor Authentication popup, select the app you want to use.
3. In the Get Authenticator Code popup, enter the name of your mobile device, then

click Add.
4. Follow the instructions in the Set Up Authenticator popup:
a. Log in with your username and password.
b. In theMulti-Factor Authentication popup, select the app you want to use.
c. Download, install, and open the app.
d. Set up an account, if required.
i. In the app, select Scan Barcode or Scan QR.
5. Scan the barcode with your phone.
6. The authenticator sends an authentication code to your phone.
7. In theMulti-Factor Authentication popup, enter the code and click Validate

Code. Access to our solutions is granted.

Once logged in, the role(s) and permissions assigned to the user, as well as an organization's
licensed JAGGAER solutions, will dictate what screens are visible and what functions are
accessible.

The Main Navigation Menu

Overview
The left-side navigation menu provides access to the JAGGAER modules licensed by your
organization. The menu options are identified by the module icons.
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Main Menu Icon Descriptions

Icon Description

Clicking on the Homepage icon will return the user to the site page that is configured as the
homepage.

The Shopmenu contains the menu options related to shopping tasks including product quick
search, access to the shopping page, forms and favorites and access to carts and orders.

TheOrdersmenu provides access to document search and approval-related tasks.

The Contractsmenu is primarily used to access features related to the Contracts+. In addition,
organizations that manage their hosted catalogs, consortia or org catalog can access those
features from this menu.

The Accounts Payablemenu contains all tasks related to Invoicing solution, including invoice
management and AP administration.

The Paymenu contains all tasks related to JAGGAER Pay solution.

The Suppliersmenu contains all tasks related to the configuration and management of your
organization's suppliers.

JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers may have additional options. See
"JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations " on page 204 for additional options.

The Sourcingmenu contains tasks related to creating and managing sourcing events.

JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers may have additional options. See
"JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations " on page 204 for additional options.

The Inventorymenu provides access to information and orders related to inventory (including
chemical inventory management).

The Portfolio Savings Managementmenu provides access to all tasks related to the Savings
Management solution.

The Project Based Procurementmenu provides access to all tasks related to the Project
Based Procurement solution.

The Budget Managermenu provides access to all tasks related to the Budget Manager solu-
tion.

Reports are accessed from the Reportingmenu. The sub-menus are organized by report type
and there is a separate sub-menu for downloading report extracts and exports. The Reports
menu also provides access to the Spend Analytics (Spend Radar) solution.
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Icon Description

Tasks related to the administration of the site are located in the Administermenu. The most
commonly used Administer option is user management. Other sub-menu options including
shopping settings, find and fix errors, managing imports and accessing self-help tools.

The Setupmenu contains all tasks related to configuring the site. This includes workflow
setup, hosted catalog configuration, general site settings, site appearance and behavior and
user communications.

Menu Search is a keyword search that returns a list of pages containing that keyword. Search
results are clickable and take you directly to the page.

Quick Navigation Tools

Overview
Several tools are provided to allow users quick access to specific areas of the application.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings. Search access depends
on the organization's licenses and the user's specific permissions related to those documents.
See "Searching for Documents" on page 73 for additional information.

l Set My Homepage (Permission Settings > Administration > User Administration)-
Users with this permission have the ability to select a specific home page instead of using
the default home page set by the organization.

l Access Self Help Tools (Permission Settings > Administration > System
Administration)- This permission allows a user to have access to online searchable help
and handbooks from the Admin dashboard or by selecting Search Help for a Solution from
the user menu.

Setting Your Homepage
The Site Home Page is the page to which the site will default when the application is accessed.
This is set on the organization level but can be overridden on the user or role level. To make a
change, navigate to the page that you would like to set as your home page. Click on your user
menu in the top-right corner and select Set My Home Page. In the screen overlay, make sure
that Current Page is selected and click Save.
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Using the Menu Search
Menu Search allows you to locate menu items and functions without having to navigate through
the interface. Click the Menu Search icon located near the bottom of the left-side navigation
menu or use the Alt + M quick-access key combination. Begin typing the search term in the
search field. A list of menus and screens that match the search term will display below the search
field as you type. Select an option to access that menu.

Note: Organizations have the ability to update the keywords associated with a menu option
that can be matched on menu search. The Keyword Menu Search option is available in
Field Management for each menu item. For information about accessing and updating fields
in Field Management please see the "Field Management" article in the Administration and
Configuration Handbook or online searchable help.

Using the Quick Search
TheQuick Search feature allows a variety of searches, such as supplier profile, user profile, etc.,
to be performed from anywhere in the application. To use the Quick Search, locate the Search
field on the banner across the top of the screen. Select an option from the drop-down list.
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Note: The options in this field vary based on your organization's licensed products and your
individual permissions.

Enter a term in the Search field and click to search.

Page Bookmarks
This feature allows you to create and access bookmarks for commonly used pages. To access
bookmarks, click on the Bookmarks icon in the top banner or use the Alt + K quick-key
access combination. You can edit (rename, delete or reorder) the bookmarks by clicking on the
Edit button.

To bookmark a page, navigate to that page and click the Bookmark icon, then click Bookmark
this Page.

Action Items and Notifications
Action Items are tasks that require some action on your part. A number will display with the

Action Item icon if applicable. Click on the icon to see the list of items and to and navigate to
area of the solution.

You may receive Notifications via email and/or via the application. Some notifications are sent by
virtue of your participation in an activity or role, and some notifications are sent only if you have
enabled the Notification Preference (see "The User Profile" on page 46 article). Click on the
Notifications icon to see the list of most recent in-app notifications. You can also click to see all
notifications.
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User Profile

Navigate to your user profile by selecting the icon in the top right corner. Access to your
user profile depends on your permissions. See "The User Profile" on page 46 for additional
information.

Accessing Self Help Tools
There are self-help tools available in the application including searchable help, handbooks and
links to other documentation and forums. To access the help tools, click on your user menu in the
top-right corner and select Search Help for a Solution.

JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integration Navigation
JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations log in via the Upstream solution. Upon login, users
are navigated to the main dashboard or page applicable to user rights/permissions. Options may
vary based on the organization's licensed solutions and the user's specific permissions.

Note: Users will be navigated upon login according to their user rights and permissions.
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Upstream Downstream

Spend Analytics +

Supplier Management +

Sourcing +

Category Management

Contracts

eProcurement

Invoicing

Spend Analytics

Supplier Management

Sourcing

Inventory Management

Contracts +

Accessing Downstream Features
The Procurement (Shopping), Accounts Payable (Invoicing) and Contracts+ features in the
JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations are available in the Downstream platform. When in
the Downstream platform, you can navigate to these features via the Procure to Pay menu or
Contracts menu, based on your permissions:

l Select Procurement to navigate to the Shopping home page.
l Select Accounts Payable to navigate to the Invoicing home page.

l Select Contracts to navigate to the Contracts+ Dashboard page.

The options available depend on the user's permissions. For example, if the user does not have
Invoicing permissions, the Accounts Payable menu selection will not display. If the user does not
have permission for shopping or invoicing, the Procurement menu navigation will not display at all.
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Accessing Upstream Features
When in the Downstream platform, you can navigate to the Supplier Management+ and
Sourcing+ solutions via the Suppliers or Sourcing menu:

l Select Supplier Directory to return to the Supplier Directory page. Select Register
Supplier to register a new supplier in the JAGGAER ONE Solution.

l Select Sourcing+ Dashboard to return to the main Upstream dashboard. From there, you
can navigate to the Sourcing+ related widget or Sourcing menu navigation.

Online Help
The Online Searchable Help can be used a number of ways, including browsing through topics,
performing a search, or using the index feature. Read the information below to learn more about
the functionality and tools available with Help.

To access the online help, users select the search icon in the upper right navigation, select Help
from the drop-down list, and enter a search term.
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Administrators can also access the searchable help by navigating to theOnline Searchable Help
widget on the Admin Home page (Administer > Administration) and selecting to search or
Browse the Table of Contents. Printed Handbooks are available in the Printed Handbooks
widget.

Note: JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers, online help for upstream solutions
is accessed separately from the help for downstream solutions. If you are unable to access the
online help, contact your system administrator.

The Home Page
The Home Page - The Online Help Home page provides access to information by product.

l Each product is listed in a tile.

l Links to printed documents and other JAGGAER sites are provided in the dropdown
selections in the Top Menu.

Basics

Access Articles by Product

Click a product tile on the Home Page to open the list of articles related to that topic.
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l The product page that opens contains links to articles about the selected product.
l Click an item in the left menu to go to a different product page.
l Click a link in a tile to open an article.

Articles

The help is organized into Articles.

l Click an item under Browse This Article to jump to that section in the article that is open.
l Select an item in the Browse Related Articlesmenu to open a different, but related article.
It will open in a new page. Not all articles have a Browse Related Articles section.
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Links in Help

Links to additional topics and external documents and websites are indicated by blue underlined
text, as shown below:

Hyperlinks within text:

Hyperlinks can be selected to navigate to another topic in online help.

Drop-down and Expanding Text:

Many topics contain drop-down text where you can click on the arrow to view more
information on the topic. Use the collapse all and expand all toolbar icons to view or
not view this information.

Searching for a Topic

To search for information, enter a term in the search bar. Enter the keyword or keywords, then
click the Search icon.

Use the Filter button in the text search box to search within specific product areas.
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l If the filter is not selected, results will include all areas in which the search term is found. If
a specific solution is selected in the filter dropdown, results will include articles in which the
search term is found in that solution only.

The results display in the main screen section. Search results include the topic name and the first
few sentences of the topic text. Click on the blue link to access the topic.

The Toolbar
A number of icons are available at the top of the Help screen that allows you to perform tasks
related to the topic displayed.
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l Home - Click to return to the Home page.
l Print - Click to print the article that is open. A Print dialog opens where you can select
print options and send the article to a printer.

l Expand All / Collapse All - Click to expand or collapse all elements in an article such as
toggles, drop-down effects, and expanding text effects.

l Navigate Previous - Click to open the article that was viewed previously in the
sequence.

l Navigate Next - Click to open the next article in the sequence.

Personal Dashboards and Widgets

Overview
A personal dashboard can be seen and accessed only by the user who created it. Widgets
available for inclusion on a personal dashboard vary based on the organization's licensed
solutions and the user's individual permissions.

Administrators with appropriate permissions can create dashboards for organization use.

Related Permissions
Permissions for personal dashboards are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings
> Administration > User Administration.

l Click New Personal Dashboards - Users with this permission can create, view and edit
their personal dashboards. Users can also copy any organization dashboards to which they
have access.

Creating and Managing Personal Dashboards
1. Locate your User menu in the top-right banner. Click your name and then select
Dashboard.

2. Take one of the following actions:
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l Create a new dashboard - click on Dashboard Actions and select Create New
Dashboard. Enter a Name for the dashboard and click Create.

l View a different dashboard - click View Another Dashboard and select the
dashboard. Important Note: This field also displays any organization dashboards to
which the user has access. If the user chooses to display an organization
dashboard, some of the following actions will not be available.

l Edit the current dashboard - click on Dashboard Actions and select Settings
(not available for organization dashboards).

l Edit the widgets for the current dashboard - click on Dashboard Actions and
select Edit (not available for organization dashboards).

l Delete the current dashboard - click on Dashboard Actions and select Delete
(not available for organization dashboards).

l Copy the current dashboard - click on Dashboard Actions and select Copy. The
copy will display on the screen. When you copy an organization dashboard in this
area it is important to remember that the dashboard created from the copy is a
personal dashboard.

l View the history of the current dashboard - click on Dashboard Actions and
select History (not available for organization dashboards).

Widgets
Widgets are the actual content included in the dashboard. Available widgets depend on your
organization's licensed solutions and your user permissions.

Adding a Widget to Your Dashboard
1. Select the Add Widget on the draft Dashboard.
2. Select All or a specific category.
3. Scroll and click Add... for the appropriate widget.
4. In the Name field, enter a meaningful name for the widget.
5. Select the Auto-Size option (Yes or No).
6. Depending on the widget selected, additional options may display.
7. Click Save Changes.

General Widgets

Action Items

The Action Items widget displays a list of action items for the user who is viewing the dashboard.
Click the link to access an action item.
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Approvals

The Approvals widget displays any documents that are pending your approval. The available
document types will depend on the user's permissions and the type of documents to which there
is access. To access a document, click the document number.

l To filter the documents by document type, select the document type from the View drop-
down menu.

l To display only approvals that are currently assigned to you, select Yes in theOnly My
Approvals drop-down field.

l To group approvals by approval folder, select the Yes in the Group by Folder drop-down
field.

l To sort the documents by the number of days in the folder, click on the Days in Folder
column.

Bookmarks

The Bookmarks widget displays the bookmarked site pages for user who is viewing the
dashboard. Click the bookmark to navigate to the page.

Dashboard Navigation Widget

The Dashboard Navigation widget allows users to navigate to other dashboards. Simply click the
link in the widget and you will be taken that dashboard. When adding the widget, you will be given
some additional configuration options:

l Dashboard Type - Select a Home Page dashboard from the drop down list. This
determines what dashboards are available for selection in the Destination Dashboard field.

l Destination Dashboard - Select the dashboard that you want to link to. The drop down
lists displays all the dashboards that have been configured for the selected Dashboard
Type.

l Background Color Style - Choose the color that appears in the background of the widget.
If theMatch Header Color option is selected, the widget background will change to
whatever color is selected for the header of the widget. If the Custom Color option is
chosen, click the select color... link to view a color picker or enter a hexadecimal value.

l Background Image - To display an image in the widget instead of the dashboard name,
upload an image in this field by clicking the select image... link.

Visibility for the widget is based on user permissions. Users who do not have access to the
destination dashboard in the widget will not see the widget. For administrators who are managing
dashboards, the widget will be displayed, but a message will indicate that they do not have
access to the linked dashboard.
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Display Search Results

The Display Search Results widget provides access to the document search feature. The results
of the document saved search are displayed within the widget in a list, summary or graph view.
Widgets on organization dashboards can use shared saved searches. Personal dashboard
widgets can use either shared or personal saved searches. Note: A dashboard can have multiple
Display Search Results widgets.

l Search Type - The value you select in this field will determine the saved searches that will
be available for selection in the next step. For example, if you select Purchase Orders as
the document type, only saved searches that include purchase orders can be selected.

l Saved Search selection - If you are adding the widget to an organization dashboard, only
shared saved searches will be available. If you are adding the widget to your personal
dashboard, both personal and shared saved searches (to which you have access) will be
available.

l Default Display Option - Full List, Summary,Graph or Full Summary. If you select
Summary, Full Summary or Graph, you can select a Summarize By value to group the
information.

l Columns to Display - The initial field is on by default because you must have at least one
column included. Add columns to the widget by clicking the checkbox and selecting from
the drop-down.

Using the Widget on a Dashboard

l Full List display - Documents are listed with the configured columns and can be sorted by
any of the columns. Click on the document number to open it.

l Summary display - Documents are in categories and grouped by the values indicated when
the widget was created. Clicking on a category or sub-category executes a search for
documents in that category.

l Graph display - Information displays in a bar graph. Clicking on a bar executes a search for
the documents in that category.

l Full Summary display - Information is summarized as configured when the widget was
created.

l When viewing the draft widget display, select the Display Option icon to choose a
different display type.

Forms

The Forms widget allows users to access specified forms or form requests from the dashboard.
For organization dashboards, shared forms and form requests can be included. For personal
dashboards, both shared and personal forms and form requests can be included. Note: Multiple
forms widgets can be included on a dashboard.

Adding a Form to the Widget:
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a. Click . The Add Form window displays.
b. In the Type field, select the appropriate radio button for the type of form you are

adding (Form or Form Request).
c. Identity the form you are adding in the Select Form field. Begin typing the form

name or click the search icon to search for the form.
d. The value in the Name field defaults to the form name but can be overwritten.

Free-form Text

The Free-form Text widget can be configured to provide informational text for the dashboard.
Note: Dashboards can have multiple free-form text widgets.

l In the Content field, enter the text to display on the widget.
l If you would like to provide customized help text for the widget, click the Yes radio button
in the Add Help Text field.

My Resources

The My Resources widget displays a pre-configured email address and phone number for system
support. The resource information displayed in this widget is pulled from the support information
configured with the organization message and site logos.

Online Searchable Help

TheOnline Searchable Helpwidget allows users to access the online searchable help directly
from a personal or organization dashboard. Search the help by entering keywords in the text field
and clicking the search icon. In addition, you can browse the online searchable help by clicking on
the Browse the Table of Contents link. Note: In order to access the help, a user must be a site or
business unit administrator or have the Access Self Help Tools permission.

Organization Message

The Organization Message widget displays the configured Organization Message to the user who
is viewing the dashboard. Note: If a user is part of a business unit with a BU-specific message,
that message displays to the user.

Printed Handbooks

The Printed Handbook widget allows users to access the PDF end-user handbooks directly from
a dashboard. To access and handbook, simply click on the handbook name. The PDF file will open
in a separate browser window. The available handbooks vary based on an organization's licensed
solutions. Note: In order to access the help, a user must be a site or business unit administrator or
have the Access Self Help Tools permission.
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Quick Links

The Quick Links widget is used to display local links or web links on the dashboard. Local links
access pages within your organization's site. Web links access web pages outside of the site. To
access a link from a dashboard, simply click on the link. A local link takes the user to the page
within the site. A web link opens a linked page in a separate browser window.

Note: There can be more than one Quick Links widget on a dashboard.

Configuration Options

l In the Add Link popup, select the type of link desired, either Local orWeb link.
l For a Local link, select the desired page in the Select Page field. Clicking in the field will
allow you to open an advanced search popup, which can be used to quickly find a page
when there are many available options.

l For aWeb link, type the desired URL into the URL field. The button to the right allows you
to test the link.

RSS Feed

The RSS Feed widget displays an RSS feed such as blogs, etc. A dashboard may have multiple
RSS Feeds. To access RSS feed links from the dashboard, simply click on the appropriate link.

Solutions and Help Links

The Solutions and Help Links widget allows users to access the various customer solutions
available in the site. Solutions include access to the Release Library, the solutions
knowledgebase, incident reporting and more. To access a solution, simply click on the solution
name in the list. The solution will open in a separate browser window. Note: In some cases,
clicking on a solution from the widget will take you to a log in page for the solution. A separate log
in may be required to access the actual solution.

Spend Summary

The Spend Summary widget displays organizational spend in a graphic format. The widget can
display spend based on requisitions, purchase orders or invoices. In addition, the widget can be
filtered by spend type and date range. Multiple instances of this widget can be included on a
dashboard.

l Mouse over points on the graph to view information about that point.
l You can click on a bar in the graph to drill down to the specific documents that are being
represented in that bar.
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System Message

The SystemMessage widget displays how much organization space is being used. Items that
make up the space usage include attachments, document search exports and administrative
imports/exports. Note: A user must be a system administrator or business unit administrator to
view this information.

AP Widgets
In addition to the "Action Items ", "Approvals " and "Display Search Results ", the following AP-
specific widgets are available:

Create Invoice

The Create Invoice widget allows users to create invoices, credit memos, quantity receipts and
cost receipts directly from a dashboard. Invoices, credit memos and receipts can be created from
a purchase order. In addition, non-PO invoices and credit memos can be created from the widget.

l The Type field determines the type of document you are creating. Select the appropriate
option from the drop-down menu.

l The From field determines if you will be creating the document from a purchase order or as
a non-po document. Only invoices and credit memos can be non-po. Cost receipts and
quantity receipts must be created from a PO. If you are creating an invoice or credit memo,
select the appropriate option from the drop-down menu.

l Take one of the following actions (depending on the option you selected in Step 2):
l The PO Numbers field displays if you selected PO in the From field. Enter one or
more POs in the field. You are creating a single document so if you enter multiple
POs they must be for the same supplier.

l The Supplier Name field displays if you selected Non-PO in the From field (invoices
or credit memos). Begin typing the name of the supplier or use the search feature to
locate the supplier.

l Click Create. The document will be created and will open for editing.

Expiring Discounts

The Expiring Discounts widget displays a list of invoices that have discounts expiring within a
specified time-frame. For example, a user may want to view all invoices that have discounts
expiring within the next 10 days.

l The documents displayed in the widget are based on the default time frame that was set
when the widget was configured. To change the time frame select an option from the
Discounts Expiring in the Next drop-down field.

l The expiration date of the invoice is indicated in the Discount Date field.
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l To access an invoice, simply click on the invoice number.

Invoice Summary

The Invoice Summary widget displays a user's invoices from the last 90 days in a graph or a list
view.

l To switch between graph view and list view, select the appropriate option.
l The graph view displays a bar graph of all Pending, Completed and Rejected invoices from
the last 90 days. Clicking on the bar executes search on invoices with the indicated status.

l The list view displays a list of the Pending, Completed and Rejected invoices from the last
90 days. The five most recent invoices display by default and the user can navigate to
additional invoices.

l When the list view is displayed, there is also an option to search all invoices. Clicking the
Search My Invoices link takes the user to a search results page with all Pending,
Completed and Rejected invoices for the past 90 days.

l To switch between graph view and list view, select the appropriate option.
l The graph view displays a bar graph of all Pending, Completed, and Rejected invoices from
the last 90 days. Clicking on the bar executes search on invoices with the indicated status.

l The list view displays a list of the Pending, Completed and Rejected invoices from the last
90 days. The five most recent invoices display by default and the user can navigate to
additional invoices.

l When the list view is displayed, there is also an option to search all invoices. Clicking the
Search My Invoices link takes the user to a search results page with all Pending,
Completed and Rejected invoices for the past 90 days.

Past Due Invoices

The Past Due Invoices widget allows users to view a list of invoices that are either past or coming
due. The list can be viewed by Past Due, Due Today, or Due this Week.

l The list defaults to the view configured when the widget is added to the dashboard. To
change the view, select an option from the Show Invoices drop-down field.

l To access an invoice from the widget simply click on the invoice number.

Approval Widgets
The "Action Items " and "Approvals " are available when selecting the Approval type widgets.
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Contract Widgets
In addition to the "Action Items " and "Approvals ", the following contract-specific widgets are
available:

Contract Alerts

The Contract Alerts widget displays any contract-related alerts. A user can choose to display all
contract alerts or there are several filtering options.

l The widget displays the alerts as they were filtered when the widget was added to the
dashboard. You may be able to modify the filters. If this is the case, the filter fields will be
available. Select options from the Contracts, Alert Type, orOccurs Within fields to
update the filter criteria.

l To access the contract associated with the alert, simply click on the contract number.

Contract Search

The Contract Search widget provides access to the contract search feature directly from the
dashboard.

l A simple contract search can be performed directly from the widget. Enter search criteria in
the Search field and then click . You will be taken to a search results page.

l The Advanced Search link takes the user to the advanced contract search screen.
l To perform a contract party search, click the Search Contract Parties link. You will be
taken to the Contract Party Search screen.

Contract Summary

The Contract Summary widget provides an overview of an organization's contracts. The
information is displayed as a bar graph.

l By default, the information displayed in the widget is all active contracts sorted by contract
manager. If you have option to change the view and filter criteria the following fields will be
available:
l View Contracts By - Select a value from the drop-down options to change how the
information is sorted.

l Contracts - This field becomes active depending on the option selected in the View
Contracts By field. You can choose to filter by all contracts or only your own
contracts.

l Active for Shopping - Choose to display active, inactive or all contracts.
l You can choose to hide the filter options by clicking on the Filter Contracts link.
l Clicking on a bar in the graph executes a search and you will be taken to a search results
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page.
l You can sort the bars alphabetically or by number of records using the sort button on the
bottom-left side of the widget.

Saved Search: Contracts

The Saved Search: Contractswidget provides users with access to a saved contract search.
The results of the contract saved search are displayed within the widget in a list, summary or
graph view. Widgets on organization dashboards can use shared saved searches. Personal
dashboard widgets can use either shared or personal saved searches.

l If the widget is configured to display the full list, the contracts will be listed with the
configured columns. Contracts can be sorted by any of the columns. Click on the contract
number or contract name to display a contract summary. You can access the contract by
clicking the Go To Contract button on the summary.

l If the widget is configured to display a summary, the contracts will be rolled up in to
categories and grouped by the values indicated when the widget was created. Clicking on
a category or sub-category executes a search for contracts in that category. A search
results page displays.

l If Graph view is selected, the information will display in a bar graph. Clicking on a bar
executes a search for the contracts in that category. A search results page displays.

Orders Widgets
In addition to the "Action Items ", "Display Search Results " and "Invoice Summary ", the following
orders-specific widgets are available:

Draft Carts

The Draft Carts widget provides users with access to their draft carts. The carts can be accessed
directly from the dashboard.

l By default, the widget displays all draft carts with which you are associated. You can
change the carts displayed by selecting an option from the View drop-down field.

l The cart number is a link. Click the link to access the cart.

Orders Search

The Contract Search widget provides access to the contract search feature directly from the
dashboard.
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l A simple contract search can be performed directly from the widget. Enter search criteria in
the Search field and then click . You will be taken to a search results page.

l The Advanced Search link takes the user to the advanced contract search screen.
l To perform a contract party search, click the Search Contract Parties link. You will be
taken to the Contract Party Search screen.

Purchase Order Summary

The Purchase Order Summary widget displays a summary of purchase orders from the last 90
days for the user who is viewing the dashboard. The summary can be viewed as a list or a bar
graph.

l By default, purchase orders will be displayed in list view. To change to graph view, click the
View as Graph radio button.

l In list view, the po number is a clickable link. Click the link to access the document.
l Graph view is a bar graph with each bar representing the requisitions with a specific status;

Pending, Completed, Rejected, Withdrawn, etc. Clicking on a bar executes a search for
purchase orders in that status.

Requisition Summary

The Requisition Summary widget displays a summary of requisitions from the last 90 days for the
user who is viewing the dashboard. The summary can be viewed as a list or a bar graph.

l By default, requisitions will be displayed in list view. To change to graph view, click the
View as Graph radio button.

l In list view, the requisition number is a clickable link. Click the link to access the document.
l Graph view is a bar graph with each bar representing the requisitions with a specific status;

Pending, Completed, Rejected, Withdrawn, etc. Clicking on a bar executes a search for
requisitions in that status.

Savings Management Widgets
In addition to the "Action Items ", "Approvals " and "Display Search Results ", the following savings
management-specific widgets are available:

Saved Search: Savings Initiatives

The Saved Search: Savings Initiative widget provides users with access to a saved savings
initiative search. The results of the saved search are displayed within the widget in a list,
summary, or graph view. Widgets on organization dashboards can use shared saved searches.
Personal dashboard widgets can use either shared or personal saved searches. Note: A
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dashboard can have multiple Saved Search: Savings Initiative widgets.

Configuration Options:

l In the Saved Search field select a saved search to display in the widget. If you are adding
the widget to an organization dashboard, only shared saved searches will be available. If
you are adding the widget to your personal dashboard, both personal and shared saves
searches (to which you have access) will be available.

l Select a value in the Default Display Option; Full List, Summary or Graph. If you select
Summary or Graph, the Group By field displays. Select the value by which to group the
information.

l In the Columns to Display field, click the checkbox for each column you would like to
display in the widget.

Using the Widget on a Dashboard

l If the widget is configured to display the full list, the savings initiatives will be listed with the
configured columns. Documents can be sorted by any of the columns. Click on the savings
initiative number to open the document.

l If the widget is configured to display a summary, the savings initiative will be rolled up in to
categories and grouped by the values indicated when the widget was created. Clicking on
a category or sub-category executes a search for savings initiatives in that category. A
search results page displays.

l If Graph view is selected, the information will display in a bar graph. Clicking on a bar
executes a search for the savings initiatives in that category. A search results page
displays

Savings by Fiscal Year Report

The Savings by Fiscal Year Report widget displays the Savings By Fiscal Year report in graph
format. Note: A dashboard can have multiple Savings by Fiscal Year Report widgets.

Configuration Options:

l Active Within (Required) - Select the time frame for the savings initiatives that will be
displayed in the report from the dropdown field.

l Project (Work Group) - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives that are
part of a specific project or work group, enter a value in this field. Begin typing for click the
search icon to search for a project.

l Status - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives with a specific status,
enter a value in this field. Begin typing for click the search icon to search for a status.

l Department - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives for a specific
department, enter a value in this field. Begin typing for click the search icon to search for a
department.
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l Primary Savings Type - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives for a
specific primary savings type, enter a value in this field. Begin typing for click the search
icon to search for a savings type.

l Creator - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives set up by a specific
creator (user who originated the savings initiative), enter a value in this field. Begin typing
for click the search icon to search for a creator.

l Business Unit - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives for a specific
business unit, enter a value in this field. Begin typing for click the search icon to search for
a business unit.

Savings Initiative Search

The Savings Initiative Search widget allows users to access the search feature directly from the
dashboard.

l You can perform a simple contract search directly from the widget. Enter search criteria in
Search field and then click . You will be taken to a search results page.

l To perform an advanced search, click the Advanced Search link. You will be taken to the
Advanced Search screen.

Savings Summary Report

The Savings Summary Report widget displays the Savings Summary report in graph format. Users
can view the report on the dashboard without having to navigate to the Portfolio Savings
Manager menu. Note: A dashboard can have multiple Savings Summary Report widgets.

Configuration Options:

l Active Within (Required) - Select the time frame for the savings initiatives that will
be displayed in the report from the dropdown field.

l Project (Work Group) - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives
that are part of a specific project or projects, enter a value in this field. Begin typing
for click the search icon to search for a project.

l Status - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives with a specific
status, enter a value in this field. Begin typing for click the search icon to search for
a status.

l Department - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives for a specific
department, enter a value in this field. Begin typing for click the search icon to
search for a department.

l Primary Savings Type - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives for
a specific primary savings type, enter a value in this field. Begin typing for click the
search icon to search for a savings type.

l Creator - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives set up by a
specific creator (user who originated the savings initiative), enter a value in this
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field. Begin typing for click the search icon to search for a creator.
l Business Unit - If you would like the report to display savings initiatives for a
specific business unit, enter a value in this field. Begin typing for click the search
icon to search for a department.

5. Click Save Changes.

Search Widgets
Search widgets include "Contract Search ", "Display Search Results ", "Invoice Summary ",
"Orders Search", "Purchase Order Summary ", "Requisition Summary", "Saved Search: Contracts
", "Saved Search: Savings Initiatives", "Saved Search: Sourcing ", "Personal Dashboards and
Widgets", "Savings Initiative Search ", "Sourcing Event Search ", "Supplier Search ".

Shopping Widgets
In addition to the "Draft Carts", "Forms " and "Requisition Summary" widget, the following
shopping-specific widgets are available:

Product Search

The Product Search widget allows the user to locate shopping items from the dashboard. Users
can perform a simple product search, access advanced search, shop from several types of
shortcuts or through browsing items.

l To perform a simple search from the widget, select a category in the drop-down field,
enter a value in the text field and click the search icon.

l To perform an advanced search click the Advanced Search link. The widget expands and
advanced search options are displayed.

l Shortcuts are available to take you to your favorites or forms, to create a non-catalog item
and to create a quick order. To access a shortcut, simply click on the link.

l Item browse options are available. To access an options, simply click on the link.

Showcases

The Showcases widget displays product showcases on the dashboard. Users can access these
showcases directly from the dashboard without having to navigate to the shopping area of the
application. Note: Users will only be able to view dashboards to which they have access.

Configuration Options:
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l Click All Showcases to display all showcases to which the user has access.
l Click Select Showcases... to pick specific checkboxes. The available showcases
display. Click the checkbox for each showcase you would like to include. Note: If
you are configuring this widget for an organization dashboard, you will be able to
select showcases to which you have access but will not be able to view the content.

Sourcing Widgets
In addition to the "Action Items ", "Approvals " and "Display Search Results ", the following
sourcing-specific widgets are available:

Key Event Dates

The Key Event Dateswidget provides a list of sourcing events with upcoming release, open or
close dates.

l The widget displays the key event dates in a list. If the widget is configured to show filters,
you can filter the list by date range or to show or hide draft and pending events.

l The list is sortable by each column. TheOwners column includes the name of the sourcing
event owner. If there are multiple owners, a link may display in the column that notes the
number of owners. Clicking on the link activates an overlay that displays all of the owners.

l The Event Number for each key event date is a clickable link. Clicking on the link opens the
sourcing event.

l The widget displays the key event dates in a list. If the widget is configured to show filters,
you can filter the list by date range or to show or hide draft and pending events.

l The list is sortable by each column. TheOwners column includes the name of the sourcing
event owner. If there are multiple owners, a link may display in the column that notes the
number of owners. Clicking on the link activates an overlay that displays all owners.

l The Event Number for each key event date is a clickable link. Clicking on the link opens the
sourcing event.

Saved Search: Sourcing

The Saved Search: Sourcing Search widget allows the user to view the results from a Sourcing
Event saved search.

Sourcing Event Search

The Sourcing Event Search widget allows the user to search for sourcing events directly from the
dashboard. Users can perform a simple product search right from the widget or access the
advanced search screen.
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l To perform a simple search from the widget, enter the search criteria in the text field and
click the search icon.

l To perform an advanced search, click the Advanced Search link. You will be taken to the
Advanced Search screen.

Sourcing Events Summary

The Sourcing Events Summary widget displays a summary of the organization's sourcing events.
The summary is a bar graph and can be sorted by event type, event owner, status or supplier.

Using the Widget on a Dashboard

l The bar graph is categorized by the value selected in the View Sourcing Events By field. To
change the categories, select a different option in that field.

l The sourcing events included in the summary are based on the value selected in the
Sourcing Events field. All Events displays all sourcing events for the organization. My
Events displays only the sourcing events for the user who is viewing the dashboard. To
change the summary, select a different option in that field. Note: If the View Sourcing
Events By field is set to Owner, you are only able to select All Events in this field.

l Clicking on a bar on the graph executes a search for the sourcing events in that category.

l The bar graph is categorized by the value selected in the View Sourcing Events By field. To
change the categories, select a different option in that field.

l The sourcing events included in the summary are based on the value selected in the
Sourcing Events field. All Events displays all sourcing events for the organization. My
Events displays only the sourcing events for the user who is viewing the dashboard. To
change the summary, select a different option in that field. Note: If the View Sourcing
Events By field is set to Owner, you are only able to select All Events in this field.

l Clicking on a bar on the graph executes a search for the sourcing events in that category.

Supplier Management Widgets
In addition to the "Action Items ", "Approvals ", "Forms "and "Display Search Results ", the
following sourcing-specific widgets are available:

Saved Search Suppliers

The Saved Search: Supplierswidget provides users with access to a saved supplier search. The
results of the supplier saved search are displayed within the widget in a list, summary or graph
view. Widgets on organization dashboards can use shared saved searches. Personal dashboard
widgets can use either shared or personal saved searches.

Configuration Options
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l Select a value in the Default Display Option; Full List, Summary or Graph. If you select
Summary or Graph, the Group By field displays. Select the value by which to group the
information.

l In the Columns to Display field, click the checkbox for each column you would like to
display in the widget.

Using the Widget on a Dashboard

l If the widget is configured to display the full list, the suppliers will be listed with the
configured columns. Suppliers can be sorted by any of the columns. Click on the supplier
name to display the supplier profile.

l If the widget is configured to display a summary, the contracts will be rolled up in to
categories and grouped by the values indicated when the widget was created. Clicking on
a category or sub-category executes a search for suppliers in that category. A search
results page displays.

l If Graph view is selected, the information will display in a bar graph. Clicking on a bar
executes a search for the suppliers in that category. A search results page displays.

Supplier Performance

The Supplier Performance widget displays an overview of open Scorecards for the current user
and the evaluator status.

Using the Widget on a Dashboard

l To access a Scorecard from the widget, click on the Scorecard name.

Supplier Search

The Supplier Search widget allows the user to search for suppliers directly from the dashboard.
Users can perform a simple supplier search right from the widget or access the advanced search
screen.

Using the Widget on a Dashboard

l To perform a simple search from the widget, enter the search criteria in the text field and
click the search icon.

l To perform an advanced search click, the Advanced Search link. You will be taken to the
Advanced Search screen.
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User Profile and Export

The User Profile

Overview
The User Profile contains the user's settings for use in the application, including basic identifying
information as well as permission, notification, and access settings. Howmuch of your own user
profile you are allowed to edit depends on your user permissions. Users with specific permissions
can edit other user profiles, as well as create, deactivate and delete users.

For additional help about each field listed on the page, click the help icon at the top of the page
or next to the field name.

Note: The available items and actual field names in the user profile are dependent on your
organization configurations. Contact your system administrator with any questions.

Note: JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers - see "User Management in Cross-
Module Integrations" on page 211 for additional information.
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Related Permissions
Permissions related to user profile access and management are located under the user profile at
Permissions Settings > Administration > User Administration. Please contact your system
administrator for questions about your permissions.

l View My Profile -With this permission users may access and view information submitted
when the user generated their user profile. This user profile is generated the first time a
user logs in or completes registration in the application.

l Edit My Profile - When granted this permission users may access, edit, and update the
information submitted in their user profile. .

l Change Password - Users with this permission have the ability to change their password.
If the user also has the access to other users' profiles, this person may change the
passwords of other users as well.

l Edit Personal Information - This permission grants access to the Personal Settings sub-
menu under the profile > User Settings tab. Information such as Language, Country, Time
Zone, Font Size and Color Theme are all managed from this screen. Note: User department
cannot be changed with this permission.

l Change My Dept./Position - This permission allows users who can edit personal
information to also edit their department and position.

l Change My Business Unit - This permission allows the user to change the Business Unit
assigned to them. Note: There are permissions and access that can be tied to business
units, so changing a business unit could change the users permissions.

l View All User Profiles - This permission allows users to access and view user profiles of
other users registered in the application.

l Edit All User Profiles/Roles/Permissions - With this permission users may access and
utilize functionality to create, search for, and grant roles and permissions to users within
the application. This permission also allows the user to enter comments on user profiles.

l Edit All User Profiles Only - This permission is geared towards system administrators
that manage user setup such as shipping information, account code assignment, etc., but
are not responsible for setting up role-based permissions. This permission allows editing of
information on all User profiles, with the exception of assigning roles and permissions. Both
of these sub-tabs are read only.

l Edit User Names - Allows a user to edit user names if they also have at the Edit My
Profile (to edit their own user name) or Edit All User Profiles/Roles Permissions or Edit
All Profiles Only (to edit another user's user name). They cannot edit user names if they
only have the Edit User Names permission.
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l Edit My Supervisor for Approvals - Provides access to the user to select their supervisor
for use in financial approval. Once selected, any requisitions that exceed the user's
spending limits will be routed to their supervisor for approval.

l Edit User's Financial Approvers - Select or remove financial approvers for all users.

l Delete a User - Allows a user to delete another user record. Important! The user deletion
action cannot be undone. Deleted users cannot be reactivated.

l Set My Homepage - Users with this permission have the ability to select a specific home
page instead of using the default home page set by the organization.

l Edit Fulfillment Center Access - Allows edit access to the Fulfillment Center Access
page in the user profile and the Manage Fulfillment Center access page for the
organization. This permission allows an administrator to determine which fulfillment
centers stockroom personnel have access to.

Accessing Your User Profile
Most organizations allow users access to their profile, even if it is read-only. In some cases,
organizations may also allow users to make updates and edits to some of the information in their
user profiles.

Users with the View My Profile or Edit My Profile permission can access their own user profiles
by clicking the user menu in the top right banner, then selecting View My Profile.

Administrators with appropriate permissions can view or make updates to the user profiles of
other application users.

Administrator Access to User Profiles
Administrators with appropriate permissions can view or make updates to the user profiles of
other application users.
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1. Begin by searching for the appropriate user. Navigate to Administer >Manage Users >
Search for Users. The User Search results screen displays all active and inactive users by
default.

2. Enter a keyword or phrase in theQuick search field and click the search icon to refine
results. For an advanced search, select from theQuick Filter options in the left panel, or
click to Add Filter to select criteria. Note: If the user's name contains special characters, it
is better to copy and paste the name in to theQuick Search box, or into the appropriate
Name filter.

3. Scroll through the page(s) to view the list of users. Data can be sorted by any column listed
with an arrow in the column name by clicking on the arrow. Locate the appropriate user and
access the profile by clicking on the name under the User Name column.

User Profile and Preferences
The User Profile and Preferences pages contain items related to the general setup of a user
including contact information, language, and display settings. Mobile users can set up the app
activation codes.

l User's Name, Phone Number, Email, etc. - Users with Edit Personal Information
permission can make edits to the fields on this page with the exception of the User Name.
Users with Edit User Names permissions can edit the User Name field.

l Business Unit: If your organization utilizes the Multi Business Units, users can be
assigned to a single Business Unit.

l Department and Positions: When you assign a department in the Department field,
the Position field becomes active and you can select from the positions assigned to
the department.

l Note: For JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers, the
Sourcing Role is displayed instead of Position. The Sourcing Role is the user
role across all JAGGAER ONE solutions. Contact your system administrator if
you have questions about your assigned Sourcing Role. See "User
Management in Cross-Module Integrations" on page 211 for additional
information.

l User Name - Users with the appropriate permissions can edit user names.

l If a user has the Edit User Names and the Edit My Profile permissions only,
they can edit their own user name, but cannot edit other user names.

l If a user has the Edit User Names permission and either the Edit All User
Profiles/Roles/Permissions or the Edit All Profile Only permissions, they
can edit their own user name and other user names.
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l Authentication Method - The Authentication Method refers to how a user logs in to
the JAGGAER application. This is typically set up during implementation.

l Language, Time Zone and Display Settings - Each of the settings on this page are set up
at the organization-level, but can be overridden at the user level.

l App Activation Codes - Select this link to configure your mobile app activation codes. See
"JAGGAER Mobile App Device Setup" on page 200 for additional information.

l Early Access Participation - Occasionally, JAGGAER will include functionality in a release
that is not available by default, but can be enabled at the user or role level. This gives
customers an opportunity to "try out" the new feature before it becomes permanent. To
enable or disable a feature at the user profile level, click the Edit Section link. Click on the
help icon ? in the top right corner to see help text for each feature.

l Guided Tour Instructions - A Guided Tour is available to users who opt-in to a new
search experience when navigating to a new search page. Guided Tour options include a
step-by-step walk through on the search page as well as viewing a video and accessing
additional information directly from the solution. The Guided Tour options are enabled for
an organization and at the user level by default. If enabled at the organization level, users
can disable in the user profile. If disabled at the organization level, the users do not have
access to enable at the user level.

l Additional User Settings - JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations can select this
link to navigate to additional user details such as changing the login password or viewing
Upstream User Rights, as permissions allow.

Update Security Settings
Security Settings contain pages for managing a user's password, email approval code, security
question or answer, and other features which allow access to the application.

l Change Password - When selected, an overlay displays to guide you through changing
the password. See "Updating the User Password" on the next page for more information.

l Change Email Approval Code - When an organization allows documents to be approved
via email, the user must enter an email approval code. Configure the approval code in this
field.

l Change Security Question or Answer - When retrieving a lost password, you may be
prompted to answer a security question in order to do so. Select from a pre-configured list
of questions and enter the appropriate answer.

l Multi-factor Authentication (MFA) - Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a method used
to confirm a user’s identity. Methods are listed here, and users with permission can select
to add or delete an authentication method.

l Link to ASO Account - In order to have the option to incorporate suppliers from the
Supplier Management solution into ASO events, a user must have their user accounts
linked between the two solutions. See "Supplier Management and Sourcing Optimizer
(ASO) Integration" in the Supplier Management Handbook or online searchable help.
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Updating the User Password
Two options for changing the password are available. The first option uses a Forgot your
Password link that displays on the login page. This link may not be available on your site. If this is
the case, refer to the second option or contact your system administrator for assistance. Note:
This task is only applicable to organizations/users that log directly into the site ("Local"
authentication method).

If you forgot your password:

1. From the Login screen, click the Forgot your Password link. The Reset Password screen
displays.

2. Enter your username and email (associated with the user name), then click the Go button.
3. A Reset Password Emailwill be sent, containing a link back to the site. Either click this link

or cut and paste it into the Web browser’s address bar.
4. After the site opens, enter the answer to the question provided during registration, then a

new password in both the User Password and Retype User Password fields.
5. Click the Go button. The JAGGAER site opens and you are logged in.

If you know your current password or are an administrator changing a
user's password:

1. Access the user profile.
2. In the Update Security Settings group click on the Change Password link. In the overlay,

enter your current password in theOld Password field. Then enter the new password in
the New Password and Confirm New Password fields. Note: If you are changing another
user's password, you will not need to enter the old password.

3. Click Change Password. The password is updated.

Note: JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers follow a different process
for changing a password. See "Changing Your Password" on page 214 for instructions.

Default User Settings
The Default User Settings pages contain settings for configuring custom fields and account
codes, default addresses, cart and checkout options, financial approvers, and payment options.
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Custom Field and Accounting Code Defaults

Custom fields are used on transaction documents to hold information that is passed to another
system (such as the organization’s financial system), or to track additional order details required
by an organization such as buyer information. Although custom field values can be selected or
entered each time an order is placed, it is recommended to set up custom field values that are
used repeatedly for ordering in the user profile. Click on the help icon ? in the top right corner see
additional instructions.

1. Click on the tab that contains the custom field to manage. For example, the Header tab
contains fields that can be assigned at a requisition's header level.

2. Select the Edit button in the Edit Values column. A message displays if no default value
has been assigned for that custom field.

a. Click the Create New Value button to add a new custom field value or to select
from a list of administrative values.

l Existing administrative values are listed in the Values box. Click the checkbox
(es) of the appropriate value and then click the Add Values button.

l To add a new value, enter information in the New Value box.
b. To modify an existing custom field value:

l Select the desired custom field value from the Value/Description
custom field box.

l Modify the Value, Description and Default checkbox as appropriate.

Accounting Code Favorites

Accounting code favorites allow users to easily save combinations of accounting codes that are
frequently used in combination with one another. Users who buy for different projects or who
split purchases across different codes can store these frequently used combinations on their
profiles and quickly select to use them during checkout. Split percentages can also be saved with
accounting code favorites.

Code favorites can be created for shopping (carts, purchase requisitions and purchase orders),
and also separately configured for invoices and check requests. Code favorites can be created
through the user profile or imported from a template.

1. Go to Default User Settings > Custom Field and Accounting Code Default. Click the
Code Favorites tab.

2. To set up codes for a specific Business Unit, select the appropriate option in the Business
Units drop-down field (if enabled for the organization).

3. Click the Add button.
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4. Enter the nickname for the account code favorite.
5. Select the default checkbox if this set of values should be the default for your profile.
6. Select the appropriate values. Note: Selections are available based on the user's custom

field permissions.
7. Click Save.
8. To delete an accounting code set, click the Delete button.
9. To edit an accounting code set, click the Edit button and make any necessary changes.

Note: Account code favorites can also be imported. For additional information please see
"User Import and Export " on page 65.

Applying Code Favorites to Documents

If a Code Favorite includes a non-splittable parent / splittable child relationship and is flagged as a
Default in the user profile, it can now be used in populating new transactions including
requisitions and invoices according to the following hierarchy:

l If an invoice is being created from a contract with "Code Defaults on Invoice" values
(Contracts > Search Contracts > [selected contract> > eProcurement Setup page), the
contract codes will be applied first.

l If the user is creating a non-po invoice NOT associated with a contract, configured Non-PO
Code Rules will be applied (Accounts Payable > AP Administration > Manage Non-PO Code
Rules).

l If neither of those conditions apply to the invoice, the User Profile Code Favorites Defaults
will be applied.

Default Addresses

Address information can be entered each time an order is placed, it is recommended to set up
billing and shipping information in the user profile to save time and provide consistency with each
order. There are two types of addresses that are user-defined for purchase orders:

l Ship To: The shipping address identifies where the supplier should ship the item(s). 

l Bill To: The billing address identifies where the supplier should send the bill for the item(s).

To Add Default Addresses:
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1. Select the Ship To or Bill To tab.
2. Click the Select Addresses for Profile button and select or search and select the

appropriate Address Template.
3. The address information displays. Nickname and Attn (Contact Line 1) fields are

editable. Review the address information and make any appropriate edits. To make this the
default user address, select the Default checkbox.

4. Click Save.
5. Repeat the steps to add any additional shipping or billing addresses to the profile.
6. It is recommended that one Bill To and one Ship To address is marked as the default

address. 

Cart Assignees

If a user is defined as a "shopper" only without the ability to submit an order, they must have Cart
Assignees designated in the user profile. A Shopper role may be used as follows:

l Shopping only user – An organization wants to limit the number of users that need to be
trained and set up in their ERP system. Therefore, the majority of users are set up as
“shoppers” and orders are assigned to a “requisitioner” who is set up in the ERP system.
This scenario is also helpful for users that may not be knowledgeable of accounting
information, ship to details, etc.

l Department/Lab usage – Users shop and fill a shopping cart, then assign the cart to a
single individual in the department or lab for submission – i.e. –representing the “first” level
of approval.

To designate Cart Assignees:

1. Click the Add Assignees button.
2. From the User Search pop-up window, enter search criteria to locate the cart assignee,

then click Search.
3. The search results displays users that meet the requested criteria and are set up to submit

carts.  Locate the user from the list, and click the select link from the Action column.
4. Click the Set as Preferred button to make the user the default approver for your orders. To

remove an approver as the preferred (i.e. – default) approver, click the Remove Preferred
button. To remove the user completely as a cart assignee, click the Remove button.

Checkout Settings

The Checkout Setting is configured at the organization and role level, but can be overridden at
the user level. Express Checkout is a simple checkout process that contains minimum steps
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making the checkout process quicker and easier than the more complex Advanced Checkout.
Express checkout is mainly intended for users who make very small or infrequent purchases.
Users with Express Checkout set as the default will still be able to use Advanced Checkout. To
override the user setting, click the Edit Section link.

For more information about Express Checkout, please see "The Checkout Process" in the
eProcurement Shopping and Ordering Handbook or online searchable help

Financial Approvers

Financial approvals is an optional step that can be included in an organization's workflow process,
and allows organizations to trigger approvals based on a user’s financial limits. This means that
outside of auto-rejections and other system validations, a user’s financial approver is the first
person to review and approve/reject the requisition. Note: Only approvers with higher limits than
the user are allowed to approve a requisition or order.

1. Click the Add Approvers button.
2. From the User Search pop-up window, enter search criteria to locate the approver,

then click Search.
3. Locate the approver from the list, and click the select link from the Action column.
4. The user will be added as a financial approver. To make the user the preferred

approver, click the Set as Preferred button. To remove the preferred status, click
the Remove Preferred button. To remove the user as a financial approver, click the
Remove button.

Payment Options

If your organization uses credit cards as a payment method, users with the Edit Credit Card
permission can add and manage credit card information so that it does not have to be manually
entered for each order. The credit card number entered is encrypted, meaning it cannot be
viewed after entered, but the system retains the information and can validate against the number.
To see the card number in the user profile, click "Click here to view details" in the credit card
number field. The number will display for 20 seconds, and then return to the "Click here to view
details" text.

Multiple cards can be configured. The card assigned as the default will be assigned to all lines of
an order. If no default is indicated, a credit card must be assigned to each line in an order. Note:
Credit Cards can only be used with items from those suppliers that have PCard set up as an
ordering method.

1. Click the Add a New Card button.
2. Enter the information for the credit card. If appropriate, enable the card as the Default

card.
3. Click Save.
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4. Select the Apply the Default Card checkbox to automatically apply your designated
Default card to all line items in a requisition.

The credit card number on user profiles cannot be edited. Users must remove the existing card
number and enter a new one. The card Name, Cardholder Name and Expiration Date fields can be
edited.

Virtual Payment Options

The Virtual Payment Card feature provides the ability to assign a one-time credit card number to
an associated order amount. System administrators with the appropriate permissions have the
ability to associate a VCard to a user profile. For regular users it is a read only field that displays
the selected VCard configuration. Depending on your organization's setup, you will see virtual
card configuration sections for J.P. Morgan Chase and/or Discover.

1. In the the JPMorgan VCard field, select a virtual payment configuration from the
drop down list. Once a configuration is selected, the page will refresh and the
selection is displayed near the top of the section.

2. To change a configuration, select a different option in the JPMorgan VCard field.
3. To delete a configuration, click the Remove button.

Click the help icon at the top of the page for additional information.

Chemical Location Defaults

For organizations using Chemical Inventory Management, users can set the default project and
locations for chemical inventory orders. The Chemical Access settings must first be configured
for the user.

User Roles and Access
This section of the user profile is where a user's roles are assigned, as well as access to features
in the application based on department, persona, or business unit. This section also contains
assignments for price files and business units.

Assigned Roles

Roles are created to manage users with similar permissions. When a role is assigned to a user,
default permissions are automatically given to the user, but can be overridden on the user level.

l To add a role, select the role in the Select Role column. Click the right arrow to
move the role to the Assigned Role column.

l To remove a role, select the role in the Assigned Role column. Click the left arrow
to move the role to the Select Role column.
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Note: JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers - see "JAGGAER ONE Cross-
Module Integrations - User Management" for additional information about assigning roles.

Access

This page is used to define the user's document search and persona shopping access. Document
Search assignments by department or business unit allow the user access to searching orders
other than their own. Persona shopping allows the user access to shop for more than one
department or business unit using the available forms, favorites, and showcase assigned for the
department or business unit. Click on the help icon ? in the top right corner see additional
instructions.

Note: This screen is also used to grant Shopping Persona access. Therefore, it is possible
that a department or business unit has been selected for Persona Shopping but the user has
not yet been granted document search access.

Department Assignments

1. Click Enable for Non Department Orders field to grant access to all non-
department orders. Click Disable to remove access.

2. Existing Department Assignments are listed.
3. Grant Document Search Access:

a. To grant document search access for a department that is already
listed, click the Document Search checkbox.

b.  To select a department that is not listed, click the Add Department
dropdown field and select the appropriate department. The department
will be added to the list. Click the Document Search checkbox. 

4. Grant Persona shopping Access:

a. To grant persona access for a department that is already listed, click the Persona
Shopping checkbox.

b. To select a department that is not listed, click the Add Department dropdown field
and select the appropriate department. The department will be added to the list.
Click the Persona Shopping checkbox.

5. Click Save.

Business Unit Assignments
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1. Click Enable for Non Business Unit Orders field to grant access to all non-business
unit orders. Click Disable to remove access.

2. Existing Business Unit Assignments are listed.
3. Grant Document Search Access:

a. To grant document search access for a business unit that is already
listed, click the Document Search checkbox.

b. To select a business unit that is not listed, click the Add Business Unit
dropdown field and select the appropriate business unit. The business
unit will be added to the list. Click the Document Search checkbox. 

4. Grant Persona shopping Access:
a. To grant persona access for a business unit that is already listed, click

the Persona Shopping checkbox.
b. To select a business unit that is not listed, click the Add Business Unit

dropdown field and select the appropriate business unit. The business
unit will be added to the list. Click the Persona Shopping checkbox.

5. Click Save.

Fulfillment Center Access

You can control which fulfillment centers – or locations – that a user has access to, so that
storeroom personnel are only allowed to view and work with the items in their specific area. To
assign Fulfillment Center in the user profile, click the checkbox for the desired Fulfillment Center.
You can also assign users from the fulfillment center. See "Assigning Fulfillment Center Access" in
the Inventory Management Handbook or online searchable help.

Price File Approvals

Users with the Catalog Management permission the Approve Assigned Supplier Price Files
permission can add suppliers for which price files can be approved. If the user has the permission
to Approve All Supplier Price Files, no option is given to individually select suppliers since the
user is automatically assigned to all supplier price files.

To assign supplier price files:

1. Click Assign Supplier. An overlay displays in which to search for suppliers.

2. Click select for the appropriate supplier in the overlay. Repeat the selection until all desired
suppliers are assigned.

l Note: If the selected supplier does not have an active hosted enablement with the
organization, an error message displays and the supplier is not added to the list.

3. To remove an assigned supplier, click the Remove Supplier button.
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Assigned Shopping Personas

The Shopping Persona feature allows users to shop for more than one department or business
unit without having to change the field in their profile. Administrators can create and manage
personas for users. See Shopping Personas in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering
Handbook or online searchable help.

1. Existing Personas are listed. Click on the persona name to open it for editing.
2. To create a new persona, click Create New Persona.
3. Enter a Name for the persona that will display to the user.
4. Enter an Internal Name that will be used to reference the persona within the system.

Internal names must be unique for a user but are not required to be unique across all users.
Note: The internal name cannot be changed once the persona is saved.

5. Click the Active checkbox to make the persona active upon saving. You can save the
persona without making it active. Only active personas are available to be associated to
users.

6. Enter or edit the configuration details:

l To create a persona based on business unit, click on the Business Unit dropdown
field and select the appropriate business unit. Clicking on the link takes you to the
user's Access screen.

l To create a persona based on department, click on the Department dropdown field
and select the appropriate department.Clicking on the link takes you to the user's
Access screen.

l If you selected a department and the department has assigned positions, you can
select a position to further define the persona. Select a value from the Positions
dropdown field. Only the positions associated with the department are available for
selection.

l You can include the user's code favorites in the persona configuration. This will
apply the user's code favorites to carts created by the user under this persona.
Click on the Code Favorite dropdown field and select the code favorite.

5. Click Create (Save if you are editing a persona).

Assign Business Unit Administration

If a user is assigned to a specific Business Unit on the User's Name, Phone Number, Email, etc.
page, administration access can be assigned to additional business units here. If a user is not
assigned to a Business Unit, this page does not apply.

A message displays indicating the user's assigned Business Unit.

../../../../../../../../Content/Indirect/eProcurement/Cart-Tasks/personas.htm
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1. Click Assign this user as an Admin of only this Business Unit if the user should have
business unit administration access to only the Business Unit to which they are assigned.

2. Click select additional Business Units... to display the list of available Business Units.

3. The user has access to manage business units and users in the Selected Business Units
defined on this page. To assign additional, select from the Available Business Units and
click the right arrow to move to Selected Business Units.

4. Click Save.

5. To remove a business unit, select it from Selected Business Units and click the left arrow
to move it to Available Business Units.

Chemical Access

This page indicates chemical inventory projects to which the user has access. Projects that are
assigned at the role level are indicated in Role Assigned Projects. Additional projects can be
assigned at the user level.

1. Select from the Available Projects and click the right arrow to move to User Assigned
Projects.

2. Click Save.

3. To remove a business unit, select it from Selected Business Units and click the left arrow
to move it to Available Business Units.

Ordering and Approval Settings
contains items related to orders and catalogs to which the user has access, as well as currency
access and approval folders

l User Purchasing and Approval Limit Values - Set the financial limits for the user. These
can be set at the role level and overridden at the user level. Included here are limits for
requisition totals as well as line items. Also, you may set limited purchase order (LPO) limits,
if that routing rule is enabled in the application. Click the help text icon for each field to see
a detailed explanation. Note: Users must have the currency enabled in the user profile to
inherit or choose the currency setting.

l PunchOut Access - These settings affect a user's ability to access a supplier's PunchOut
site.

l Product Views - Product views manage the types of products that specific users or user
roles are able to view in search results. These views are based on supplier and product
category classes as well as specific product flags. Note: The user's Business Unit settings
may differ.
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l All Products - If this setting is ON, the user has visibility to all supplier products
available to your organization

l Product Views - If the All Products setting is OFF, you can select individual Product
Views. Users will have visibility to the specific Product Views that have been
enabled.

l Currency Access - Select the applicable currencies for the user. A user must have access
to a currency in order to purchase items, approve price files or switch their preferred
currency.

l RAM Quota - Use this section to set the user's license for handling radioactive material -
RAM. If the user is enabled as an Authorized User, navigate to each tab to set limits for
each radionuclide and associate Qualified Users with such AU.

l View Assigned Approval Folders - View and assign substitute approvers to approval
folders assigned to the user. If the user is assigned to more than one type of document
approval, use the Type dropdown to select the appropriate workflow.

Permission Settings
Permissions determine what functions are available to a particular user, including what navigation
tabs and screens are viewable and editable by the user. When a role is assigned to a user, default
permissions are automatically given to the user, but can be overridden by an administrator if
necessary. Note: Permissions available will vary based on your organization's licensed solutions
and your individual access.

l Permissions are organized by topic in separate sections. Sections can be collapsed by
clicking the collapse icon ( ) in the top left corner. All associated permissions are listed in
each section. A green check ( ) in the Value column indicates the permission is enabled
for the user. A red X ( ) indicates the permission is disabled for the user. Review the
permissions enabled. For a detailed explanation of a permission, click the permission name
from the profile.

l A user's permissions are inherited from an assigned role or roles. To view the roles that the
permissions came from, click the Show Details button. The role or roles will display. If the
permission has been overridden at the role level (Override)will display. To edit, click the
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appropriate Edit Section button.

l Note: JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers - Permissions are managed
separately for some solutions. See "Permissions and User Rights" on page 212 for
additional information about managing permissions.

Notification Preferences
The application can be configured to notify users when specific events happen in the system or
an issue is pending that requires the user's attention. All notifications are available by email and
some are also available in the application in the Notifications menu in the top banner. Often, this
information is inherited from a role but it can be overridden at the user level. If a notification
preference is not inherited, it will default to None.

For information about notifications that are specific to each product, please refer to each solution
handbook or section in the online searchable help. You can also click the associated with the
notification, as shown below.

l Email indicates that the user receives the notification by email.
l Notification indicates that the user receives the notification in the application. Important
Note: In-application notifications are not available for all notifications.

l Email & Notification indicates that the user receives the notification in both ways.
l None indicates that the user does not receive this notification.

User History
The User Profile History provides an audit trail that tracks changes made to a user’s profile. This is
an information-only screen that provides detailed information about potentially important
changes such as changes to roles and permissions, approvers, addresses, and more. The History
screens are used to track changes, additions, and deletions. Select the Export CSV button to
export the user history information to a file.
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l Add Profile Comment - Comments can be added to the user profile and this information
can be viewed through the History sub-tab. For example, a user may want to add notes
about their cardholder information, the permissions they were granted, shipping address,
etc.

Administrative Tasks
This section contains items related to a user's history and items that are generally configured by
administrators.

l Copy Personal Favorites - Select this link to copy the user's personal item (shopping)
favorites to another user's Personal Favorites.

l Export User Information - Select this link to export the user profile information.

l Basic - This file contains only basic information about the user, such as name, phone
number, email address, department, status, and assigned roles. The Format
selection for this type is read-only (CSV) and cannot be changed

l Advanced - This file contains all the fields available on the user profile, including all
permissions, email notifications, code favorites, and other settings. The fields that
display will vary, depending on the organization's licenses and enabled features.
Once this option is selected, the available formats display (explained below). Some
formats are for export purposes only; others can be used for import:

l CSV - This file contains all the fields available on the user profile, including
information on when the user account was created and the last login
date/time. This format is for informational purposes only and cannot be used
for import.

l XML- This file contains all the settings on the user profiles in xml format. It can
be modified and re-imported.

l Tab Delimited - This format can be used for importing updates and new user
information. The Export is a zipped archive (.ZIP) that contains up to four text
tab-delimited files (depending upon the site configuration): User Profile
Information, Custom Field information, User Personas, and Code Favorite
Assignments.

l Once completed, access the export file on theManage Search Exports page.

l See "User Import and Export " on page 65 for additional information about the export
format and uses.

l Inactivate or Reactivate User - Users can be deactivated and reactivated. Deactivated
users remain in the system but cannot log in.
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l Delete User - When viewing another user's profile, users with appropriate permission can
delete the user. As opposed to deactivating a user, which prevents the user from logging
into the application, deleting a user removes the user's personally identifiable information.
When a user is deleted, the username is no longer stored in the application. Because
username is "dynamically" retrieved on documents the username will be obscured on these
objects. However, because user information such as first name, last name, address, etc. is
"stored" on a document, that data will still display.

Important: Deleting a user cannot be reversed and should be a
very deliberate action. Use caution when assigning permission to
perform this task. Only administrators should have the ability to
delete users.

Administrator Activities
Refer to articles in the Administration and Configuration Handbook or online searchable
helpregarding the following features.

Creating a New User
New users can be added in a number of ways depending on how your site is set up:

l Users can register and automatically access the site.
l Users can register and prompt an administrator to review the registration
l A new user can access the site from an external system.
l An administrator can add new users.

Basic information such as username and password are required to create a new user.
Administrators can also set up additional information such as addresses, custom field values and
more.

OPTION: After the user is created or after an administrator resets a user password, an option is
available to force the user to reset his or her password. This option is set in the following location:
Setup > General Site Settings > System Settings and Configuration. A system
administrator can make this selection for your site.

IMPORTANT: An organization’s business practice dictates how users are created in the system
and what information is entered by an administrator or end-user.
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1. Go to Administer >Manage Users > Add New User. Or, from User Search results,
click the Create User button. The User Identification screen displays.

2. Enter basic information about the user such as username, password, contact information,
etc. Required fields are noted with a star ( ). The fields that display depend on your
organization's licenses and configurations.

3. Click the Create button. The user is created and the user profile displays. Note: The user
status is automatically set to Activewhen a user is created.

4. The user receives an email at the provided email address, indicating the login information
and a temporary password.

5. Once the user logs in and changes their password, they have the ability to navigate as their
permissions allow.

Note: User creation may require additional configuration for JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module
Integrations customers. See "Adding New Users" on page 211 for additional information.

User Import and Export
Users can be added and updated via a bulk import file. Also, various extract formats are available
to view user information.

The following user items can be imported into the application. This means that multiple items can
be added or updated from a single file, eliminating the need to add or update on a one-by-one
basis. Note: The ability to add or update certain fields and features depends on your
organization's licenses. You may not see all options in your particular import template or export
file.

l Add/Update Users
l Add/Update User Custom Fields
l Add /Update Shopping Personas
l Add/Update Code Favorites
l Add/Update Invoice Code Favorites

Importing User Information

Two formats are utilized to import user information: XML and Tab Delimited. The Import pages
are available by navigating to Administer > Manage Users > Import Users from a File.
Import actions can also be accessed from the User Search results screen by selecting the
Export All dropdown button, then theManage User Imports option.

For detailed instructions on importing user information with the text file format, see the Detailed
User Import Instructions available on the Delimited User Import page. This guide contains
information on the file format and submission instructions. Contact JAGGAER for instructions on
utilizing the XML User Import format.
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Exporting User Information

You can generate an export file of users from user search results. The options to Export All or
Export Selected Rows are available from the Export All dropdown in user search results. Once
you have chosen to export all or selected users, you will designate the type of export file.

Export Types

l Screen Layout - This type will provide an Excel Spreadsheet with the information
displayed on the screen. The Format selection for this type is read-only (Excel) and cannot
be changed.

l Basic - This file contains only basic information about the users, such as name, phone
number, email address, department, status, and assigned roles. It is used for informational
purposes only. The Format selection for this type is read-only (CSV) and cannot be
changed.

l Advanced - This file contains all the fields available on the user profile, including all
permissions, email notifications, code favorites, and other settings. The fields that display
will vary, depending on the organization's licenses and enabled features. Once this option
is selected, the available formats display (explained below). Some formats are for export
purposes only; others can be used for import.

Advanced Export Formats

The Advanced Export Type is available in Delimited format for easy editing and re-importing of
user information. Other Advanced formats include CSV and XML. The CSV format is for export
purposes only and cannot be used for import. The XML format can be used for import.

l CSV - This file contains all the fields available on the user profile, including information on
when the user account was created and the last login date/time. This format is for
informational purposes only and cannot be used for import. Note: Some cells, such as ship-
to and bill-to addresses, can contain large amounts of data. Fields that exceed the
Microsoft Excel limit will be truncated, indicated by an ellipsis (...) at the end of the data in
that field.

l XML Export - This file contains all the settings on the user profiles in xml format. It can be
modified and re-imported.

l Tab Delimited - This format can be used for importing updates and new users. The Export
is a zipped archive (.ZIP) that contains up to four text tab-delimited files (depending upon
the site configuration): User Profile Information, Custom Field information, User Personas,
and Code Favorite Assignments.
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Export Requests Page

User exports are available on theManage Search Exports > Export Requests page. Other site
export requests are also available on this page, so you may need to filter the list on Users exports
only. You can access theManage Search Exports page from your User Profile dropdown, or
from the Export All dropdown selections on the search page.

Schedule User Exports

TheManage Search Exports > Export Schedules page allows users to schedule regular exports
based on a saved search. You can navigate directly to the Export Schedules page by selecting
Manage Scheduled Exports from the Export All dropdown:

1. From user search results, select Export All > Manage Scheduled Exports page,
click Create Schedule for... and select Users. A Schedule Export overlay displays.

2. Select the Search To Export from the available saved searches (your personal
saved searches and shared organization searches).

3. Select the Type of export (as explained above).
4. The Format selections will display based on the Type selected (as explained

above).
5. Select a Starts On date - when the first export should run.
6. Select the Frequency for the export: Daily, Weekly or Monthly.
7. Select how often the export should occur, for the selected Frequency. Additional

options display based on this selection.
8. Select the Export Until options - after a number of occurrences or by a specific

dated.
9. Click Save.

All search export schedules are managed on this page. Use the Click to Filter option to view only
the schedules for User searches.
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User Search and Export

Overview
You may search for users to view basic user information or, in the case of a user administrator, to
manage that user account. When accessing the User Search, all active users are displayed by
default. Results can be refined by selecting filter criteria. For more information about each page
of the user profile, see "The User Profile" on page 46 article.

For additional help about each field listed on the page, click the help icon at the top of the page
or next to the field name.

Note: The available items and actual field names in the user profile are dependent on your
organization configurations. Contact your system administrator with any questions.

Note: JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers - see "User Management in Cross-
Module Integrations" on page 211 for specific user management instructions related to your
organization's configuration.

Related Permissions
Permissions related to user profile access ans management are located under the user profile at
Permissions Settings > Administration > User Administration. A user must have at least one
of the following permissions to search for users. Please contact your system administrator for
questions about your permissions.

l View All User Profiles - This permission allows users to access and view user profiles of
other users registered in the application.

l Edit All User Profiles/Roles/Permissions - With this permission users may access and
utilize functionality to create, search for, and grant roles and permissions to users within
the application. This permission also allows the user to enter comments on user profiles.

l Edit All User Profiles Only - This permission is geared towards system administrators
that manage user setup such as shipping information, account code assignment, etc., but
are not responsible for setting up role-based permissions. This permission allows editing of
information on all User profiles, with the exception of assigning roles and permissions. Both
of these sub-tabs are read only.
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Accessing User Search
When navigating to the Administer > Manage Users > Search for Users page, all users are
displayed by default. You can also save frequently used searches as Favorites. A link to a
Manage Searches page allows users to maintain personal as well as organization user search
favorites.

Searching for Users
You can further refine the list of users displayed by default.

l Perform a Quick Search - You can perform a quick search for users by entering a value in
the field and selecting the search icon . Matching users are returned in the search
results.

l Use the Expand/Collapse button - Beside the User Search header, select the button
to view theQuick Filters and Saved Searches panels on the left. Select again to hide.

l Add filters for an advanced search by selecting from the Add Filter button next to the
Quick Search box, or by selecting from theQuick Filters tab to the left of search results.

Using the Add Filter button

1. Click the Add Filter button (located to the right of theQuick search field) and
select a filter.

2. Choose from the listed configuration options for the filter, or enter a value in
the search field (if available).

3. Select the Apply button. You can add more filters to the search as needed.
4. To remove specific values from a filter, deselect the options within the filter.

Click the to remove the filter.
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Using the Quick Filters Tab

1. If necessary, click the Expand button and select options from theQuick
Filters on the left. Click the Show more... link to see additional values for a
filter, if present.

2. Search results are refined based on selection, and the selected filter option is
listed above search results.

3. Click to remove the filter above search results, and/or continue to refine using
theQuick Filter options.

Best Practice! Update your default filter view by selecting the Pin Filters button and choosing to
Pin Filters and Pin Columns. This action is recommended when you use the same filters and
column layout for searches.

Saving Searches
Save searches that you will revisit regularly to a Personal or Shared organization folder. Folders
can be added as you choose to save a new search, or from theManage Searches page.

Types of folders include:

l Top level personal folder – top level folder that will be available only to you.
l Top level shared folder – top level folder that is accessible to your organization or specific
users or roles.

l Subfolder of selected folder – subfolder of a folder that you have selected.

Personal Folder searches are listed on the left for easy access when navigating to the Search for
Users page. If you do not want to see the search listed here, click the vertical dots icon ( ) to
remove the shortcut from the page. You can still access it from theManage Searches page
(discussed below). You can Rename the filter by selecting the icon when the filter is not the
current view on the page.

If you execute a saved search and make changes to the criteria, you can save the changes as a
new filter, or select to Discard Changes to the saved search.

Manage Searches Page
TheManage Searches page is where all personal and saved users searches can be managed,
and can be accessed from the Administer > Manage Users > Search for Users page or from
your User Profile dropdown selections. Here, you can add new personal and shared folders,
execute the search, and control the visibility as a shortcut on the Search for Users page. You
can also edit the search name or description, move or copy a saved search to another folder, and
delete a saved search.
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Exporting User Information
You can generate an export file of users from user search results. The options to Export All or
Export Selected Rows is available from the Export All dropdown in user search results. Once
you have chosen to export all or selected users, you will designate the type of export file.

Export Types

l Screen Layout - This type will provide an Excel Spreadsheet with the information
displayed on the screen. The Format selection for this type is read-only (Excel) and cannot
be changed.

l Basic - This file contains only basic information about the users, such as name, phone
number, email address, department, status, and assigned roles. It is used for informational
purposes only. The Format selection for this type is read-only (CSV) and cannot be
changed.

l Advanced - This file contains all the fields available on the user profile, including all
permissions, email notifications, code favorites, and other settings. The fields that display
will vary, depending on the organization's licenses and enabled features. Once this option
is selected, the available formats display (explained below). Some formats are for export
purposes only; others can be used for import.

Advanced Export Formats

The Advanced Export Type is available in Delimited format for easy editing and re-importing of
user information. Other Advanced formats include CSV and XML. The CSV format is for export
purposes only and cannot be used for import. The XML format can be used for import.

l CSV - This file contains all the fields available on the user profile, including information on
when the user account was created and the last login date/time. This format is for
informational purposes only and cannot be used for import. Note: Some cells, such as ship-
to and bill-to addresses, can contain large amounts of data. Fields that exceed the
Microsoft Excel limit will be truncated, indicated by an ellipsis (...) at the end of the data in
that field.

l XML Export - This file contains all the settings on the user profiles in xml format. It can be
modified and re-imported.

l Tab Delimited - This format can be used for importing updates and new users. The Export
is a zipped archive (.ZIP) that contains up to four text tab-delimited files (depending upon
the site configuration): User Profile Information, Custom Field information, User Personas,
and Code Favorite Assignments.
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Export Requests Page

User exports are available on theManage Search Exports > Export Requests page. Other site
export requests are also available on this page, so you may need to filter the list on Users exports
only. You can access theManage Search Exports page from your User Profile dropdown, or
from the Export All dropdown selections on the search page.

Schedule User Exports

TheManage Search Exports > Export Schedules page allows users to schedule regular exports
based on a saved search. You can navigate directly to the Export Schedules page by selecting
Manage Scheduled Exports from the Export All dropdown:

1. From user search results, select Export All > Manage Scheduled Exports page,
click Create Schedule for... and select Users. A Schedule Export overlay displays.

2. Select the Search To Export from the available saved searches (your personal
saved searches and shared organization searches).

3. Select the Type of export (as explained above).
4. The Format selections will display based on the Type selected (as explained

above).
5. Select a Starts On date - when the first export should run.
6. Select the Frequency for the export: Daily, Weekly or Monthly.
7. Select how often the export should occur, for the selected Frequency. Additional

options display based on this selection.
8. Select the Export Until options - after a number of occurrences or by a specific

dated.
9. Click Save.

All search export schedules are managed on this page. Use the Click to Filter option to view only
the schedules for User searches.
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Document Search and Export

Searching for Documents

Overview
Document Search is a powerful search tool that allows you to locate and manage documents in
the system. The types of documents an individual user can search varies based on the
permissions and an organization's licensed products.

Related Permissions
While there are no specific permissions needed to access Document Search. You must have
permission to view the document you are searching.

Accessing Document Search
Use theOrders menu and select a document type from the sub-menu options.

Note: When you open a search screen, the list defaults to all related documents that were
created within the previous 90 days.
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Guided Tour for Document Search
Guided Tour options for document search include a step-by-step walk through on the search
page as well as viewing a video and accessing additional information directly from the solution.
The Guided Tour options are enabled for an organization and at the user level by default. If
disabled at the organization level, the users do not have access to enable at the user level.

Using the Guided Tour Options
When navigating to a document search page, the following overlay displays

l Step-by-Step Tour options:
l Walk through a tour highlighting important features - The default selection is
based on your user profile setting (see below). Click Yes to allow an overlay to
display that will walk you through the various features on the search page in a step-
by-step manner. Click No to not display the tour. See below for additional
information about the tour.
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l Show this again - Yes is selected by default. This will allows the Step-by-Step Tour
options to display in the overlay each time you navigate to one of the document
search pages. If No is selected, the option to view the Step-by-Step Tour will not
display again. This option can be re-enabled in the user profile.

l Video options:
l Watch a video explaining how to use this page - The default selection is based
on your user profile setting (see below). Click Yes to display a pop-up window (must
be allowed by your browser) to watch a video and access additional information
about the search enhancements. Click No to not display the video.

l Show this again - Yes is selected by default. This will allows the overlay to display
with the Video option each time you navigate to one of the document search pages.
If no is selected, the video option will not display again. This option can be re-
enabled in the user profile.

l Show me! - Click this button to close the overlay and see the option(s) selected as Yes
above.

l Maybe next time - Click this button to close the overlay. If Show this again is Yes for
either section, the overlay will display the next time you navigate to one of the document
search pages.

Step by Step Tour

If this option is selected and you click the Show Me! button, aWelcome to the Tour overlay will
display. Click Next>> to navigate through the tour. Each step is displayed at different areas on
the page to walk the user through the different features. Click End Tour at any time to close the
tour.
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Video

If this option is selected and you click the Show Me! button, a pop-up window displays (if allowed
by your browser) that navigates the user to the JAGGAER ONE Product Release Library page
where a video and additional information about the document search features is located.

You can choose to disable or re-enable the Guided Tour in the user profile (User Profile >
User Profile and Preferences: Guided Tour Instructions). For each option, the Last Shown
time and date displays.

l Show Step-by-Step Tour - This enables the option to view the Step-by-Step Tour when
navigating to a document search page.

l Show Video - This enables the option to view the Video when navigating to a document
search page.

l Click Edit Section to change the settings, then click Save Changes.

Guided Tour Organization Configuration
l A Guided Tours page is available at Setup > Site Appearance and Behavior > Site
Appearance Settings. These settings control the display of video's and guided tours for
the search experience updated over several releases in 2019 and 2020.

l Show Step-by-Step Tour - This setting controls the display of a step by step
overlay of the different features on the page.

l Show Video - This setting controls the display of a video link with additional
information about the Early Access feature.
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l If an option is set to Yes (default), users will see an overlay with that option available when
navigating to an Early Access feature page.

l The user can choose to disable one or both options in their user profile.
l To disable the option, select the Edit Section link, and choose No for one or more options.
Click Save Changes.

l The option to view will not display when the user navigates to the Early Access
feature page.

l There is no option to enable the disabled option(s) in the user profile.

Quick Filters and My Searches
Quick Filters give you a view of the criteria that is available to filter the search results. You can
select a Quick Filter to easily filter the results.

My Searches allows you to navigate to your own documents and approvals and to your saved
searches.

Note: To hide or unhide the panel containing Quick Filters and My Searches, click the

Expand/Collapse button on the top-right of the screen.

Quick Search
Use the Search field to perform a quick search of the documents.

Hint! Click the help icon to the right of the search field for information and hints about
using Quick Search.
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1. Enter a keyword or phrase in theQuick search field.

2. Click the search icon .

Advanced Search
Advanced Search provides several filter options to help you to narrow the search results.

1. Click the Add Filter button and a list of all available filters displays.

2. Browse the list or use the Find search filter... field to search for a specific filter.

3. Click the checkbox for the appropriate filter. An overlay displays in which you can enter
criteria for the filter. For example, if you choose Business Unit, you would select the
appropriate BUs in the overlay.
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Important: When there are many options, a list of "suggested" values displays. To choose a
value that is not in Suggested list, enter a value in the search field.

4. Enter or select the filter criteria and then select the Apply button. The search results are
updated. The filter displays above the search results. Click the to remove the filter.

5. Repeat the steps above to include additional features.

Totals vs. Aggregates
Total records or results and aggregate counts displayed in additional filter options are two
distinct and unrelated items. The Total Results represents the number of actual records
matching a given query. For example:

The Aggregate counts are comprised of the number of occurrences within the results for a
particular term. In the example below, there are 10 total results prior to applying the Approved By
filter. In the Approved By list, one approver is listed as having 11 matches. This is because that
approver appears within the result set 11 times, likely as an approver more than once within a
single document. There are some fields where terms will only occur once and in this instance
aggregate counts will typically match the total results count.
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Sorting the Search Results
You can sort search results by any of the columns indicated with a sort icon . The column used
for sorting is indicated in a circle .

Managing Search Results Columns
You can choose the columns that display in the search results and the order in which they display.

Click the Configure Columns icon (located on the right above the document list). The
Configure Column Display screen displays. A list of all available columns displays on the left,
and a list of currently selected columns displays on the right.

Important: By default, the updated selected and sorted columns only display for the life of
the current search. If you would like to keep the column configuration for all searches of this
type going forward, select the Pin columns as my defaults checkbox.
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l To add a column, locate the column in the available columns list and click the checkbox. If
there are a large number of columns available, use the search field to locate the
appropriate column.

l To delete a column, locate it in the currently selected columns list and click the . Hint:
You can also remove a column by de-selecting the checkbox in the available columns list.

l To change the display order of the columns, click and drag the columns to the selected
location or use the to move the columns up and down.

Click Apply to apply any changes to the columns.

Pinning Columns and Filters
By default, any filters or column changes that you apply to search results will only last for the life
of the current search. However, you can "pin" the search results filtering and column set up so
that it will be the default each time you do a search for that particular document type.

Saving Document Searches
If you need to run the same search on a regular basis, you can store the search using the Saved
Search feature. You can create a saved search that stores search criteria and run it with just a
click of a button. Recreating the search and entering the criteria is not necessary. Saved searches
are created from the search results page. The application allows users to create their own folders
and organize their saved searches. Saved searches can also be shared with the others in your
organization.

When you choose to save a search you are essentially saving the search you executed to get to
that results page. It is important to note that when you execute a saved search the dates will be
relative, meaning the last 30 days would be from the date of report execution instead of the date
that the report was saved.  

Saved searches are organized in folders. You may create your own personal folder(s) to store
various searches. With the appropriate permission, you may create shared folders to save
searches so that other users may access those searches.
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Searches can be deleted and moved/copied to another folder. Search names and descriptions
can be edited. When viewing saved search results, you can add filters to modify results, and save
the existing search or save the updated criteria as a new saved search

Accessing Saved Searches

TheManage Searches page provides a global view of all saved searches for your organization.
It is available under the user profile dropdown option or from the Manage Searches link on the
search pages.

or
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Create a Saved Search Folder

You can create a Saved Search folder from theManage Searches page and also at the time you
save a search. You will be presented with the option to create a new folder. If you choose to do
so, you can follow the same steps as below.   

1. Navigate toManage Searches or a Saved Searches page.
2. Select the Add New button in the top left.
3. Select the type of folder you would like to create;

a. Top level personal folder – this will create a new top level folder that
will be available only to you. Searches saved in this folder will not be
accessible by anyone else in the organization.

b. Top level shared folder – this will create a new top level folder that is
accessible to your organization.

c. Subfolder of selected folder – this will create a subfolder of a folder
that you have selected. This option will not be available if there is no
folder selected.

4. Enter a name and description for the folder.
5. Select Save.  A new folder will be added to the area you selected.
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Create and Manage Saved Searches

Create a Saved Search

1. Perform a search using the desired search criteria.
2. Select Save As from the dropdown options at the top of the page.
3. Enter a Nickname for the search. This field is required.
4. Select a folder in which to save the search, or create a new folder.
5. Click Save. The search will be saved in the selected folder.

Edit saved search criteria and save or save as new

1. Navigate toManage Searches or a Saved Searches page. Locate the appropriate
search. Click the search name to view results.

2. When viewing the search results for the saved search, the saved search name
appears at the top. Select additional criteria to further filter results. A (Modified)
indication displays next to the saved search name.

3. Click the Save Changes drop-down button to see options:
a. Select Save Changes if you want to save the existing saved search

with the updated criteria. You will be asked to confirm your selection.
Select Yes to save the search with the updated criteria. Select No to
keep the existing search criteria.

b. Select Save As to save the criteria as a new search. Follow the
directions as indicated for Create a New Saved Search. The original
saved search you selected will be unchanged.

c. Select Discard Changes to remove additional filters applied since the
last save.

Edit a Saved Search Name and Description

1. Navigate toManage Searches or a Saved Searches page. Locate the appropriate
search.

2. Select the Edit link for the search you want to edit. 
3. Make the desired changes to the name and/or Description and select Save.  The

changes will be applied to the saved search.
4. To edit the name and description of multiple saved searches, select the checkboxes

to the right of the appropriate searches then select the Edit from the Actions for
Selected Favorites drop-down at the top of the listed searches. You can then
change the information for all of the selected searches.
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Move or Copy a Saved Search

1. Navigate toManage Searches or a Saved Searches page.
2. Tomove a saved search from one folder to another:

a. Select theMove hyperlink for the appropriate search.
b. In theMove Favorites overlay, the search(es) you want to move are

displayed as Selected Items, and the Current Folder is listed.
c. Select an existing Destination Folder, or select to Add New.
d. Select Save Changes.

3. To copy a saved search to another folder, while leaving it in the current folder:
a. Select the Copy link for the appropriate search.
b. In the Copy Favorites overlay, the search(es) you want to move are

displayed as Selected Items, and the Current Folder is listed.
c. Select an existing Destination Folder, or select to Add New.
d. Select Save Changes.

4. To move or copy multiple saved searches to another folder select the checkboxes to
the right of the appropriate searches then selectMove or Copy from the Actions
for Selected Favorites drop-down at the top of the listed searches. You can then
perform the action for all of the selected searches

Delete a Saved Search

1. Navigate toManage Searches or a Saved Searches page.
2. Select the Delete link for the appropriate search. (Note that this is different than the

Delete button available for folders)
3. An overlay displays. Click Yes to confirm you want to delete the search.
4. To delete multiple saved searches select the checkboxes to the right of the

appropriate searches then select Delete from the Actions for Selected Favorites
drop-down at the top of the listed searches. All selected searches will be deleted.

Execute a Saved Search

Select to see documents based on the criteria provided in a saved search.

1. Navigate toManage Searches or a Saved Searches page. Locate the search you
would like to execute.

2. Select the Saved Search name or the Go button.
3. Your search will be executed and you can view results based on the criteria in the

saved search.
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Saved Search Favorites

You can select to Add Shortcut for a saved search so it will show as a Favorite on a search
results page.

1. Navigate toManage Searches or a Saved Searches page. Locate the search you
would like to make a Favorite.

2. Select the Add Shortcut button. This will add a shortcut as a Favorite to run from
the main search page.

3. Navigate to the search results page, and notice the Favorite Searches listed on the
left side.

4. To run a saved search from the shortcut, select the saved search link name.
5. To run an export of a saved search, select the export link. 
6. To remove the saved search as a favorite (shortcut):

a. From the search results page, select the action icon ( ) and click
Remove Shortcut.

b. From the Saved Searches or Manage Searches page, click Remove
Shortcut for the appropriate saved search.

Exporting Document Searches

Overview
You can export document search results for further reporting and analysis.   You can perform this
action on the fly from the search results or a saved search. You can also schedule recurring
instances of an export from a saved search.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings.
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l Export Search Results - Orders (Permission Settings > Orders > My
Orders/Organization Orders Permissions) - Provides the ability to export information
from the document search results for PRs, POs, Receipts, Invoices and Fulfillment PO.

l Export Search Results - Contracts (Permission Settings > Contracts) - This permission
allows the user to export information from contract searches.

Please contact your system administrator for questions about your permissions

Export Types
You have a few options related to the type of data that will be included in the export.

l Screen Layout Exports: Screen exports will export the search results as an Excel file
exactly as they appear on the results screen with no additional data. 

l Transaction Exports: Transaction exports will export all information available about the
transaction associated with each document in CSV format. 

l Full Exports: Full exports will export all information available about the transaction
associated with each document in CSV format. Full exports also include document history
such as approvals, comments and more.

l User Defined Templates - You may have access to custom templates that are configured
to export specific fields and files. For information about configuring custom export
templates, please see "Customized Document Search Export Templates" on page 91.

Important: Files are stored in the system for a finite period of time specified by your
organization. They are deleted when the time period has passed. Contact your system
administrator to confirm the length of time your files will be stored.

When you export a search, the file is available on theManage Search Exports page from your
user profile, or by selectingManage Search Exports from the Export All dropdown on the
search results page. The file is available until the Expiration Date designated for the export.
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Exporting from Search Results
You have the option of exporting ALL documents or only selected documents when you do the
export from the Search Results page.

1. Perform a new document search and take one of the following actions.

l To export all search results, click the Export All button located above the search
results.

l To export a subset of the search results:
a. Click the ellipses in the header row to reveal the row selection

checkboxes.
b. Select the checkbox for each row you would like to include in the

export.
c. Click the dropdown icon beside the Export All button and choose

Export Selected.

2. A default title for the export is provided. You can override this title, up to 100
characters.

3. Select the export type. If you choose to export with a User Defined Template , select
the appropriate Template from the dropdown.

4. Select the Submit button. Your export request will be submitted, and the file will be
available on theManage Search Exports page.

Exporting a Saved Search

Important: When you export a saved search, dates will be relative to the time you request
the export vs. the date you saved the search.

1. Go to User Profile > Manage Searches or select theManage Searches link on the
search results page and access a saved search. Take one of the following actions:

l To export all items in the saved search, click the Export button.
l To select a subset of items in the saved search:

a. Click on the search name to open the search in a search results page.
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b. Click the ellipses in the header row to reveal the row selection
checkboxes.

c. Select the checkbox for each row you would like to include in the
export.

d. Click the dropdown icon beside the Export All button and choose
Export Selected.

2. A default title for the export is provided. You can override this title, up to 100
characters.

3. Select the export type. If you choose to export with a User Defined Template , select
the appropriate Template from the dropdown.

4. Select the Submit button. Your export request will be submitted, and the file will be
available on theManage Search Exports page.

Scheduling Search Exports
TheManage Search Exports > Export Schedules page allows users to schedule regular exports
based on a saved search. You can navigate directly to the Export Schedules page by selecting
Manage Scheduled Exports from the Export All dropdown.

When a scheduled export is created, it will be scheduled to run based on the date range and the
day/date that it was created. A scheduled export can be configured a user's personal saved
searches or shared searches to which they have access.

All search export schedules are managed on this page. Use the Click to Filter option to view only
the schedules for a specific type of search.

You can saved document search exports on a one-time or recurring basis.

1. Go to User Profile > Manage Scheduled Exports or select Export All > Manage
Scheduled Exports on a search results page.
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2. Click on the Export Schedules tab.
3. Click Create Schedule for... and select the appropriate type of export. A Schedule

Export overlay displays. Note: options will display according to the Search Type
export you have selected.

4. Select the Search To Export from the available saved searches (your personal
saved searches and shared organization searches).

5. Select the Type of export. Options display depending on the search you have
selected.

6. The Format selections will display based on the Type selected. This field may be
read only if the Type is not available in multiple formats.

7. Select a Starts On date - when the first export should run.
8. Select the Frequency for the export: Daily, Weekly or Monthly.
9. Select how often the export should occur, for the selected Frequency. Additional

options display based on this selection.
10. Select the Export Until options - after a number of occurrences or by a specific

dated.
11. Click Save.
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Downloading Search Exports
1. Navigate toManage Search Exports page (User Profile > Manage Search
Exports or select theManage Search Exports option from the Export All
dropdown on the search results page).

2. If there are several exports you may want to filter them to locate the export you want
to download. Select Click to filter link. 

a. Search Type – Select to filter exports by type of export. The default is
All.

b. Status - Select to filter exports by status. The default is All.
c. Show Company Exports – By default, only your requested exports are

shown. Select Yes to see all exports requested by all users in your
organization. If you have permission only to view your own exports, this
check box will not be available. 

3. Click the Title for the export you want to download or open. Select toOpen or Save
the file.

4. When you have downloaded the file, you can choose to remove it from the exports.
Select the Delete button under the Action column for the appropriate export file.

Customized Document Search Export
Templates

Overview
Customized templates can be created to allow you to select the fields and files to be included in a
document search export.

These customized exports can be saved as templates for later use in document searches. With
appropriate permissions, the exports can be shared with other users. Existing templates can be
copied, modified and saved for future exports. TheManage Search Exports > Export
Templates page allows users to schedule regular exports based on a saved search. You can
navigate directly to the Export Schedules page by selectingManage Export Templates from
the Export All dropdown in search results.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings. Permissions related to
the customized document search are located at Permission Settings > Orders > My
Orders/Organization Orders Permissions.
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l Create/Manage My Custom Export Templates - Allows the user to create their own
custom export templates (for documents to which they have access). The user can copy
other shared templates to create their own.

l Share My Custom Export Templates - Allows the user to share any custom export
templates they create. This does not give the user permission to edit other user's shared
templates.

l Administer All Custom Export Templates - Allows the user to share and unshare other
user's shared templates. This does not allow the user to edit another user's shared
templates.

Please contact your system administrator for questions about your permissions

Accessing the Export Template Screen
Open a search results screen. Click the Export All button and selectManage Export Templates.

The Manage Export Templates Screen
You can create and manage custom export templates on this screen. Existing templates are listed
along with descriptive information about each. An actions button is associated with each
template.
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Create a Template
1. Click Create Template for... and select the document type. Note: The available

document type options are based on your organization's licensed solutions and your
personal permissions. The New Export Templatewizard displays.

Hint! You can create a new template from an existing template using the Copy function.
Locate the appropriate template in the list and select the Copy option from the actions
menu.

1. In the first step, you will determine if the data will export into a single file or separate files.
You will also configure how custom fields will be handled in the export (if applicable).
Complete the fields and then click Next.

Note: If you select "Let Me Choose" in the custom field selection field, you will have the
option to choose the them in the next step.

2. In the second step, you will choose the data columns to be included in the custom export.
To select a field, locate it in the columns list on the left and click the checkbox. Some
system fields are selected by default (these will vary based on the type of document you
are exporting). To remove an item from the selected fields on the right, click the delete icon
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. You can reorder the selected fields using the arrows. When you have finished selecting
and ordering the fields, click Next.

Hint! Click the Select All link to choose all columns for the template. Use the filter field
located above the column list to search for specific fields.

3. The final step is to name and save the template. Enter a template name and optional
description. If you have permission to share your custom templates, the option to do so is
available on this screen. The Export Content Summary screen displays all selections
made in the wizard. If you are sastisfied with the configuration, click Submit to complete
the template.
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Managing Export Templates
Select the Click To Filter hyperlink to filter Export Templates based on a specific Search Type
(document) and/or Visibility (personal or shared). An Edit dropdown displays for each template,
with actions based on your permissions and whether or not the template is shared. Actions
include:

l Edit - This option will display for your Personal templates and any Shared templates you
created. When selected, an overlay displays that allows you to edit any of the settings for
the export.

l Copy - This option will display for your Personal templates and Shared templates you
created. It will also display for other user's Shared templates if you have permission to view
them.

l When selected, the Copy Export Templatewizard displays. The selections from the
copied template are enabled by default, but can be edited. When submitted, a new
Export Template is created.

l Delete - This option will display for your Personal templates and Shared templates you
created. When selected, the template will be deleted and no longer available for selection
when exporting document search results.

l Share - This option is available for your Personal templates if you have the Share My
Custom Export Templates permission. Select this option to begin sharing the template
with the organization.

l Unshare - This option is available for Shared templates you created.
l When selected, the template will be designated as Personal and not be accessible to
other users.

l If you have the permission Administer All Custom Export Templates, you will see
this option for Shared templates created by other users as well. If selected for
another user's Shared template, the template will be removed from your viewable list
and be displayed as Personal on the creating user's list.
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Supplier Profile Management

Overview and General Information

Overview
A supplier profile is created when the supplier is added in the application. All information about a
supplier is stored and organized in the supplier profile.

Note: JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers, see "Managing Suppliers in
JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations" on page 215 for additional information about creating
and managing suppliers across solutions. Administrators, see "JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module
Integrations - Supplier Synchronization and Onboarding " in the Supplier Management
Handbook or online searchable help for more detailed information about supplier data managed
among platforms.

Related Permissions
The following Supplier Profile Management permissions are located at Permission Settings >
Administration > Supplier Profile Administration.

l Supplier Profile View Only - Grants a user the ability to search for and view supplier
profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and
view supplier profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Access Addresses & Contacts*  - This permission allows access to the Addresses and
Contacts pages in the Contacts and Locations section of the supplier profile. If the
Onboarding license is enabled, then this permission also controls visibility to the
Locations page

l Access eProcurement*  - This permission allows access to the eProcurement section of
the supplier profile, as well as the Contacts and Locations > Fulfillment Centers page. If
the organization has Contract Manager, and the user has Contract Management
permission, this permission also allows access to the Legal and Compliance > Contracts
page

l Access Showcase/Classes* - This permission controls access to the Supplier Classes
page in the About section of the supplier profile, and the Showcase page in the
eProcurement section of the profile. The Supplier Classes tab is available for all licenses.
The Showcase page displays only for organizations with Spend Management
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l Access Sensitive Company Information* - This permission controls visibility of the
following fields on the Summary and General pages in the About section of the supplier
profile: Supplier Number, Legal Structure, Tax ID Type, Tax ID Number, VAT Registration
Number, DUNS No

l Access Custom Company Information*  - This permission controls visibility of the
custom fields configured for the Company Overview/Information section of the General
page of the supplier profile via Registration Configuration

l Access Sensitive Business Information*  - This permission controls visibility of the
following fields on the General page in the About section of the supplier profile: Year
Established, Number of Employees, and Annual Revenue/Receipts

l Access Custom Business Information*  - This permission controls visibility of the
custom fields configured for the Business Details/Information section on the General
page in the About section of the supplier profile via Registration Configuration

l Access Additional Information*  - This permission controls access to custom pages in
various sections of the supplier profile as configured for supplier registration

l View Sensitive Custom Attachments in History - This permission allows users to view
Sensitive File Attachment responses in the supplier profile. This permission applies to
organizations with the Supplier Management solution

l Configure Supplier 360  - Users with this permission can create and configure their
organization's Supplier 360 view. The Supplier 360 can be customized with various
widgets that will render content specific to a supplier when viewed from the supplier profile

*Note: Permission is displayed only for Supplier Management organizations who use the
Enable Supplier Access Permissions configuration.

Accessing the Supplier Profile
To navigate to a supplier profile, go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a
Supplier. Search for the supplier. Select a supplier from results to view their profile. When you
initially select a supplier name from supplier search results, you are navigated to the About tab of
the supplier profile.

Each screen in the supplier profile displays a Supplier Actions link in the top right corner. The
actions available will depend on the JAGGAER products you have licensed and your specific
permissions.
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Note: For Supplier Management, Sourcing, Invoicing, and Contracts+ customers, the
data included in the supplier profile can come from data entered in the supplier portal or it
can be entered and updated by an organization user with appropriate permissions. Some
data that has been imported from the supplier portal cannot be updated by the organization.

In the upper left, the supplier name, supplier number, and registration status display (as available
to and configured by the organization). Organizations with the ability to configure a customer
portal have a link to View Supplier Registration.

The About section contains basic information about the supplier. If configured, the Supplier 360
page will display initially. If the Supplier 360 page is not enabled, the Summary page will display
initially. Select pages to view and edit General, Additional Information, Supplier Classes, and
System Settings pages are contained here.

Supplier 360
The Supplier 360 screen gives you insight in to your organization's relationship with the supplier
by providing important information in a single location. To view the Supplier 360, first search for
and locate the supplier through supplier search.
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1. Your supplier profile view may default to the Supplier 360 page. If it does not, click
on the Supplier 360menu item in the navigation menu. The screen displays. It will
look similar to the screen below.

2. The screen contains sections of information. For a description of each section, click
on the associated .

3. To ensure you have the most up-to-date information in each section you can click
on to refresh the data.

Note: Available information will vary based on your organization's licensed products.

Configuring the Supplier 360 View
Configuring the Supplier 360 view is a simple task of selecting the data - or widgets - that you
would like to have displayed on the page. Once the page is configured and published, the view is
displayed in the supplier profile.

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Configuration Settings > Configure Supplier 360.
The Supplier 360 configuration page displays. Note: If someone has started
configuring the Supplier 360 view and there are unpublished changes, you will be
asked if you'd like to keep or throw away those changes.
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2. Click the button. The Add Widgetwindow displays.

3. Click the button for the widget you are adding to the view. A window displays.
4. The Name field defaults to the name of the widget (Products and Services, etc.).

You can overwrite it with a customized name for the widget that displays on the 360
view. Note: Some widgets require additional configuration.

5. Click
6. Repeat steps 2 - 5 for each widget you would like to add to the dashboard.
7. Widgets display in the order in which they are created but can be moved. Click in

the top-left corner and drag the widget to the desired location.
8. You can preview the Supplier 360 view as you build it.

a. Locate the Preview Supplier 360 for: field in the top-right corner.
b. Enter a supplier name in the field or click to search for a supplier.

9. When you are ready to publish, click the Publish Changes button while in Edit
mode. If appropriate, select toMake this dashboard active (if the view is currently
inactive),

10. To activate or inactivate a view, click . then select Settings.
a. In the Status field, select the Active or Inactive radio button.

b. Click .

Available Widgets:

The widgets available to you will depend on your permissions and your organization's licensed
products.

Widget Description

Contract Alerts Displays any contract alerts related to the specific supplier.

Display Search
Results

Displays content from a saved search of All Orders or specific documents/actions.

Internal Notes Displays any content that has been added to the Internal Notes page in the supplier's
profile.

Performance
Snapshot

For organizations using the Scorecard feature with Supplier Management, this widget
will display the most recent scorecard results for the supplier being viewed.

Products and
Services

Displays the NAICS codes and commodity codes for products and services that the
supplier provides.

Risk Profile Displays the risk profile for the supplier.
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Widget Description

RSS Feed Displays the URL configured in the RSS Feed field in the supplier profile.

Saved Search:
Contracts

Displays pre-configured contract saved search filtered to show only results for the
supplier you are viewing.

Sourcing
Summary

For customers who use Sourcing, this widget displays an overview of all sourcing events
in which the supplier has participated. You are required to enter a date range when
configuring this widget.

Spend
Summary

Provides a spend summary for the supplier. You can include multiple spend summary
widgets based on document type, date range and spend type.

Supplier
Details

Displays general information about the supplier such as names and aliases, id numbers,
diversity information and status.

l Refresh the widget content when updates have been made.
l Select this option to edit the widget name and information.
l Select this option to choose a color for the title bar of the widget. Adding a color to the
title bar can help you to distinguish the widgets from each other on the dashboard.

l Select this option to delete the widget.
l Select this option for help information

Summary Profile Information
The summary page provides an overview of various fields in the Supplier Profile. For additional
information about each section, select the help icon for the section or hover over each field for
associated help text.

General Profile Information
Information on the General tab of the Supplier Profile includes basic company information,
supplier portal settings, product and service information, currencies and more. The information
displayed on the General pages depends on your user permission and organization licenses.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the About section, then select the General tab.

For information about each field, refer to the field help by selecting or hovering over
the field name, or by selecting the page help icon in the top right. Within each section,
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organizations may also configure custom profile fields to be completed.

4. Make changes as appropriate and click the Save button.

Changing Supplier Status

Important Note: If your organization uses the Supplier Management solution, this task does not
apply. Supplier status is managed through the registration process. If you are unsure if your
organization is using this solution, please contact your system administrator.

Active suppliers are those that are available to end-users for catalog searches, punch-out
shopping, and ordering through the non-catalog form. When a supplier is inactive, the supplier
name will not be visible anywhere in the application except through supplier management and in
historical data (reports, previous PRs/POs, etc.). Changes to a supplier’s status take effect
immediately throughout the application.

1. To change the supplier's status from search results:
a. In the search results, an Active icon or the Inactive icon displays

to the left of the supplier name. Click on the supplier'sManage menu.
b. Activate or Deactivate a supplier by clicking on the appropriate action

2. To change a supplier's status from the supplier profile:
a. Open the supplier profile.
b. Click the Supplier Actions link in the top right corner.
c. Activate or Deactivate the supplier.

Additional Information
This section displays to Supplier Management customers, and contains any additional
customized fields configured for Supplier Registration.

Supplier Classes
Supplier Classes are used to identify preferred vendors and vendors with special classifications
(such as minority or in-state business) or certain types of vendors, such as all office supply
vendors having the same class. Product search results will display the supplier with the supplier
class icon(s) assigned. During implementation, supplier classes are configured for your
organization.
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1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Click the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. By default, you are in the About section of the profile. Select the Supplier Classes

page in that section.
4. Review the current supplier class information. Each of the supplier classes that have

been configured for the organization is listed in this table. No supplier classes will be
listed if none have been created.

Preference - This indicates the preference rating for the supplier class
(1 - 10). Some supplier classes may not have an associated preference,
but instead use supplier classes as a way to categorize like suppliers.

Icon – This column shows the icon used to represent the supplier class.
This icon is determined when the supplier class is created, and is not
required. Some supplier classes may not have an icon.

Supplier Class – This is the name of the supplier class. This name is
visible to users when they mouse-over the icon in the search results.

On/Off – This column indicates if the supplier class is assigned to the
supplier. A red X ( ) indicates the supplier class is not assigned to the
supplier and a green check ( ) indicates the supplier class is assigned
to the supplier. By default, no supplier classes are assigned.

5. Locate the supplier class that you would like to edit. Check theOverride checkbox.
6. Using the checkboxes located under theOn/Off column, enable or disable the

supplier class. Multiple supplier classes can be assigned to a supplier.
7. After making any updates, click the Save button.
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If multiple classes are assigned to a supplier, the highest preference ranking (1-10) will be
assigned to products from that supplier. Therefore, if a supplier class with a ranking of 1 is
assigned and a supplier class of 3 is assigned, then the supplier’s products will be sorted using
the first or more-preferred class. In other words, products from this supplier will show up above
all non-preferred vendors AND all 2-10 ranked preferred vendors.

For additional information, see "Class and Product View Management" in the eProcurement
Shopping and Ordering Handbook or online searchable help .

System Settings

Shopping Configuration Options

There are several options that can be configured to determine how you can shop with a supplier
and how suppliers display to your end-users.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. In the About section, select the System Settings page. Note the Shopping

Configuration options. Click theOverride Defaults checkbox to make changes.
Hover over or select a field name to see the help text associated with that field, or
select the help icon at the top of the page.

l Note: The Has Catalog option is read only. A green check indicates the
supplier has a catalog, and a red x indicates the supplier does not have a
catalog. Contact JAGGAER if you need to enable a hosted catalog for a
supplier.

4. Click the Save button to save the updates.

Product Search Configuration

You can determine how and when a supplier will display in the product search.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. In the About section, select the System Settings page. Note the Product Search

Configuration options. To make any changes to the product search configuration
fields, click the appropriateOverride Defaults checkbox or configure the setting
directly on the page. Hover over or select a field name to see the help text
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associated with that field, or select the help icon at the top of the page.
4. Click the Save button to save the updates.

AP Configuration Settings

These settings are used with general AP Configuration settings for the organization. See "General
AP Configuration Options" in the Invoicing Handbook or online searchable helpfor more
information and instructions.

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Search for a Supplier.
2. Search for and locate the supplier to update. From the search results, click on the

supplier name to view the supplier profile.
3. In the About section, select the System Settings page. In the AP Configuration

section, make any changes by clicking the appropriateOverride Defaults checkbox
or configure the setting directly on the page:. Hover over or select a field name to
see the help text associated with that field, or select the help icon at the top of the
page.

4. Additional AP settings are configured on the eProcurement > Integration Settings
page. See "eProcurement Settings" in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering
Handbook or online searchable help

Supplier Fulfillment Center - Business Unit Configuration

If your organization uses Business Units, you can choose to Restrict Fulfillment Centers by
Business Unit. If enabled, any Business Unit Fulfillment Center assignments that have been
made for this Supplier (under: Contacts and Locations > Fulfillment Addresses > General) will
become active and used for Business Unit ordering.

Best Practice: To avoid Business Unit Users seeing inconsistent results, finalize all Business
Unit Fulfillment Center assignments before enabling this option.

View Supplier Profile History
Users can review all changes made to the supplier’s information in the supplier profile. To view
history for a supplier, first search for and locate the supplier through supplier search.
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1. To view a high-level history for the supplier, select the View History link below the
supplier profile navigation.

2. To view historical data for a specific fulfillment center:
a. Click on the Fulfillment Centers option in the main supplier profile menu

navigation.
b. Select the appropriate Fulfillment Center name.
c. Click on the History tab in the Fulfillment Center information.

3. To sort history results, click the or to the right of the column name by which
you would like to sort.

4. To apply filter criteria to the results, Select Click to filter history above the results.
Enter the filter criteria then click Apply.

5. To export history results, click the Export CSV button located above the History
table. Save or open the file as appropriate.

Users withManage Supplier Profile permission can view supplier history across all suppliers.
See "Consolidated Supplier History" on page 178 for additional information.

View Supplier Profile Email Logs
Organizations can send emails to suppliers from the solution. This page contains a list of emails
sent to the supplier. See "Emailing Suppliers" on page 184 for additional information.

The JAGGAER Supplier Network
JAGGAER Supplier Network Portal is a term used to describe a tool to help suppliers manage their
profile information and to manage, understand, and, analyze their data.

Supplier capabilities in the supplier portal depend greatly on how the portal is configured. Supplier
portal functionality may include:

l The ability to manage profile information such as contacts, addresses, and much more
company and business information. This information can be sent to the supplier profile on
the organization side of the application.

l The ability to run reports that tell them which organizations are ordering from them, how
much each organization is ordering from them, and more. Additionally, they can see high-
level information to determine how much of their business is coming from JAGGAER
customers, what pricing is offered per customer, and more.

l The ability to upload hosted catalog data through their portal, and the information is
immediately available for review on the applicable organization’s site. 

l The ability to "flip" purchase orders to electronic invoices (for Invoicing customers).
l The ability to respond to bid events from customers with the Sourcing product.
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l Customers with Supplier Management, Sourcing, Invoicing, or Contracts can create a
branded portal for suppliers. For additional details see "Customer Branded Portal
Configuration" in the Administration and Configuration Handbook or online searchable
help.

Supplier Hierarchy
A Supplier Hierarchy is a way to define relationships between suppliers as part of a larger group or
family. The Parent Supplier field is used to build the hierarchy. Customers can also identify Node
suppliers to establish a hierarchy, or grouping, of suppliers.

The Parent Supplier Field

The field is not visible by default. The field must be turned on in Field Management to be visible.
The Parent Supplier field can be located in Field Management (Setup > Field Management >
Manage Field Names and Help Text). by searching on the field name or browsing to
Administration > catalog mgt. > Suppliers > Supplier Profile > General > Company
Information. Click on the Visible checkbox to enable.

Note: The parent supplier must have a supplier number assigned in their own supplier profile
(to help distinguish suppliers with the same TIN). You cannot delete the supplier number in a
parent supplier until you have removed the parent/child relationship in the child supplier's
profile.
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Indicating Node Suppliers

In additional to using the Parent Supplier field to build a supplier hierarchy, you can identify
supplier records in your system that should be identified as Node with the Is this Supplier
Instance an Organizational Node? field. A Node supplier is not available for shopping or any
other activities, and can be used to group suppliers.

By default, supplier search does not include Node Suppliers. The Advanced Supplier Search
(Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier) contains an option to Include
Organizational Nodes in order to return Node suppliers in search results.

Associate Suppliers to Business Units
Customers can associate supplier instances with individual business units for supplier profile
management purposes. When a supplier record is associated with a particular business unit, the
ability to manage that supplier profile is limited to users who are of that business unit. Users can
continue to search for and find BU-assigned suppliers even if those suppliers are not associated
with the user's assigned BU.

Only in-network suppliers, and real supplier instances can be associated to business units (not
out-of-network suppliers or organizational nodes).

The Supplier Advanced Search (Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier: Advanced
Search) contains a filter for Business Unit Association. Users can select from all active BUs within
the organization to identify suppliers associated with that business unit. Note: This filter option is
available only if the In Network option is selected as the Relationship for the search. The filter is
not available ifOut of Network or All is selected as the Relationship value.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Use search
criteria to identify suppliers to which you want to associate business units.

2. When search results are displayed, select one or more suppliers to associate
Business Units.

3. SelectManage Supplier/BU Associations in the Available Actions dropdown.
4. In theManage Supplier/BU Associations overlay, the selected suppliers are

displayed.

l To associate the selected suppliers to a business unit, select from the
listed Business Unit values, and click Associate. The suppliers will be
associated to those Business Units.

l If the selected suppliers are already associated with any of the
BUs, the association process will only add the suppliers to those
selected BUs who previously had no association to the selected
suppliers. The Associate action does not remove / replace
associations for any BUs not selected.
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l To remove Associated Business Units, click Disassociate.
l If one or more Business Units are selected when clicking
Disassociate, this removes the association for those BUs
selected for all selected suppliers.

l If no Business Units are selected when clicking Disassociate, this
removes all business unit associations for all selected suppliers.

Contacts and Locations

Overview
Contacts and Locations section contains the pages for Contacts, Addresses, Locations, and
Fulfillment Centers. You can add contact information for the supplier and assign an address to
each contact. You may have many different types of contacts such as technical contact and main
sales contact.

Note: There may be existing contacts that were entered by the supplier through the
JAGGAER ONE Supplier Network Portal. Organizations will not be able to make any updates
to these contacts other than activating/deactivating, making the contact the primary
contact and adding notes.Only contacts added by an organization user can be updated.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located at Permission Settings > Administration > Supplier Profile
Administration.

l Supplier Profile View Only - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and
view supplier profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit
supplier profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Access Addresses and Contacts* - This permission allows access to the Addresses
and Contacts pages in the Contacts and Locations section of the supplier profile. If the
Onboarding license is enabled, then this permission also controls visibility to the
Locations page.

l Access eProcurement* - This permission allows access to the eProcurement section of
the supplier profile, as well as the Contacts and Locations > Fulfillment Centers page. If
the organization has Contract Manager, and the user has Contract Management
permission, this permission also allows access to the Legal and Compliance > Contracts
page.
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l View Sensitive Bank Information - This permission enables Onboarding customer users
to view the bank account information on the Accounts Payable page of the supplier
profile. If this permission is not enabled, the user will see the bank account as masked with
asterisks (*) in the supplier profile and export.

*Note: Permission is displayed only for Supplier Management organizations who use the
Enable Supplier Access Permissions configuration.

Accessing Supplier Profile Contacts and Locations
A supplier's catalog and order configuration settings are in the Supplier Profile. Many settings are
inherited from the organization default settings. To navigate to a supplier profile, go to Suppliers

>Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the supplier. Select the supplier and
click to expand the Contacts and Locations pages.

Note: For JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers, supplier users added via
Upstream registration will be added as Contacts in the Downstream supplier profile. . See
"JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations - Supplier Synchronization and Onboarding " in the
Supplier Management Handbook or online searchable help for additional information.

Managing Contacts

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier and select the supplier name.

2. Expand the Contacts and Locations section, then select the Contacts page. The
left side of the active screen displays all of the existing supplier-level contacts. 
Note: You can choose to display or not display contacts that are inactive by clicking
the Show/Hide Inactive Contacts link.

3. To view and/or edit information for an existing contact, click on the contact name
and the contact information will display on the right. To create a new contact, click
the Add a Contact button. Blank fields, in which you can enter address information,
will display on the right.

4. Review, make edits and/or enter information in the fields as appropriate. For
information about each field, refer to the field help by selecting or hovering over the
field name, or by selecting the page help icon in the top right.

Note: Link supplier contacts to addresses by selecting the Associated Address button. A
contact can only have one associated address. You cannot edit or remove an address
association if your organization has not established a relationship with a supplier or if the
supplier contact was created in the supplier portal.

5. After you have made the appropriate changes, click the Save button.
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Addresses
JAGGAER provides the ability to store multiple addresses in a supplier record.  There are three
types of addresses that can be set up in a supplier’s profile.

l Fulfillment addresses represent a specific location, store, or division for the supplier.

l Remittance addresses represent the accounts payable address for the supplier. The
remittance address displays on the invoice for organizations who send invoices through
the application.

l Physical addresses represent specific address for the supplier that may or may not be a
fulfillment or remittance address. For example, you may include a physical address of the
supplier's corporate headquarters. An organization can store any number of addresses for
a supplier.

Note: There may be existing addresses that were entered by the supplier through the
supplier portal. Organizations cannot make changes to these addresses other than
activating/deactivating, indicating an address type as the primary and adding notes.Only
addresses added by an organization user can be updated.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier. Click the supplier name.

2. Expand the Contacts and Locations section, and select the Addresses page. The
left side of the screen displays all of the existing supplier addresses. The address
name displays along with the address type. Note: You can choose to display or not
display addresses that are inactive by clicking the Show/Hide Inactive Addresses
link.

3. To view and/or edit information for an existing address, click on the address name
and the address information will display on the right. To create a new address, you
can enter it directly into fields on the right, or select to choose an address wizard:

a. Click the Add an Address button. Blank fields, in which you can enter
address information, will display on the right. Enter information as
appropriate; OR

b. Select the drop-down arrow on the Add an Address button, and select
Add an Address with Address Wizard. An overlay will guide you
through entering information for the type of address you will select.

4. Review, edit and/or enter information in the fields as appropriate. For information
about each field, refer to the field help by selecting or hovering over the field name,
or by selecting the page help icon in the top right.

6. After completing the address information, click the Save button.
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Fulfillment Addresses vs. Fulfillment Centers

Organizations that send orders to their suppliers through the JAGGAER site need to understand
the distinction between Fulfillment Center and the Fulfillment Address type. These organizations
are required to configure Fulfillment Centers for suppliers that have multiple fulfillment sites.
Fulfillment centers determine how orders are sent to each fulfillment site. While Fulfillment
Centers include address information, they also include data such as what information will be sent
with an order and how the order is distributed (mail, fax, etc.) The fulfillment addresses and
remittance addresses created in the Addresses tab can be selected when configuring the
Fulfillment Center.

Note: You can configure an organization setting that will automatically create a Fulfillment Center
when a supplier Fulfillment Type Address is created. See Miscellaneous Site Configuration
Settings in the Administration and Configuration Handbook or online searchable help for
additional information.

Locations

Note: This topic applies only to organizations using the Supplier Management solution
withOnboarding enabled. If you are unsure if your organization is using these products,
please contact your System Administrator.

A Location is a group of addresses and contacts that are related to a specific location of the
business. Unless a supplier is registered, organizations cannot edit supplier-provided locations
other than an ERP and Third Party Reference numbers, or making the location the primary
location. Only locations added by and organization user can be updated.

Important Note: Addresses and Contacts must be configured before they can be assigned to a
Location.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select a supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the Contacts and Locations tab, then select the Locations page.

The left side of the active screen displays all of the existing locations.  Active
Locations are shown by default. To view all Locations, including inactive, click Show
Inactive Locations. To return the list to active only, click Hide Inactive Locations.
(Note: Inactive locations are not available for associating to addresses/contacts,
and are not listed in the address wizard) .

4. To view and/or edit information for an existing Location, click on the Location name
(Label) and the information will display on the right. To create a new Location, click
the Add Location button.

../../../../../../../../Content/Indirect/Administration/3. Site Appear and Config/f. miscconfigsettings.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/Indirect/Administration/3. Site Appear and Config/f. miscconfigsettings.htm
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5. Review, make edits and/or enter information in the fields as appropriate. For
information about each field, refer to the field help by selecting or hovering over the
field name, or by selecting the page help icon in the top right. Note: Some fields are
not editable until a relationship is created with the supplier.

l Assigned Addresses: To add assigned addresses, click the Edit
button. Inactive addresses display in italicized font with an (inactive)
indication. Click the radio button beside each desired address, then
click the Done button. Click the remove button to delete the
assignment. Note: If an address has an associated contact, that
contact will automatically be assigned to the Location.

l Assigned Contacts: To update or add assigned contacts, click the
Edit button. Any contacts that are inactive will display in a lighter
italicized font with an (inactive) indication. Click the radio button beside
each desired contact, then click the Done button. Click the remove
button to delete the assignment.

6. After you have made the appropriate changes, click the Save button.

Fulfillment Centers
Organizations have the ability to store multiple Fulfillment Centers in a supplier record. Your
organization must be configured to allow multiple fulfillment centers.

Note: You may configure an organization setting that will automatically create a Fulfillment
Center when a supplier Fulfillment Type Address is created. See Miscellaneous Site Configuration
Settings in the Administration and Configuration Handbook or online searchable help for
additional information.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Click the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the Contacts and Locations section, then select the Fulfillment

Centers page.
4. To create a new fulfillment center click the Add Fulfillment Center button. To

manage an existing fulfillment center, click on the fulfillment center name.
5. Configure the General tab:

a. Enter a name for the fulfillment center in the Name field. Be sure the name is
meaningful to your organization.

b. If you wish to include an Address ID and/or 3rd Party Address ID, click the
appropriateOverride Default Values checkbox and enter the information.

c. Click the Active checkbox to make the fulfillment center active.

../../../../../../../../Content/Indirect/Administration/3. Site Appear and Config/f. miscconfigsettings.htm
../../../../../../../../Content/Indirect/Administration/3. Site Appear and Config/f. miscconfigsettings.htm
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d. If you wish to make this the primary fulfillment center, click the Primary
Address checkbox. Once you save the fulfillment center the Current Primary
Address display will update to reflect this.

e. Select the associated fulfillment and remittance addresses. Note: These
addresses are created in the addresses screen. For information about
creating addresses please see "Addresses" on page 111.

i. Click the Edit button. The Fulfillment Center Associated
Addresseswindow will display.

ii. Select the appropriate fulfillment and remittance addresses by
clicking on the radio button.

iii. Click the Done button. The addresses will be assigned. If there is a
contact associated with the address it will be included with the address
information.

f. To add a Business Unit Assignment, click the Edit Assignments link. Note: This
applies only to organizations using the Multi-Business Unit feature.

a. Enable the Assigned checkbox for one or more business units.
b. Select a primary business unit for the fulfillment center.

6. Click to Save the fulfillment center information.

Ordering
This tab is used to define payment method, number wheel used, PO clauses, terms and
conditions, and more for the fulfillment center. Note: This information defaults from the org-wide
settings and can be set up at the supplier level or fulfillment center. For information about
organization settings, refer to "Default Ordering Settings" in the eProcurement Shopping and
Ordering Handbook or online searchable help.

Note: By performing this task, you are overriding your current organization-wide settings for a
particular supplier.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the Contacts and Locations section, then select the Fulfillment

Centers page. The current fulfillment centers display on the left side of the screen.
4. To define order information for a specific location, select theOrdering tab, and click

the appropriate fulfillment center in the left-hand table OR click Default Settings for
this Supplier to update all locations for the supplier.

5. To make any changes to the fields, click the appropriateOverride Defaults
checkbox. For information about each field, refer to the field help by selecting or
hovering over the field name, or by selecting the page help icon in the top right.
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6. Payment Methods: Used to override the organization's default payment method.
a. Select the payment method used for the supplier/location. The

available options include PO, PCard, GE vPayment, Ghost Card, Blanket
PO and JP Morgan Chase VCard (if enabled for your organization).
Additional options are available based on the selected payment
method.

b. Configure PCard and/or PO options based on the payment method for
the supplier/location. This configuration includes assigning a Number
Wheel to the specific supplier, determining if the PO number is
assigned or is definable by the user/approver, and if a 3-digit security
code is required for credit card entries.

7. Tax: Used to override the organization's default tax rates. Options are available
based on your organization's configurations.

a. Select if items should be taxable by default.
b. Select if a PO should be split if it contains mixed taxable lines.
c. Select if PR Import should populate default tax values.
d. Apply a default tax to all supplier items.
e. Configure Tax Rates.
f. Configure if Shipping and Handling are taxable.

8. Shipping/Handling: Used to override the organization's default shipping/handling
rates.

a. Set a fee type, percentage or fee amount, and at what level you want
shipping applied -- by order or by line. You may also set up thresholds
for shipping charges.

b. Set a fee type, percentage or fee amount, and at what level you want
handling charges applied - by order or by line. You may also set up
thresholds for handling charges.

9. AP Configuration:  If your organization has uses Invoicing, use this tab to set up
supplier-specific receipt and/or invoice numbering.

a. Select to override the Receipt Numbering Scheme and select the
desired number wheel for receipts for this supplier.

b. Select to override the Invoice Number Scheme and select the desired
number wheel for invoices for this supplier.

Other AP settings are on an organizational level at "AP Administration" in the
Invoicing Handbook or online searchable help.
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10. PO Clauses: Used to select specific PO Clauses to include for the supplier on the
purchase order.

a. When viewing the Default Settings for the supplier, you may select from
the organization's PO Clauses to apply one or more clauses to this
supplier for all purchase orders.

b. When viewing a specific Fulfillment Center Address, you can select
additional PO Clauses to apply to the particular Fulfillment Center.
Select the checkbox to assign/unassign and select Save.

11. Terms and Conditions: Used to select specific Order Acceptance Instructions,
supplier terms and conditions, and payment terms.

a. Select to override theOrder acceptance instructions and enter
instructions specific to the supplier.

b. Select to override using Terms and Conditions, or the specific terms
and conditions for the supplier. Attach the supplier terms and
conditions file by selecting the Browse... button and navigating to the
appropriate document, The supplier terms and conditions should be
limited to 1 printed page.

c. Select to override any of the Payment Terms information including
using payment terms, the payment term specifics, and F.O.B.

d. Select to override any of theOrder Contact Information.
12. Quantity: The default number of decimal places for quantities in the application.

a. Limit on Number of Decimals Allows - This value limits the number of
decimal places that administrators can allow in the quantity. To update
or change this number for ordering, receiving, and invoicing for this
supplier, enable the Override Default Values checkbox and enter the
appropriate value.

b. Number of Decimals Allowed in Quantity - To update or change this
number for ordering, receiving, and invoicing for this supplier, enable
the Override Default Values checkbox, and enter the appropriate
number (1-4).

For additional information on the organization setting, see "Setting Up and
Assigning PO Clauses" in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering
Handbook or online searchable help.

13. After making any updates, click the Save button.

Order Distribution Settings
This tab is used to determine how orders are sent out to the supplier. Note: This information
defaults from the org-wide settings and can be set up at the supplier level or fulfillment center.
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1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the Contacts and Locations section, then select the Fulfillment

Centers page. The current fulfillment centers display on the left side of the screen.
4. Select theOrder Distribution tab.
5. To define order information for a specific location, click the appropriate fulfillment

center in the left-hand table OR click Default Settings for this Supplier to update
all locations for the supplier. Once an option is selected, information on the right side
of the screen displays.

6. Review the current order distribution information. To make any changes to the fields,
click the appropriateOverride Defaults checkbox.

a. Enabling order delivery: At least one order delivery method should be
set up for each supplier you want to receive orders.

b. Fax, HTML Body, and HTML Attachment Configuration: The active
Fax PO configuration will be used by default for these types of orders.
You can override that configuration by clicking the Override Default
Values and clicking Select Configuration. Additionally, you can
determine what language to pass in the PO document. If the
configuration contains language-specific text then the language you
select in this section will be passed on the PO. To enable a language,
select the Override Default Values checkbox to the far right of
Language and select the appropriate language.

7. At the bottom of the order distribution tab, two miscellaneous options are available.
Each is described below. Note this settings are related to a "Sandwich Model"
configuration. The settings define when POs are created and what information will
be returned to the ERP in a punchout cart return.

a. Create PO:When this checkbox is selected purchase orders are
created within the application.

b. Exclude from Cart Return: When this setting is active the purchase
requisitions are created and processed within the application. When it
is not set, the products are sent to an external system for processing.

8. After making any updates, click the Save button.

Types of order delivery:

l Fax: Sends a purchase order to a fax machine/number. Enter the country code, Area Code
and phone number into the field below the fax indicator.

l E-mail Orders (plain text): Sends a purchase order to the email address listed. Plain text
Purchase Orders may not format as precisely as a faxed PO. This method is only suggested
when the email address receiving the order does not support HTML.  Enter the email
address(es) below the email (plain text) indicator.
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l E-mail Orders (HTML in Body): Sends a purchase order to the email address listed. HTML
in Body emails are formatted to appear exactly as the faxed PO.  Enter the email address
(es) below the email (HTML in Body) indicator.

l E-mail Orders (HTML or PDF Attached): Sends a purchase order to the email address
listed. HTML Attached Purchase Orders are an email with no body; however, the Purchase
Order is attached and formatted exactly as the Faxed PO.  You can select to send purchase
orders via an email with an HTML attachment or PDF attachment. Either the PDF
Attachment or the HTML Attachment format can be used for email delivery distribution
orders. They cannot both be listed as a distribution method. Enter the email address(es)
below the selection.

l cXML Orders: This option only displays if the JAGGAER Supplier Enablement project
manager has enabled electronic order distribution for the supplier.  cXML configuration is
performed by JAGGAER and is not editable.

Custom Data
Buyers with the Supplier Management solution have the ability to configure and manage custom
fields and groups at the supplier fulfillment center level. Once configured, the values can be
entered in the Custom Data tab of the appropriate fulfillment center in the supplier's profile.

l Each Fulfillment Center Custom Field Group and Field is displayed as configured by the
organization for each supplier profile fulfillment center.

l The Custom Data groups and fields are the same for all Fulfillment Centers for all
suppliers. Values entered are specific to each Supplier Fulfillment Center.

l Users enter values for the custom fields as appropriate, and click Save.
l If a Group is inactive, a message displays. Values can be removed, but cannot be changed
to another value.

For information about configuring fields and groups, see "Supplier Fulfillment Center Custom
Fields" on page 162.
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Physical Inventory
This tab only displays if the supplier is set up as an internal supplier via Supplies Manager. For
information on setup of this tab, refer to "Stockroom Tasks" in the Inventory Management
Handbook or online searchable help

History
View a history of changes to Fulfillment Centers on this page. Click Filter History to see results
based on dates, an action or section. Click Export CSV to export and download a file with the
history information.

Diversity

Overview
The Diversity section of the supplier profile contains pages to manage diversity classifications
applicable to your organization, and to manage 2nd Tier Prime Settings for the supplier.

Important Note: This topic applies to organizations using any of the following solutions:
Supplier Management, Sourcing, Invoicing, Contracts. If your organization does not use
any of these solutions, diversity classifications are managed on the General screen in the
supplier profile. For additional information, please see "General Profile Information" on
page 101. If you are unsure if your organization uses any of these products, please contact
your system administrator.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings > Administration >
Supplier Profile Administration.

l Supplier Profile View Only - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and
view supplier profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit
supplier profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Access Additional Information* - This permission controls access to custom pages in
various sections of the supplier profile as configured for supplier registration.
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l Access Diversity Information* - This permission controls access to the Diversity
section and pages in the supplier profile

l Send data to TealBook for enrichment - TealBook is an AI program that can look for
different factors about suppliers, pull that information from various sources, and send that
data to be updated in the supplier profile for the organization. Users with this permission
have the ability to send supplier profile information to TealBook for data enrichment. When
activated, federal diversity information will be refreshed.

*Note: Permission is displayed only for Supplier Management organizations who use the
Enable Supplier Access Permissions configuration.

Accessing Supplier Profile Diversity Settings
Supplier diversity information is stored and managed in the supplier profile. In many cases,
diversity classifications will be entered by the supplier upon registration. However, you may need
to add or remove classifications or make changes to existing classifications. To navigate to a
supplier profile, go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier. Select the supplier and click to expand the Diversity pages.

Diversity classifications must first be configured for an organization before they can be assigned
to a supplier. For information about configuring your organization's classifications please see
"Diversity Classification Configuration" in the Supplier Management Handbook or online
searchable help.

The system calculates if a supplier qualifies as a Small Business Enterprise (SBE) classification,
based on the supplier's NAICS code, number of employees, and annual revenue. A message will
display if a supplier qualifies as SBE but the classification has not been selected. Likewise, if the
classification is selected and the system cannot determine qualification or if the supplier is not
qualified, a message will display

General Diversity Settings

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. From the menu on the left, expand the Diversitymenu option, then click on the

General option. The Diversity screen will display.
4. Diversity classifications assigned to the supplier will display in the Select a

Diversity list on the left side of the screen. To view information about the
classification, click on the classification and the information will display in the
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Diversity Information section on the right side of the screen. Note that only those
classifications that you have made visible for your organization will display in the list.
If you do not see an expected classification listed, check the settings on the
Diversity Configuration page.

5. To assign a diversity classification, click the Add Diversity Classifications button.
An overlay will display with all the organization's configured Diversity Classifications
will display.

a. Select all appropriate classifications in the overlay. If configured, you can
select the option Decline to Answer (N/A).

b. Once selected and the overlay closes, you may be required to enter additional
information for some classifications.

General Guidelines:

l Fields will vary, depending on the classification selected.

l For date fields, click the calendar icon to the right of the field and
a calendar will display. Select the appropriate date and it will be
assigned to the field.

l For fields that require a document upload, click the Select file
button and click on the file to be attached. You can also drag
and drop the file into the gray area next to Select file. You may
choose to give the document a different name than the actual
file name by simply editing the value once it has been
associated. This does not change the underlying document
name itself. You can remove the attachment by selecting the x
button, or replace it with another file.
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6. When you have completed entering information in the fields, click the Save button.
7. To delete a Diversity classification, click the Delete button.
8. After making any updates, click the Save button.

TealBook Supplier Data Enrichment - Diversity Information
TealBook is a supplier data AI resource that can be utilized to enrich supplier profile data.
Organizations with a TealBook account can request that the supplier diversity information be
enriched from the TealBook supplier information.

This feature includes:

l TealBook URL available when viewing the Diversity > TealBook page in the supplier
profile.

l TealBook icon indicating TealBook enriched diversity information in the supplier
profile.

l A Find and Fix page for administrators that shows the status of any batch that fails to
synchronize.

l Error messagingwhen data cannot be retrieved.
l Audit history recorded when diversity is updated by TealBook.

A link to the TealBookwebsite is available on the Diversity > TealBook page. When selected,
the TealBook URL opens in a new window, and the user can log in with their TealBook
credentials.

You can search for suppliers that have been enriched with TealBook data in the supplier
advanced search. See "Supplier Search" on page 170 for additional information.
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Sending Data to TealBook
Users with the Send data to TealBook for enrichment permission have the ability to select
single or multiple suppliers to send to Tealbook for federal diversity data enrichment. Supplier
Profile History logs information that is enriched via TealBook. Note: The history will capture
changes starting with the 22.1 release.

Note: Only certified federal diversity information supported by TealBook is validated.
Information in the supplier profile for federal diversity types not supported by TealBook may
be removed when validation occurs. State diversity information is not affected.

Select the option to Enrich Data with TealBook from supplier search results or an individual
supplier profile:

l From supplier search results (Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a
Supplier), select the option to Enrich Data with TealBook:

l For a single supplier, in theManage dropdown.
l For multiple suppliers, in the Available Actions.

l From a supplier profile (Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier >
[selected supplier]), in the Supplier Actions dropdown.

Note: Up to 200 suppliers can be sent to TealBook per batch, since the maximum number of
supplier search results per page is 200. No more than 20,000 suppliers can be sent in one
day.

The following fields from the Supplier Network Profile are sent to TealBook in order to identify the
appropriate supplier:

l JI Supplier Unique ID
l Domain*
l Name*
l Secondary Name
l Address (primary fulfillment address)
l Secondary Address (primary remittance address)
l Phone Number (associated with primary address)
l Secondary Phone Number (associated with secondary address)
l Email (associated with primary portal contact)
l DUNS Number
l Tax ID
l *Domain and Name values are important for TealBook to identify matching suppliers
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Diversity information that has been updated via TealBook information is indicated with a
TealBook icon.

Federal diversity information supported by TealBook is returned and populated in the supplier's
profile.

When viewing Supplier Profile Diversity information where a TealBook integration exists and
certificate information is found, users will see the TealBook provided expiration date as Effective
Expiration Date. The Expiration Date field will remain the manually entered value for the record,
and will not be overridden with TealBook information.

A TealBook Sources link displays when certificate information is returned. Select the link to see
an overlay displaying the TealBook source name and URL for the provided Expiration Date.

A TealBook Confidence Score displays that indicates the confidence TealBook has in the
accuracy of the information that has been returned. If the supplier is synchronized to TealBook
but there is low confidence that the supplier matches a TealBook supplier, a message is
displayed and data is not updated.
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TealBook Error Information
A TealBook Enrichment Supplier Errors page is available at Administer > Find and Fix
Errors. This page allows administrators to view errors as well as requeue the supplier for
synchronization to TealBook.

You can choose to receive a notification via in-app or email notification when errors occur. Enable
the Data Enrichment Errors Notice in the user profile to receive notifications. See "Notification
Preferences" on page 62 for additional information.

Additional Information
Organizations with the Supplier Management solution can add custom fields to the Diversity
section of the supplier registration profile. See "Supplier Registration " in the Supplier
Management Handbook or online searchable help for additional information on configuring the
registration profile custom fields. If custom fields are configured, they will display on the
Additional Information page in the Diversity section of the supplier's profile. You can view
information provided by suppliers and make edits as necessary.

2nd Tier Prime Settings
The 2nd Tier Reporting feature is available to Supplier Management customers. Reporting
periods and goals are managed in this section of the supplier profile. For more information, see
"2nd Tier Reporting" in the Supplier Management Handbook or online searchable help
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Workflow and Review Information

Overview
TheWorkflow and Review section contains pages related to ERP, the supplier workflow
processes, supplier requests, and profile update reviews.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings > Administration >
Supplier Profile Administration.

l Supplier Profile View Only - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and
view supplier profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit
supplier profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l View Pending Supplier Profile Changes - This permission allows a user to view a
supplier's pending profile changes. This permission does not allow any actions on the
pending changes.

l Accept/Decline Pending Supplier Proflie Changes - This permission allows a user to
accept or decline pending supplier profile changes.

l Applicable approval permissions for Supplier Requests, Registration and/or Review. See
"Supplier Approval" in the Supplier Management Handbook or online searchable help

Accessing Supplier Profile Workflow and Review Information
A supplier's catalog and order configuration settings are in the Supplier Profile. Many settings are
inherited from the organization default settings. To navigate to a supplier profile, go to Suppliers

>Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the supplier. Select the supplier and
click to expand theWorkflow and Review pages.

ERP Sync
The ERP Sync page displays the available ERP Ids and status of information that will be exported
with the next export job. You must initially select an ERP Id from the dropdown list to see the
detailed data to be exported.
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The information last imported is selected, and the default Export Type is to Export selected
data, meaning that only the data with an ERP number and an enabled checkbox will be exported
when the next export job runs. Users can deselect or select data. Other Export Type selections
include Export all data or do not export. When the export job runs, the supplier's information will
be exported according to the selections on this page. A valid ERP Number must exist for imported
and exported elements.

Real Time Supplier Exports Information

Users with a single ERP system have access to monitoring queued and exported suppliers on the
TSM Real Time Supplier Exports page. Organizations with multiple ERP systems have access to
the TSM Real Time Multi ERP Supplier Exports page. Both of these pages are available by
navigating to: Site Administration > Find and Fix Errors and selecting the appropriate page.

On these pages, users will see recent supplier exports to various ERP systems, as well as
suppliers in the queue that are pending or in error. Users have the ability to requeue the supplier
for export.

For more information about ERP management, see "ERP Management" on page 154.
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Internal Notes
You can add an Internal note about your relationship with the supplier. You can choose to display
the notes in the Supplier 360 view. Internal Notes are not seen by suppliers in the customer
portal.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Click the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand theWorkflow and Review section, then select the Internal Notes

page.
4. Enter appropriate information into the Internal Notes text box, using the formatting

tools provided.
5. Click Save Progresswhen done.
6. History captures that changes were made to the Internal Notes.
7. After you have made the appropriate changes, click the Save button.

Supplier Registration and Supplier Review Workflow
Note: This topic applies to organizations using the Supplier Management solution.

The supplier profile contains a Registration Workflow and Review Workflow view. This view
allows you to see where the supplier is in the registration process and to view a history of when
the supplier entered and completed the registration workflow. The workflow steps that display
will depend on how your organization configured the supplier registration process. For
information about this configuration, please see "Supplier Registration " in the Supplier
Management Handbook or online searchable help. For more information about workflow, see
"Supplier Approval" in the Supplier Management Handbook or online searchable help.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand theWorkflow and Review section:

a. Select the Supplier Registration Workflow page to review the
process and status of the supplier in registration workflow.

b. Select the Supplier Review Workflow page to review the process and
status of the supplier in review workflow.

4. The workflow process will display as a flowchart. By default, the flowchart will
display horizontally. To change the orientation to vertical, select Vertical from the
Orientation drop-down menu located in the top-left corner of the screen. Note: The
site will "remember" the most recent orientation setting and will display that way the
next time you access the screen.
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5. By default, steps in the workflow that have been skipped will be hidden from view.
To display skipped steps, click the Show skipped steps checkbox.

6. Review the workflow:
l The first step in the workflow is the Submitted date. If a supplier has not submitted
their registration, no date will display.

l The following steps will be based on your organization's registration setup. Below is
general information about data displayed in the workflow steps:

l If a workflow step has not been started, the step is marked with a status of
Future.

l If a workflow step has been completed, the step is marked with the status
appropriate for the step (i.e. Completed, Approved, Notification Sent, etc.)
Completed workflow steps are also indicated by a .

l The step of the workflow that the supplier is currently in is marked with a
status of Active.

l If a workflow step requires approval, a view approvers link will display.
Clicking on the link allows you to view the site user or users that are
designated for that step. Completed steps will display the user or users who
approved the step.

l If a step can be expedited, an Expedite button will display on the step. Click
the button and complete the Expedite screen. Note: Specific permissions are
needed in order to expedite orders.

l The final step in the workflow is the Finish date. If the supplier has not completed all
steps in the workflow, no date will display.

Original Supplier Request
If the supplier was initially requested by someone in the organization, the request information will
display here. Note: The Supplier Request feature is available to Supplier Management customers.

Profile Update Review
Note: This topic applies to organizations using the Supplier Management solution.

Suppliers have the ability to edit and update their profile information through the supplier portal.
Your organization may wish to review these edits/updates before these changes are made in the
supplier profile. Organizations may select one or more fields that require review and approval
before changes are made in the supplier profile.

Note: Not all users are notified and/or have access to pending supplier profile updates. A user
must have the View Pending Supplier Profile Changes permission or the Accept/Decline
Pending Supplier Profile Changes permission to be notified of and view changes.
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1. Access the Profile Update Review page in one of the following ways:
l Users with appropriate permissions will get an action item in the Action Items
menu. Clicking on the action item takes you to the supplier profile. Open the supplier
profile. Text will display: Pending Changes Awaiting Review. Click the Review All
Pending Changes button. You will be taken to the Profile Update Review tab.

l Search for and locate the supplier. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers >
Search for a Supplier. Search for the supplier. Open the supplier profile. If there are
pending profile changes, text will display: Pending Changes Awaiting Review.
Click the Review All Pending Changes button. You will be navigated to the Profile
Update Review page.

2. Review the changes. Changes will be listed in the Profile Changes Pending Review
section. For each changed field the name, current value, proposed value, changed
by user and updated date will display.

3. Take action on the change:

l To accept a change or changes, click the checkbox(es) in the far right column.
Once you have selected all of the appropriate changes, click the Accept
Selected Changes button. The changes will be made in the supplier profile.

l To decline a change or changes, click the checkbox(es) in the far right
column. Once you have selected all of the appropriate changes, click the
Decline Selected Changes button. The changes will not be made in the
supplier profile.

The Supplier Registration View

Organizations that use the Supplier Management, Invoicing, Sourcing, or Contracts have the
ability to view a supplier's portal registration information from the supplier's perspective.

Note: If there are pending changes on the supplier profile, the proxy registration view opens in
read only mode and a warning banner indicates pending changes exist. Pending changes must be
reviewed and approved (or declined) before the customer can edit the proxy view.
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1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. In the supplier sticker located on the top left of the screen, click the View Supplier

Registration link. The supplier registration view will display.
4. Your screen will look similar to the one below:

The view of the registration will be identical to the view that supplier sees, based on
the registration profile type. The registration fields can be edited in this view by
organization users who have theManage Supplier Profiles permission
(Permissions > Administration > Supplier Profile Administration).

Additional options are available for understanding/navigating the supplier
registration view:

l The information bar displays information about the supplier and
registration profile type. Note: If the supplier is not an invited supplier,
the registration will display in the default profile type. If the default type
has been overridden with a different type, that is the type in which the
registration will display.

l If the registration is for a portal which has multiple suppliers, the
Change Supplier link will display. Clicking this link will allow you to
select a different supplier for viewing/editing.

l Click the Back to Internal Supplier Profile link to return to the internal
site.
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Performance Information

Overview
The Performance section is available if the organization has the Supplier Performance option for
the Supplier Management solution enabled. For additional information about performance
configurations, see "Scorecard Configuration and Management" in the Supplier Management
Handbook or online searchable help.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings.

l Supplier Profile View Only (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Profile
Administration) - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and view supplier
profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Profile
Administration) - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit supplier
profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Manage Scorecards (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Performance)
- This permission allows the customer users to manage scorecards, KPI Libraries and
Categories.

l View Scorecard Reports (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier
Performance) - This permission allows the user to access the Scorecard Comparison
Report and Scorecard Summary Report.

Accessing Supplier Profile Performance Information
A supplier's catalog and order configuration settings are in the Supplier Profile. Many settings are
inherited from the organization default settings. To navigate to a supplier profile, go to Suppliers

>Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the supplier. Select the supplier and
click to expand the Performance pages.
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Scorecards
On the Scorecards page, all the scorecards that have been assigned to the supplier are
displayed, along with Overall Grade, Status, and key dates. For those scorecards that are closed,
you have Actions available to View Report, Edit Comments (that are visible to the supplier when
shared) and toMake the Scorecard Visible to the Supplier.

Trending Report
On the Trending Report page of the profile, information displays regarding the recurring
(monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, and annually) scorecards associated with this supplier over
time. Only closed scorecards are reflected in the report.

Legal and Compliance Settings

Overview
This section contains pages related to contracts, insurance, tax information, OFAC, TIN, and
questionnaires. The Contracts page lists all contracts configured for the supplier. TheOFAC /
Restricted Party Check page allows users to run an OFAC SDN Check and edit status, if
appropriate. On the TIN Information page, you can select to Edit Status and edit the status as
appropriate.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings > Administration >
Supplier Profile Administration.

l Supplier Profile View Only - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and
view supplier profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit
supplier profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Access Insurance Information* -This permission controls access to the Insurance and
Insurance Custom Fields pages of the Legal and Compliance section.

l Access Tax Information* - This permission controls access to the Tax and Tax Custom
Fields pages of the Legal and Compliance section.
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l Manage OFAC Information - This permission allows a user to view and edit the OFAC
SDN Information tab in the Supplier Profile as well running searches on the Run OFAC SDN
Search page to against supplier names.

l Manage TIN Information - This permission allows a user to view and edit the TIN
Information tab in the Supplier Profile.

l Import/Export Bulk TIN Matching -This permission enables the user to access "Export All
Search Results for Bulk TIN matching" and the "Export Selected Search Results for Bulk TIN
Matching" actions under Available Actions dropdown menu from Supplier Search results. It
also enables the user to import TIN Statuses on the Import Supplier Bulk TIN Updates page.

l Manage Tax Forms - This permission controls the viewing of attachments for Tax
Information records in the Supplier Profile. This permission also controls the viewing of tax
documents on the Profile Update Review tab (if the user has access to View or
Accept/Decline Pending Changes.

l Assign Questionnaires - With the Assign Questionnaires permission, a user can assign
questionnaires to various suppliers.

l View Questionnaire Responses - With the View Questionnaire Responses permission,
the user has a read-only view of questionnaires assigned to suppliers.

l Access Additional Information* -This permission controls access to custom pages in
various sections of the supplier profile as configured for supplier registration.

l View Sensitive Custom Attachments in History - This permission allows users to view
Sensitive File Attachment responses in the supplier profile. This permission applies to
organizations with the Supplier Management solution.

*Note: Permission is displayed only for Supplier Management organizations who use the
Enable Supplier Access Permissions configuration.

Accessing Supplier Profile Legal and Compliance Settings
A supplier's catalog and order configuration settings are in the Supplier Profile. Many settings are
inherited from the organization default settings. To navigate to a supplier profile, go to Suppliers

>Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the supplier.Select the supplier and
click to expand the Legal and Compliance pages.

Contracts
This page lists the contracts associated to the supplier.
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Insurance
In many cases, insurance information will be entered by the supplier upon registration. However,
you may need to add or remove insurance information or make changes to existing information.
Note: You can only access insurance information for suppliers with whom your organization has a
relationship. Your organization does not have access to insurance information for suppliers
outside of your network.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select a supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the Legal and Compliance section, then select the Insurance

page. The Insurance screen displays. Any existing insurance policies will display on
the left side of the screen.

4. To review or edit existing insurance policies, click on the policy type on the left. The
information will display to the right. To add a new insurance policy, click the Add
Insurance button.

5. Review, make edits and/or enter new information as appropriate:

Field
Descriptions/Instructions

Note: Until a relationship is
created with the supplier,
you will not be able to edit
many of these fields. The
image to the left shows a
Locations screen that can

be edited.

a. Insurance Type (required): This field indicates the type of
insurance (automobile liability, worker's compensation, etc.)
Select the type of insurance from the available options in the
drop-down menu. Note: Once the insurance information has
been saved, you will not be able to edit this field.
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b. Policy Number: The policy number for the specified insurance.
To edit the existing policy number, simply type over the text.

c. Insurance Limit (required): Select the appropriate insurance
limit range from the available options in the drop-down menu.
Note: If you save the insurance information without making a
selection, the default limit that displays will be assigned.

d. Expiration Date: The date that the policy expires. Click on the
calendar icon and select the date.

e. Insurance Provider: The company name of the insurance
provider. To edit existing information simply type over the text.

f. Agent: The name of the insurance agent. To edit existing
information, simply type over the text.

g. Insurance Provider Phone: The phone number of the insurance
provider. To edit the existing information, type over the text.

h. Upload Insurance Certificate: Insurance certificates can be
attached to the insurance information. To attach a certificate,
click the Select file button and click on the file to be attached.
You can also drag and drop the file into the gray area next to
Select file. You may choose to give the document a different
name than the actual file name by simply editing the value once it
has been associated. This does not change the underlying
document name itself. You can remove the attachment by
selecting the x button, or replace it with another file.

6. After you have made any edits, click the Save button. To remove an insurance
policy, click the Delete button.

Insurance Custom Fields

Organizations with the Supplier Management solution can add custom fields to the Insurance
section of the supplier registration profile. See "Supplier Registration " in the Supplier
Management Handbook or online searchable help for information on configuring the registration
profile custom fields.

Tax

Note: This topic applies only to organizations using the Supplier Management solution with
Onboarding enabled. If you are unsure if your organization is using these products, please
contact your System Administrator.
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In many cases, tax information will be entered by the supplier upon registration. However, you
may need to add or remove tax information or make changes to existing information. Note: You
can only access tax information for suppliers with whom your organization has a relationship.
Your organization does not have access to tax information for suppliers outside of your network.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select a supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the Legal and Compliance section, then select the Tax page. Note:

If your organization does not have theOnboardingmodule this tab will not display.
The Tax Information screen will display.

4. The current tax information is displayed in a table format.
l Tax Document Name - The name given to the Tax Document when it was
added. This can be edited. Click the name to view and/or edit information for
the document.

l Tax Type - The type of tax document. Once added, this information cannot
be edited.

l Tax Document Year - The Year for the Tax Document, if provided.
l Tax Documentation - If a file was attached, it is listed here.
l e-Signature - You can allow suppliers to certify the tax information via an e-
signature process or sign document via DocuSign. The appropriate indication
is given here. A red x indicates the tax document has not been certified or
signed via DocuSign. A green check indicates the document has either
been certified via e-Signature or has been signed via DocuSign.

l Signature Status - Indicates if the document has been signed via e-
Signature, DocuSign, or not signed.

5. To create new tax information, click the Add Tax Information button and choose
the appropriate Tax Type from the dropdown selections. Only those tax types
enabled for your organization in the Supplier Registration Profile will display. An
overlay will display to complete the Tax Document Name, Year, and other document
options.

6. Review, make edits and/or enter new information as appropriate:
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Tax Type (required): This field indicates the type of tax form (W-9, W-
8, etc.) When you select a tax type, you have the option to create a pre-
populated tax form for that type. When you select the type, an overlay
for Add Tax Document displays. A link for Download Pre-populated
Tax Document is available in the overlay. Click on the link and open or
save the document to your own system. The document will need to be
uploaded to the application as you would any other document. Follow
the instructions in Tax Documentation below to upload the document.
Important Note: Once the tax information has been saved, this field
cannot be edited.

Tax Document Name (required): Indicates a name for the tax
information; for example 2014 W-9. Enter a name for the tax
document. To update an existing name, simply type over the text.

Tax Document Year: Select the appropriate year from the available
options in the drop-down menu.

Signature Status: This value displays depending on the status of the
document associated with the record. It is read only.

Tax Documentation: Depending on the organization configuration, you
can choose from these options:

l Sign Document - If the organization has enabled DocuSign, click
the Sign Document button. A confirmation will display asking you
to save the tax record. Click Yes to continue. The DocuSign
window will then open and direct you to complete the signature
process on behalf of the supplier. When the signing process is
complete, you will be directed back to the overlay, and the
Signature Status will indicate DocuSigned and you can click
Save Changes to save the tax record.
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l Editing a DocuSigned document - select from the
Actions dropdown button next to the Signed Document
text to Download, Sign a New Document, or Delete the
signed document. The Signature Status will update
accordingly.

l Manually upload the document instead - Select this option to
manually upload a document. The Select file button will display.
Click on the file to be attached or drag and drop the file into the
gray area next to Select file. You may choose to give the
document a different name than the actual file name by simply
editing the value once it has been associated. This does not
change the underlying document name itself. You can also
choose to Download a Pre-populated Tax Document. When
manually adding a file, you may also be prompted to select I
certify this tax document and follow the instructions to
complete the e-Signature process.

l Editing a manually uploaded document - You can
remove the attachment by selecting the x button, or
replace it with another file.

6. To Delete a tax information entry, select Edit dropdown for the appropriate record.
a. Select the Delete option. A confirmation message will display.
b. Select Yes to proceed with the deletion or No to return to the record without

deleting.

Tax Custom Fields

Organizations with the Supplier Management solution can add custom fields to the Tax section
of the supplier registration profile. See "Supplier Registration " in the Supplier Management
Handbook or online searchable help for information on configuring the registration profile custom
fields.

OFAC / Restricted Party Check
Organizations with the Supplier Management solution have an Onboarding feature available
that allows for OFAC checks against suppliers. You can also manually edit the status information
if you have conducted a check via another method.
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Visual Compliance Check

You can set up your organization's Visual Compliance account credentials in order to run Visual
Compliance checks from the supplier profile, which is used to identify and authenticate suppliers
using a Dun and Bradstreet number lookup. Note: The Visual Compliance options only displays on
the OFAC / Restricted Party Check page when you have configured your existing credentials in
the application.

When you select to run a Visual Compliance Check, the following information is displayed:

l Maximum Alert Type Found - This is the highest level of alert found for the supplier,
based on the search criteria:

l Green - no match found
l Yellow - Matched on Individual Name or Company Name
l Red - Matched on Individual Name, Company Name or both
l Double Red - Matched on Individual Name, Company Name or Location
l Triple Red - Matched on Individual Name, Company Name, Location or Country

l Time of Last Query - The last time and date the Visual Compliance Check was run for the
supplier.

l Search Criteria - Click to expand the details for what was used to search for the supplier.
l Message and details about Alert Type, if found - If an Alert Type other than Green is
found, additional details display including the List and Notes associated with the alert
record.

When a Visual Compliance Check is run, the action and result value is captured in the History log
for the supplier profile.

Visual Compliance Check via Workflow
While you can navigate to the supplier's profile to run the Visual Compliance Check at any time,
you can also choose to configure your organization's workflow processes to run the Visual
Compliance. The Visual Compliance check can be configured for the following workflow
processes:

l Supplier Registration
l Supplier Review
l Requisitions
l Purchase Orders
l Invoices
l Sourcing Pre- and Post-Bid

Contact JAGGAER to modify your workflow process(es) to include this check, if appropriate.
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OFAC SDN Information

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Click the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the Legal and Compliance section, then select theOFAC /

Restricted Party Check page.

4. To manually edit the status, select the Edit Status button. An overlay for Edit
Current Status displays.

a. Select from the options:
l No Potential Match Found
l Potential Match Found

b. Click Save.
5. To conduct the OFAC check from the application, select Run OFAC SDN Check.

The system performs the check, and the page refreshes with the current status, last
updated date and time, and user who submitted the OFAC check.

Visual Compliance Check

1. First, ensure your Visual Compliance Credentials are configured:
a. Navigating to Setup > General Site Settings > Manage Service

Integration Configurations page. You must have the Administrator
permission to access this page.

b. Click to Add Service Integration. The only type of integration that can
be set up is Visual Compliance.

c. Enter your Account ID and Password for your existing Visual
Compliance account.

d. Once added, the integration is listed on the page. You have a button to
Edit or Delete the configuration. Only one configuration can exist.

2. To run the Visual Compliance check, navigate to the Supplier Profile Legal and
Compliance section, then select theOFAC / Restricted Party Check page. Click
the Run Visual Compliance Check button. The page refreshes with a current status
and search criteria.
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Incident Management

1. The Incident Management feature must be enabled for your organization.
2. Navigate to the Supplier Profile Legal and Compliance section, then select the

OFAC / Restricted Party Check page. Scroll to the Incident Management section.
3. The Start Date and End Date are populated with the previous 7 day period by

default. Enter a date or select from the calendar picker. Click Save to save the date
criteria. (Note: The Run Incident Check button is not selectable until the Start and
End Dates have been saved.

4. Click Run Incident Check.
5. Results are presented to users by date with the Status, screened supplier name, and

reviewed date. A message displays if no matches are found for the supplier.
6. Incident Management checks are captured in the supplier's history record.

Note: When an Incident Check returns a status other than "Cleared", select the Refresh
Status button in the Restricted Party Screening section. TheMaximum Alert Type Found
field is then updated based on the latest Incident Check.

Supplier Health Assessment
This page displays if your organization is configured to integrate with Dun & Bradstreet for DUNS
verification. The Supplier Health Assessment displays information that helps companies quickly
get in-depth information about an individual supplier such as credit score, financial transaction
information, and risk assessment.

TIN Information
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) provides a service through its website that allows you to
validate that the TINs you have for your suppliers are valid. Onboarding customers can export a
file that contains all the information required by the IRS to perform this validation. Subsequently,
they can import the file returned from the IRS to update the TIN Matching status in the supplier
profile.

The TIN Matching status is maintained in the supplier profile. The status is automatically updated
when a bulk matching file is imported. It can also be manually updated. You can also include a TIN
Validation step in Supplier Registration and/or Supplier ReviewWorkflow processes that will
automatically update the TIN. Contact JAGGAER for additional details.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Locate the
appropriate supplier and open the supplier profile.

2. From the menu on the left, select Legal and Compliance > TIN Information.
3. The TIN Information will display.
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a. TIN Matching Status: This is the current status. If the value was set by the
TIN matching import, the status will correspond with the code included in the
import file. The status displays that code, along with a text description of the
code. If the supplier has not been included in a bulk matching import, the
status will default to TIN Matching Not Run. You can change the status by
clicking the Edit Status button and selecting the appropriate status from the
drop-down menu and clicking the Save button.

b. Status Last Updated: This is the date of the most recent update to the
status. If the update was made by the TIN matching import, this date will
reflect the date of the import.

c. Status Updated by: Indicates the user who made the most recent update to
the status. "System (via automated)" is indicated in the case of automatic
updates via the workflow robot (if enabled for the organization).

Exporting Supplier Records from the Supplier Search Results

The first step in TIN validation is exporting the supplier records for which you would like to
validate the information. This step is performed from the supplier search results. The export file
contains all fields required by the IRS to perform the validation, in addition to the fields necessary
to match the supplier when importing the file back in to the application. Important Note: You
must have the Import/Export Bulk TIN Matching permission to perform this action.

1. Navigate to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Perform a
search for the appropriate suppliers.

2. From the supplier search results, select and export the suppliers in one of the
following ways:

a. Export all suppliers: From the Available Actionsmenu, select Export
All Search Results for Bulk TIN Matching.

b. Select suppliers to export: To select suppliers to include in the export,
click the far-right checkbox in each supplier listing. Once you have
selected all of the suppliers, select Export Selected Suppliers for Bulk
TIN Matching.

3. Click the Go button to execute the export. A dialog box will display when the export
is completed. Click on the link to view the results. Note: The time it takes to export
the suppliers will vary based on the number or suppliers you are exporting. You can
click away from the screen and the export will continue to execute. To retrieve the
export results, go to Administer> Administration > View Import and Export
Results and locate the export.

4. Click on the Click to download... link and open the file or save it to your system.
Important Note: In order to be matched on the IRS website, the information must
include tax id number. If supplier(s) in the export file do not contain this information,
that supplier or suppliers will not be included in the export file. An errors and
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warnings file will be available. This file will indicate which suppliers have not been
included in the export. If you want to include these suppliers in the export, you will
need to enter a value in to the Tax ID Number field on the General screen of the
supplier profile.

Once you have the correct export file, it can be sent to the IRS for TIN validation. Please follow the
instructions on the IRS web site (www.IRS.gov) for performing the validation.

Importing the IRS Response File to Update the TIN Matching Status in the
Supplier Profile(s)

Once the IRS has validated your file, it will send a response file back to you. The file will contain all
of the information sent in the export file, plus a column indicating the validation code. You will
import the file back in to the application to update the matching status in the supplier profile.
Important Note: You must have the Import/Export Bulk TIN Matching permission to perform
this action.

1. Go to Suppliers > Compliance > Import Supplier Bulk TIN Updates.
2. In the Description field, you can enter a description for the import (optional).
3. Click the Browse button to locate and upload the file being imported.
4. Click the Submit button to begin the import.
5. The Recent Activitywindow will display information about the status of the import.

When the status is Complete, this means the file has been imported successfully and
the status updates have been made.

Questionnaires
This page contains Questionnaires assigned to the supplier. You can assign a questionnaire from
the profile or from the scorecard. See "Dynamic Qualification" in the Supplier Management
Handbook or online searchable help for additional information.

Assigning a Questionnaire to a Single Supplier From the
Supplier Profile

1. Search for and locate the specific supplier to whom you would like to assign the
questionnaire. Select to open the supplier profile.

2. From the supplier profile menu on the left, expand the Legal and Compliance
section, then select theQuestionnaires page.

3. Click the Assign Questionnaire button. The Assign Questionnaire to Supplier
window will display.

4. TheMake Questionnaire Visible to the Supplier question will display. Check Yes
or No (Internal User Only). Additional fields will display.

http://www.irs.gov/
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5. Enter an optional Due Date. If a date is provided, the Due Datewill be included in
the email notification to the supplier.

6. Select the checkboxes beside the appropriate questionnaire(s) then click the
Assign Selected button. Note: Only Finalized Questionnaires display for selection.

7. If selected to be made visible to the supplier, the questionnaire will be visible in the
supplier's portal. The questionnaire will also display in the Assigned Questionnaires
section of theQuestionnaires page in the supplier profile.

Accounts Payable Settings

Overview
The Accounts Payable section is available to customers with the the Onboarding feature, and
contains information regarding Payment methods used for the supplier including payment bank
accounts, payment type (ACH, system check, credit card, etc.) and accepted currency. In many
cases, this AP information is configured by the supplier upon registration. However, it may be
necessary for the organization to add or make updates to existing information. Note: You can only
access accounts payable information for suppliers with whom your organization has a
relationship. Your organization does not have access to accounts payable information for
suppliers outside of your network.

Note: Locations must be set up in order to associate a specific location with specific AP
information. For instructions on setting up locations, please see "Contacts and Locations" on
page 109.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings > Administration >
Supplier Profile Administration.

l Supplier Profile View Only - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and
view supplier profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit
supplier profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Access Additional Information* - This permission controls access to custom pages in
various sections of the supplier profile as configured for supplier registration.

l Access Accounts Payable Information* - This permission controls access to the
Accounts Payable section and pages of the supplier profile.
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l View Sensitive Bank Information - This permission enables Onboarding customer users
to view the bank account information on the Accounts Payable page of the supplier
profile. If this permission is not enabled, the user will see the bank account as masked with
asterisks (*) in the supplier profile and export.

*Note: Permission is displayed only for Supplier Management organizations who use the
Enable Supplier Access Permissions configuration.

Accessing Supplier Profile Accounts Payable Settings
A supplier's catalog and order configuration settings are in the Supplier Profile. Many settings are
inherited from the organization default settings. To navigate to a supplier profile, go to Suppliers

>Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the supplier. Select the supplier and
click to expand the Accounts Payable pages.

Manage Payment Methods

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Click the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the Accounts Payable section, then select the Payment Methods

page. Note: If your organization does not use the Onboarding module, this menu
option will not be available. TheManage Accounts Payable screen displays. Any
existing AP options will display on the left side of the screen.

4. To review or edit existing AP information, click on the appropriate option on the left.
The information will display to the right. To add a new AP information, click the Add
Accounts Payable button.

5. Review, make edits and/or enter new information as appropriate:
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Payment Title: This field is a descriptive name for the account. Enter a
name in the field. Note: Once the accounts payable information has
been saved, you will not be able to edit this field.

Country: Select the country to which the payment method applied.
Note: The Payment Type options will display depending on payment
method-country associations in the organization's registration
configuration.

Third Party Reference and ERP Number: If appropriate, enter an
additional ID number associated with the supplier.

Payment Type: This field indicates how the supplier gets paid for this
AP location (Direct Deposit, Check, Credit Card, Wire Transfer,
ePayable, PayMode). Select the appropriate option from the drop-
down menu. Options display depending on the Country selected for
the payment type. Note: Once the accounts payable information has
been saved, you will not be able to edit this field. Depending on the
option you select, additional fields will display to complete additional
details.
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Remittance Address: This field indicates the remittance address
associated to the Payment Method information. Select the appropriate
option from the drop-down menu.

Electronic Remittance Email: Collected for informational purposes.

Currency: Indicates the currency for the Accounts Payable. Select the
appropriate option from the drop-down menu.

Active: Indicates if the Accounts Payable information is active or
inactive. Click the radio button beside the appropriate option.

Bank Account: Enter the appropriate information for the related bank
account in the fields provided.

l Bank Account Routing/Transit Number value for ACH andWire
Transfer payment types is validated for United States bank
addresses. When valid, the institution name will display under
the value. An error message will display for invalid values and the
record cannot be saved. Values are validated against Federal
Reserve Services information (frbservices.org).

l The Bank Account Routing Transit Number format for ACH and
Wire Transfer payment types for Canada bank addresses is
validated against the required Transit Number format. AWhat is
This? hyperlink displays help information about Routing and
Transit Number formats.

l Depending on the payment type, a SWIFT/BIC value may be
required. The SWIFT code is 8 or 11 characters and must meet
the following format requirements:

l First four characters = bank code (only letters)
l Next two characters = country code (only letters)
l Next two characters = location code (letters and digits; a
passive participant should have '1' as the second
character)

l Last three characters (optional) = branch code (letters and
digits; 'XXX' for primary office)

l You can include an International Bank Account Number
(IBAN) for the supplier. The following criteria must be met: 1. The
payment type must be ACH; 2. The country selected for the
bank account must be a country that has implemented IBAN
standards. When these two requirements are met, the IBAN and
Confirm IBAN fields will display automatically in the Bank
Account section.

6. After you have made any edits, click the Save button.
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Payable Custom Fields

Organizations with the Supplier Management solution can add custom fields to the Accounts
Payable section of the supplier registration profile. See "Supplier Registration " in the Supplier
Management Handbook or online searchable help for information on configuring the registration
profile custom fields.

eProcurement Settings

Overview
The eProcurement section contains information related to hosted catalogs and price files,
showcase settings, and integration settings. .

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings > Administration >
Supplier Profile Administration.

l Supplier Profile View Only - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and
view supplier profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit
supplier profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Access eProcurement* - This permission allows access to the eProcurement section of
the supplier profile, as well as the Contacts and Locations > Fulfillment Centers page. If
the organization has Contract Manager, and teh user has Contract Management
permission, this permission also allows access to the Legal and Compliance > Contracts
page.

*Note: Permission is displayed only for Supplier Management organizations who use the
Enable Supplier Access Permissions configuration.

Accessing Supplier Profile eProcurement Settings
A supplier's catalog and order configuration settings are in the Supplier Profile. Many settings are
inherited from the organization default settings. To navigate to a supplier profile, go to Suppliers

>Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the supplier. Select the supplier and
click to expand the eProcurement pages.
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Types of Pricing
A price is associated with each item that is ordered. Types of pricing are as follows:

l List Price – List price represents the price that is shown in the printed catalog, on the
website, or the current full retail price of a product.

l Organization Price – The organization price represents a special negotiated price paid by
your organization for an item. In many cases, an organization negotiates special pricing
with a supplier and these reduced prices are shown in when shopping instead of the list
price. It is very important to ensure that the negotiated pricing is correct when reviewing
supplier price files.

l Consortium – Consortium prices are discount prices offered to a group of organizations.
For example, if a school signs up for E&I, they will receive consortium pricing for the
suppliers that make up the E&I catalog. Consortium pricing is generally the same for each
member organization. Pricing must be published by the consortium organization to
members through the JAGGAER application.

If more than one price is available for an item for a specific supplier, by default, the lowest price
will be offered to the user. For example, your organization may have pricing for a supplier through
a consortium and through organization-specific negotiated pricing. Whichever price is lower is
offered to the user. The Exception: If your organization is using the contract compliance feature,
the user may have permission to select which price to pay from the pricing options available.

Hosted vs. Punch-Out Catalogs
A catalog is representative of a supplier’s product information. A catalog is implemented one of
two formats: hosted or punch-out.

JAGGAER Hosted Catalogs

In simplest terms, a hosted catalog is an online version of a supplier’s printed catalog. Hosted
catalogs contain product data and details, along with pricing information for each item. When a
product search is performed, the products in all of the hosted catalogs are searched. Hosted
catalog search results contain product information from all suppliers depending on the search
criteria entered by the user.

Punch-out Catalogs

Punch-out catalogs are integrated external links to a supplier’s web-based catalog.  The user
exits the JAGGAER site to search and select products from a supplier’s web catalog, then returns
the items to the JAGGAER shopping cart.  The selected items are then submitted through the
standard requisition/order process.
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Price Config/List Price and Price Sets
For suppliers with hosted catalogs, pricing and catalog configuration settings are available in the
eProcurement section of the supplier profile. This section provides pages related to pricing sets
and approval options for supplier.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the eProcurement section, then select the Price Sets page. On

this screen you can view price sets that are awaiting your review, and search for
previously approved price files. For more information about approving price files,
refer to "Price File Management" in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering
Handbook or online searchable help.

4. Also in the eProcurement section, select the Price Config / List Price page. On this
screen, you can manage how price files for this supplier should be handled. To make
any changes to the fields, click the appropriateOverride Default Values checkbox.

a. Require price file approval… should be enabled if you would like the
price files for this particular supplier to be automatically approved. This
checkbox does not apply to suppliers in which you are using list pricing
– this is only for automatic approvals of organization pricing.

b. Allow simplified list price entry for base currency allows you to
enter list prices for an item from the Basic tab when viewing item
information. This option is recommended for internal catalogs (Supplies
Manager), but is not commonly needed for external suppliers, since
their price updates are usually made through a batch process. Note:
This option will display only if your organization has self-managed
catalogs.

c. The Use List Pricing drop-down allows you to determine what pricing
options are available for users. Select from these options:

i. Yes – Choose this option if you do not have a negotiated
price file for the supplier or you would like both options
offered to your end-users to use for comparison purposes.

ii. No – Choose this option if you only want your negotiated
pricing to display.

iii. Only if no other prices are available – Choose this
option if you would like list prices to display only if a
negotiated price is not available.

d. Member of Science Catalog - Read-only field indicating if the supplier
is a member of the Science Catalog.

5. Also in the eProcurement section, select the Price File Approvers page. This page
displays all of the approvers for pending price files from this supplier. On this page,
you can also assign approvers to approve price files from the supplier.

6. Click Save to save any changes.
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Catalog History Export
If you would like to see a history of changes to a supplier's catalog over a period of time, you can
select to export catalog history from the supplier's profile. The export file lists changes content by
date, including the part number, product description, field that was changed, and old value/new
value for the field.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the eProcurement section, then select the Catalog History

Export page.
4. Enter a Description for the export, such as "2014 History for Discount Office

Supplies".
5. Enter or select a Start Date and End Date for the history log.
6. Click Submit to request the export. The export request displays on the right side of

the page. Click Refresh this Page to see an updated status for the request.
7. When the status is Completed, a File name is provided and the Total records in the

file is displayed. Click the file name to open or download the .zip file. The .zip file
contains a .txt export file.

8. It is recommended to open the .txt file in Excel for easier viewing.

Showcase
Suppliers can be highlighted via the Purchasing Showcase and/or can be displayed on the main
shopping page.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the eProcurement section, then select the Showcase page.

Manage the showcase and punchout options.
4. If applicable, configure which business units will be able to view the supplier's

punchout site in the showcase in the Business Unit Visibility section. Note: If your
organization does not use the Multi-Business Unit feature, this option will not
display.

a. To display the punchout to all business units, click the Show to all
Business Units checkbox.

b. To display only to specific business units, disable Show to all Business
Units, then select the checkbox for the applicable business units.
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5. Configure the PunchOut section settings. Some options will only show if the
supplier is configured as a punchout supplier for the organization:

a. Punchout Status: If appropriate, select a different status from the
drop-down values: Available, Slow or Unavailable.

b. Punch-out Status Message: This field is used to provide additional
information about a punch-out's current status. For instance, if the
punch-out is unavailable, the message may indicate an expected
timeframe for resolution. Select theOverride Defaults checkbox, then
enter the desired text in the box. The configured punchout status will
display in the Showcase sticker.

c. Showcase/Punchout Logo: This field applies to all suppliers
configured for the Showcase, not just the punchout suppliers. To add a
logo or select an existing log, enable theOverride Defaults field. Click
the select image… link. A pop-up will open to allow you to select a logo
to display. Click the Image Management sub-tab to add a new logo
available from your computer/network. You may also search for images
by entering all or part of the image name in the Search box provided.
The image may be overridden for the showcase sticker display in the
Showcase Configuration settings.

6. After making any updates, click the Save button.

For more information about configuration of the Purchasing Showcase please see "Manage
Shopping Showcase" in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering Handbook or online
searchable help.

Integration Settings
In the supplier profile, the Integration page contains configurations for:

l PunchOut settings

l cXML Settings

l Integration Settings related to supplier order acknowledgement, advanced ship notices
and portal invoicing.

l Supplier Invoice Item Matching

Many of these settings will be set up during implementation or by Supplier Network Services
when a supplier is implemented.
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1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. Select the supplier name to open the supplier profile.
3. Select to expand the eProcurement section, then select the Integration Settings

tab. The options that display on this tab are dependent on the supplier selected and
organization settings.

For information about each field, refer to the field help by selecting or hovering over
the field name, or by selecting the page help icon in the top right.

4. Make changes as appropriate and click the Save button. For settings that cannot be
overridden, contact your system administrator or JAGGAER for assistance.

ERP Management

Overview
Your organization may integrate with supplier or other organization systems via an ERP. Supplier
information may be exported to these systems, as configured by JAGGAER during your
implementation.

Multiple ERP (MERP) Environments

Especially if you participate as a consortium, your organization may want to manage all of your
supplier information in JAGGAER Indirect and push the information out to consortium members.
You can work with JAGGAER to identify the multiple ERP systems and track what supplier data is
exported to each one. JAGGAER will create and configure the ERP system per your organization's
requirements. Customers can manage the ERP Name and whether or not the system is active.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings.
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l Supplier Profile View Only (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Profile
Administration) - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and view supplier
profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Profile
Administration) - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit supplier
profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Supplier ERP Sync (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Administration)
- This permission allows a user to view and select the "Enable Sync with ERP" option from
the Manage dropdown of Supplier Search results or from the supplier actions dropdown in
the Supplier Profile. Note: If the Organization also has the "On Boarding Multiple ERP
Integrations" license enabled, then this option is not available.

l Manage ERP Names (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier
Administration) -This permission allows the user access to the ERP Name Management
page. This is used for clients that are configured to export supplier data to external ERP
systems.

Accessing ERP Management Settings
Customers can manage the ERP Name and whether or not an ERP system is active for sending
supplier information. ERP information is displayed and managed at Setup > Organization
Structure and Settings > Manage ERP Names.

1. Go to Setup >Organization Structure and Settings >Manage ERP Names.
The ERP Name Management screen opens.

2. View the configured ERP information. For questions about any of the systems or to
add a new system, contact JAGGAER support.
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a. ERP Name - The ERP Name that will receive the supplier export. You may
make changes to this value.

b. Internal ERP Name - This is the unique identifier for the ERP system that will
receive the Supplier Export. This value cannot be the same as any other ERP
Name values and cannot be changed once set.

c. Member Org Id - If the Definition Type isMember ERP System., the
Organization (Internal) Name for the ERP system is displayed here. This
configuration ensures that any Supplier Number data entered in a consortium
organization will be passed down to the member organization.

d. Definition Type - A Supplier manager org's ERP System is displayed if this
is the only ERP System that will be integrated your organization.Member ERP
Systemwill display if this ERP belongs to a consortium member or any other
system that can only send ERP number id's into the system.

e. ERP Type: Indicates if the ERP system receiving the Supplier Export is a
Banner system, orOther system.

f. Export Lock Reset (Hours) - The system will not export a supplier record out
to an ERP if it is waiting for ERP specific ID data from the ERP system. This is
to prevent duplication of data. For Contacts, Addresses, Locations, Accounts
Payable, and Fulfillment data the ERP may never send ERP IDs back if it does
not keep that data. In this case, the time interval entered here sets when the
supplier will be unlocked and available for export again.

g. Export Delay (Minutes) - This setting displays the configured number of
minutes that need to pass from the last update before a supplier record can
be exported.

h. Delay Export for pending Changes - A value of Yesmeans a supplier will not
be exported if there are any changes pending on the supplier'sWorkflow and
Review > Profile Update Review page. No indicates the supplier will be
exported, regardless of pending profile changes.

i. Active - A value of Yes indicates that suppliers are being sent to this ERP. A
value of Nomeans suppliers are not being sent to this ERP. Suppliers are still
queued for export, however.

3. To edit a current ERP, select the ERP Name hyperlink, or select the Edit button for
the appropriate ERP.

a. You may edit the ERP Name. A value for this field is required.
b. The Internal ERP Name is displayed as read-only, and cannot be changed.
c. Select an Active status.

4. Click Save Changes.
5. An audit trail of changes to the ERP system configuration settings is available by

selecting the History hyperlink on the page.
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The Supplier Profile ERP Sync Page
In the supplier profile, the ERP Sync page (under theWorkflow and Review section) displays the
available ERP Ids and status of information that will be exported with the next export job. You
must initially select an ERP Id from the dropdown list to see the detailed data to be exported. For
additional information, see "Workflow and Review Information" on page 126.

Configure Supplier Internal Review Workflow - ERP Sync
Upon Approval
Customers may have multiple users who may changes to supplier data. Those customers who
export supplier information to an ERP system need the ability to control when supplier profile
changes are synced in order to ensure that it has been verified by the appropriate departments.
To ensure only approved and valid information is exported to ERP systems, customers can enable
a process that will automatically enter the supplier into the Supplier Review Workflow process
when a configured field is changed in the supplier's profile. This process "pauses" the ERP export
until the supplier is approved in supplier review workflow. Changes made in the UI are synced to
the ERP once the changes are approved via Supplier ReviewWorkflow. Changes made via
supplier xml import continue to be immediate, since those changes are coming from the
ERP system.

When this feature is enabled, administrators have access to a page to Configure Internal
Review Fields (Suppliers > Configuration Settings):

l This page lists all the available supplier fields that can be synced to the ERP system.
l No fields are selected by default.
l Select which fields you would like to trigger the ADW Workflow rule when data changes.
l A user must have Manage Registration Configuration permission to see this page.

An ADW rule will evaluate new changes made to supplier profile for the configured fields and
notify appropriate users to review the information. During this period the ERP will be paused. In
the last step of approval process the ERP sync will resume exporting information as scheduled.

Note: You must contact JAGGAER to implement this ability. Some changes may be required
to your Supplier ReviewWorkflow process.
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Supplier Category Settings

Overview
Product categories can be activated/deactivated by Supplier. You can also assign a preference
value to categories at the supplier level. When supplier categories are marked as preferred,
products that fall under those categories will rise to the top of the search results above other
products within the same categories for suppliers that do not have these categories marked as
preferred.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings.

l Manage Supplier Profiles (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Profile
Administration) - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit supplier
profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Catalog Management (Permissions Settings > Administration > Catalog
Administration) - Provides access to the catalog management tab features except for
content (item administration) tab and the pricing>price sets tab. A user must have the
Manage Content permission to view the content tab under catalog management.

Accessing Supplier Category Settings
Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. From the supplier search
results, click theManage dropdown, and select Category Review/Selection. This option is only
available for suppliers with hosted catalogs.

Category activation and deactivation is configured on the Status page of the Category Search
section.
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Category preferences are configured on the Preference tab of the Category Search section.

Activating and Deactivating Categories
Product categories can be activated/deactivated by Supplier. You may choose to deactivate a
category for a supplier that is active for all other suppliers in your organization. You can also
choose to activate a category for a supplier that is inactive for all other suppliers.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. From the supplier search results, click theManage dropdown, and select Category
Review/Selection. This option is only available for suppliers with hosted catalogs.
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3. In the Status: Category Search section, a subset of categories displays based on
the items currently loaded for the supplier.

4. Make changes to the category visibility by toggling the category on or off. Expand
categories as necessary.

l Click on the Supplier Toggle icon (blue arrow pointing left) beside one of the top
level “parent” category names.  This changes the active/inactive status for the
category and all of the child categories beneath it.  The change is reflected in the
Result (on/off) column for all categories affected. 

l Expand one of the top-level categories by clicking the “+” icon or by selecting the
category name.  Continue to do so for all the children in a particular branch until a

category appears with a “ ” icon preceding it.  Click on the Supplier Toggle icon
beside this category.  This changes the active/inactive status for that specific
category only.

l The toggle icon turns on or off the parent category and all child categories. The
Global Value column may show mixed values, depending on the global setup. The
supplier toggle overrides any global settings for Category Management.

5. After making the changes to supplier category management, click Save.

For additional information about managing categories at the organization level, see
"Activating/Inactivating Categories" in the eProcurement Shopping and Ordering
Handbook or online searchable help.
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Supplier Category Preferred Positioning
You can assign a preference value to categories at the supplier level. When supplier categories
are marked as preferred, products that fall under those categories will rise to the top of the
search results above other products within the same categories for suppliers that do not have
these categories marked as preferred. All levels within the category hierarchy can have their own
preferred ratings.  Child categories inherit from the parent category, unless otherwise specified. 
The rating scale ranges from 1-10 with 1 being the most preferred.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier.

2. From the supplier search results, locate the supplier, and click theManage drop-
down, and select Category Review/Selection. This option is only available for
suppliers with hosted catalogs. The supplier catalog details display.

3. Click the Preference tab (to the right of Status).
4. Expand the categories to drill down to the appropriate category for which you want

to set a preference.
l Categories can be marked as preferred at the parent level or individually at the child
level.

l In the Category Search section on the Preference tab, expand one of the top-level
categories by clicking the + or by selecting the category name.  Continue to do so
for all the children in a particular branch until a category appears with a icon
preceding it.

l <-- The symbol to the left is displayed for child categories. This selection implies the
child category will inherit the preference set for the parent category.  This symbol is
automatically populated for child categories.  The administrator can change this
selection if desired. Note:  Any selection other than “<--” for a child category will
override the inherited value.

5. Make a selection from the provided drop down list.  This changes the preference for
that specific category only. This value overrides any preferences inherited from
parent categories. The changes will immediately display in the Preference Result
column.

6. After making the changes to supplier-category preferences, click Save.

The primary difference between this approach and using supplier classes is that supplier-
category preferences (this task) allows very granular control of preferred positioning – at both the
category and supplier level. Supplier Classes simply provide preferred positioning for a supplier or
group of suppliers for all items.

When performing item searches, the search results indicate if a supplier-category preference
exists.
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Supplier Fulfillment Center Custom Fields

Overview
Custom fields can be associated to documents (requisitions, purchase orders, invoices) and
contracts. Within a customer's ERP system, custom fields may exist for suppliers to provide a
more complete supplier management view. Buyers with the Supplier Management solution have
the ability to configure and manage custom fields and groups at the supplier fulfillment center
level

Related Permissions
Permissions are located at Permission Settings > Administration > Fulfillment Centers.

l Fulfillment Center Custom Field Administration - This permission grants a user access
to manage Fulfillment Center Custom Fields and Fulfillment Center Custom Groups.

Accessing Fulfillment Center Custom Field Configuration
Users with the appropriate permission can create and manage Fulfillment Center Custom
Fields and Fulfillment Center Custom Groups. Once configured, Custom field groups and fields
are available on the Custom Data tab within Supplier Profile Fulfillment Center settings
(Suppliers > Contracts and Locations > Fulfillment Centers). Groups show in the order
configured, and each group displays the fields in the order configured. Various field types are
available such as text box, date, yes/no, multi-select, etc. Administrators have the ability to
import values via the TSM Supplier Import, and values can be exported via XML. For information
about entering Fulfillment Center Custom Field data in the supplier profile, see "Contacts and
Locations" on page 109.
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Create and Manage Fulfillment Center Fields
To create a new Fulfillment Center Field:

1. Click Create Custom Field. A Create Custom Field overlay displays.
2. Enter the following information:

l Name - Enter a name for the custom field. This is the name that will appear on the
Group and Supplier Fulfillment Centers. If multiple languages are supported by the
site, this name will be considered the default name.

l Add/Edit Translations - If the site supports multiple languages, this button will
allow you to enter in a new name for each supported language. These translations
will only be shown when the site is being viewed in the corresponding language. If
no translation is added, the default name will be displayed. If the organization does
not support multiple languages, this button will not be visible.

l Internal Name - Enter an internal name for the field. This is the name referenced by
the system for the field. The internal name cannot have spaces or special characters
and must be unique in the system. You cannot change the internal name once the
custom field is saved. If you are updating a custom field, this will be read-only.

l Response Type - Choose the type of custom field you want to create. If you are
updating a custom field, this will be a read-only field. Depending on the field type
you select, additional fields may display for configuration:
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l Text (Single Line) - The response is a single line of text, up to 100 characters.
l Text (Multi-Line) - The response is text, and is entered into a text box that
can accept up to 2000 characters.

l Numeric Text Box - The response must be a number.
l Yes/No - The supplier response is to select Yes or No for the question.
l Dropdown List (Pick One) - Allows the user to choose one response from a
list of responses presented in a dropdown list. When you choose this option,
the Values to Pick From field will display. You are required to configure the
responses for the dropdown menu. To configure responses, enter a response
in the field then click the to add it. Continue this process until you have
added all responses.

l Multiple Choice (Pick One) - Allows the user to choose one response from a
list of responses presented as a multiple choice list . When you choose this
option, the Values to Pick From field displays. You are required to configure
the responses. To configure responses, enter a response in the field then click
the to add it. Continue this process until you have added all responses.

l Multiple Select (Pick Many) - Allows the user to choose multiple responses
from a list of responses presented as a multiple choice list. When you choose
this option, the Values to Pick From field will display. You are required to
configure the responses. To configure responses, enter a response in the field
then click the + to add it. Continue this process until you have added all
responses.

l Date - The response is a date. An example may be the expiration date of a
quote, or the date when services can begin.

l If you choose Dropdown List (Pick One),Multiple Choice (Pick One),
Multiple Select (Pick Many), enter the items for the list by clicking the + Add
Option field. If the site supports multiple languages, translations for
responses may be included by clicking the Add/Edit Translations button.
These translations will only be shown when the site is being viewed in the
corresponding language. If no translation is added, the default option will be
displayed. If the organization does not support multiple languages, this button
will not be visible.

l Add Help Text - Choose Yes to include help text that appears when users click the
information icon next to the custom field. Choose No if the field should not have
help text available. If you choose Yes, a field will appear where you can enter the
custom help text.

l Show on Advanced Search -This option controls the display of the field on the
Supplier Advanced search. Select Yes to include the field as a filter on advanced
supplier search. Click No if you do not want the system to include the field as an
advanced search filter. Note: This option is not enabled for 20.3. It will be
updated to respect the selected setting after 20.3.
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l Active - Choose Yes to activate the field and make it available for use in the system.
Click No to deactivate the field. Only Active fields can be selected for Groups.

3. Click Save. Note: You cannot delete a custom field once it is saved, but you can make it
inactive to hide it.

4. Once you have created a Fulfillment Center Field it can be added to a Fulfillment Center
Field Group.

Once Fulfillment Center Fields are created, they are listed on the Fulfillment Center Fields
page.

l Select to search for fields by entering text in the search box and select the search icon .
l By default, only Active fields are shown. Click Show Fields Unavailable for New
Fulfillment Centers to display inactive fields.

l Click the History link to see the audit log for Fulfillment Center Field creation and
management.

l Changes to a Fulfillment Center Field are immediately applied to Fulfillment Center Groups
and Supplier Profile Fulfillment Centers.

l If a Fulfillment Center Field is made Inactive:
l The field will show as Inactive for any groups in which it is included.
l It cannot be selected to be added to a group.
l If left in a group, it will continue to be visible in the Supplier Fulfillment Center. The
value can be deleted, but cannot be edited to another value.

l Inactive fields will not show in a newly created supplier's profile.

Create and Manage Fulfillment Center Groups
Only active fields can be added to a Group.

To create a new group:
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1. Click the Add Group button. An Add Group overlay displays.
2. Enter a Group Name.
3. Choose the Display Order of the Group. This is the order in which the group will display in

the Supplier Fulfillment Center.
4. The page refreshes with the newly created Group listed. It is Inactive by default.
5. For a new group with no fields, click Group Actions dropdown to get started:

a. Click Edit Group to change the group name or display order.
b. Click Activate to make the group active and add fields. You cannot add fields to an

inactive group.
6. Adding fields to a group:

a. Click Add Field for the appropriate Group. An Add Field to Group [Group Name]
overlay displays.

b. Step 1 of 2: Fields are listed, or you can enter a field name in the search box to
search for a field. Select the appropriate field to add.

l You can add a single field at a time.
l Only those fields that are active and not part of another group are available for
selection. Note: You cannot add an inactive field.

c. Click Next.
d. Step 2 of 2: The field information displays as read only. Indicate if a Response is

Required for this field, and select the Display Order.
e. Click Save and Add Another to add the field to the group and begin the selection of

another field to add to the group. Click Save to save the selection to the group, close
the overlay and return to the Fulfillment Center Field Groups page.

7. Managing fields in a group:
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a. Active fields within groups have an Edit dropdown.
l Select Edit to update the Response is Required setting, Group and/or Display
Order. Click Save.

l Click Remove to remove the field from the Group. You will be asked to
confirm your selection.

b. Inactive fields within groups have a View Details dropdown.
l Click View Details to see an overlay with the configuration for the field within
the group (read-only).

l Click Remove to remove the field from the Group. You will be asked to
confirm your selection

8. Groups cannot be deleted, but can be inactivated. An inactivated group will still show for
Supplier Profile Fulfillment Centers to which they have already been associated but not for
new suppliers.

Fulfillment Center Custom Data in Supplier Profile Export and Import

l Export - The Supplier XML Export includes the Custom Data information.
l Import - The Supplier Import process supports the addition of Custom Data fields.
For the designated Fulfillment Center, the Custom Field Internal name can be
included with the appropriate value.

l Active and inactive fields and groups are included in the export, along with a flag
indicating the field's status.

Custom Field Import/Export
Fulfillment Center Field Import/Export is available to allow validation and import of fulfillment
center custom field definitions and field option values via an Excel file. The organization's
Fulfillment Center Custom Field Definitions and Field Option Values can also be exported to an
Excel file for reference or to update for import.
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Fulfillment Center Field Import and Export

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Import/Export: Fulfillment Center Field Import/Export.
2. An overlay guides the user through the process of Exporting, Validating or Importing the

organization's Fulfillment Center Custom Field Definitions and Field Option Values. A
template and detailed instructions are available by selecting the appropriate link in the
overlay.

3. Once the validation or import has been submitted, results are displayed on the View
Fulfillment Center Import/Export Results page.
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View Fulfillment Center Import/Export Results

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Import/Export: View Fulfillment Center Import/Export
Results. This page displays the Export requests as well as the results of validation and
import requests.

2. Filter the export list by selecting the Click to Filter link:
l Type - Choose to filter results by Import or Export requests.
l Function - If Import is selected as the Type, you can choose a Function of Import of
Validate requests.

l Status - Select to see results with a specific status, such as all requests that have
been completed.

l Click Apply to filter the list by your selected options.
3. Validate and Import requests display the number of rows processed, validated, imported,

with warnings, and with errors/duplicates.
4. If warnings or errors are detected, a file is provided for download. Open the file to review

the warnings and errors. Warnings will not prevent a row from importing. Rows with errors
will not import.

5. Export requests display the total number of records.
6. Sort results by Status, Requested By, Requested At (time/date), and Expiration.
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Supplier Search

Overview
The information below describes how to perform supplier searches to get the most appropriate
search results.

An important note about search results: Up to 4,000 results are displayed based on your
search criteria. At 4,000, the search engine will not look for any additional suppliers and the list of
4,000 will be sorted and displayed according to your preferences. Filters will display for refining
results, but without the number of results for each filter value. If you have more than 4,000
results, it is recommended you enter additional criteria for your search to return a smaller result
set.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings > Administration >
Supplier Profile Administration.

l Supplier Profile View Only - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and
view supplier profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit
supplier profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

Accessing Supplier Search
To search for a supplier, go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier.

Simple Supplier Search

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. If you are on the
Advanced search screen click the Simple Search link.

2. To view a full list of suppliers listed alphabetically, click the Go button. Note: For
Supplier Management customers, this type of search will return In Network
suppliers only.
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3. To search for a supplier with a simple search, enter search criteria in the Search
field. The supplier search allows for a "contains" name search. For example, if a
supplier search is performed on "Grainger", "WW Grainger, Inc." will be returned in
the results.

4. You can also do a simple search using theQuick Search feature. Access Quick
Search from the top banner or by using the Alt + Q quick key combination.

l The following information is considered in the search: Supplier Name,
Supplier DBA (Doing Business As) Name, Supplier-Defined Alias,
Supplier Number, JAGGAER ID, Third Party Reference Number and
Commodity Code.

l Supplier Name, Supplier DBA and Supplier Defined Alias uses the
"contains" search functionality. Supplier Number, JAGGAER ID, Third
Party Reference Number and the Commodity Code are all complete
match searches.

5.  Once the criterion has been entered, click the Search button. Up to 4,000 search
results will be displayed.

Advanced Supplier Search
Important Note: Many of the advanced search options display based on your permissions and
your organization's licensed products.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. If you are on the
Simple search screen click the Advanced Search link.

2. The Advanced Search screen will display with the general search criteria visible.
Additional search criteria is grouped and displayed below the general criteria.
Expand a group to enter criteria for that section. To expand all of the groups, click
the Expand All link in the top right corner.

3. Enter the applicable search criteria. For details about each of the search fields, click
the help icon at the top of the search screen or hover over the search field name.

4. Once the criterion has been entered, click the Search button. The search results will
display.

Search Results
Information displayed in the supplier search results will vary, based on your user permissions and
whether or not your organization is using Supplier Management (and associated options),
Sourcing, Invoicing, or Contracts+. If you are unsure if you are using any of these solutions,
please contact your system administrator.
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My organization does NOT use Supplier Management, Sourcing, Invoicing,
or Contracts+

1. The first column in the search results indicates the supplier name. The Legal
Company Name is listed as the primary name, with the Doing Business As (DBA)
name indicated in parenthesis. Clicking on the name gives you access to the supplier
profile. A to the left of the name indicates that the supplier is active for shopping
or invoicing. A to left of the name indicates that the supplier is inactive. This
column will also display a supplier number, if present,

2. The second column in the search results indicates additional supplier information,
including the type of supplier (hosted, punch-out, non-catalog), preferences set by
your organization, if the supplier is a member of the Science Catalog, DUNS Number,
and diversity classifications.

3. Manage Menu: This drop-down menu allows you to take specific management
actions for a supplier directly from the search results. Note: The options available in
the Manage menu will vary based on your organizations licensed products and your
user permissions. See inline help in the solution for more information about the
selections.

4. Available Actions: This drop-down menu allows you to take additional actions on
selected suppliers. To select a supplier, click the checkbox to the right of the
Manage menu, then choose the action in the drop-down menu. After you have
selected the appropriate action, click the Go button. Note: The Available Actions will
vary based on your organizations licensed products/modules. See the inline help in
the solution for details on the options.
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5. Filter Criteria: You can refine your search by clicking on the available filter criteria.
The available criteria will vary depending on your search results. As you enter
criteria, the search results will change and the Filtered by section will update. To
remove filter criteria, un-check the associated checkbox.

l Save New Search or Save Changes button - Select this button if you
would like to save the search criteria so it can be run on a regular basis,
or to save the changes to an existing supplier search. For example, if
your criteria was for suppliers who have not responded to a registration
invitation, you may want to execute that search regularly without
having to manually enter in the criteria each time. For more information
on this feature, see "Saving Supplier Searches" on page 175.

6. Back to Search / Start Over: The Back to Search hyperlink will take you back to
the search page with your previous search criteria auto-populated in the fields.
Make any changes in the criteria and re-execute the search. The Start Over
hyperlink will take you back to the search page but no search criteria will be
populated. Enter the appropriate criteria and re-execute the search.

My organization DOES use Supplier Management, Sourcing, Invoicing, or
Contracts+

Note: Options will vary depending on which solutions you are using, and your specific user
permissions. If you have questions about any selections that are/are not available in your supplier
search results, please contact your system administrator.
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1. The first column in the search results indicates the supplier name, supplier number,
registration status and registration type. The Legal Company Name is listed as the
primary name, with the Doing Business As (DBA) name indicated in parenthesis. You
can click the supplier name to access the profile. The icon indicates that the
supplier is in-network.

2. The second column in the search results indicates additional supplier information
that may include DUNS number, Diversity Classifications, and Preferences
(Classes).

3. The third column indicates the date the supplier began the registration process and
the last time/date the supplier profile was updated. If your organization has
indicated supplier is part of a parent-child relationship, an icon will show. You can
select the icon to see details for the relationship.

4. Manage Menu: This drop-down menu allows you to take specific management
actions for a supplier directly from the search results. Note: The options available in
the Manage menu will vary based on your organizations licensed products and your
user permissions. See inline help in the solution for more information about the
selections.

5. Available Actions: This drop-down menu allows you to take additional actions on
selected suppliers. To select a supplier, click the checkbox to the right of the
Manage menu, then choose the action in the drop-down menu. After you have
selected the appropriate action, click the Go button. You can also perform some of
these actions directly from a supplier's profile. Note: The Available Actions will vary
based on your organization's licensed products and your user permissions. See
inline help in the solution for details about the options.

6. Filter Criteria: You can refine your search by clicking on the available filter criteria.
The available criteria will vary depending on your search results. As you enter
criteria, the search results will change and the Filtered by section will update. To
remove filter criteria, un-check the associated checkbox.

l Save New Search or Save Changes button - Select this button if you
would like to save the search criteria as a new saved search, or to save
changes to an existing search, so it can be run on a regular basis. For
example, if your criteria was for suppliers who have not responded to a
registration invitation, you may want to execute that search regularly
without having to manually enter in the criteria each time. For more
information on this feature, see "Saving Supplier Searches" on the next
page.

7. Back to Search / Start Over: The Back to Search hyperlink will take you back to
the search page with your previous search criteria auto-populated in the fields.
Make any changes in the criteria and re-execute the search. The Start Over
hyperlink will take you back to the search page but no search criteria will be
populated. Enter the appropriate criteria and re-execute the search.
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Saving Supplier Searches
If you need to run the same search for suppliers on a regular basis, you can store the search using
the Saved Search feature.

Saved searches are organized similarly to Favorites. Users create folders in which to store their
saved searches, helping them to easily locate and manage them. Folders can be created in the
Saved Searches page or on the fly when saving a search. Saved searches can also be managed
from the Saved Searches page. Searches can be deleted and moved/copied to another
folder. Search names and descriptions can be edited. When viewing saved search results, you
can add filters to modify results, and save the existing search or save the updated criteria as a
new saved search. You can also add a saved search as a shortcut on your main search.

Create a Saved Search Folder

The purpose of this task is to demonstrate how to create a Saved Search folder from the Saved
Searches page. You can also create a folder when saving a search using the same steps as
explained below.   

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > View Saved Searches.
2. Select the Add New button in the top left.
3. Select the type of folder you would like to create:

l Top level personal folder – this will create a new top level folder that will be
available only to you. Searches saved in this folder will not be accessible by
anyone else in the organization.

l Top level shared folder – this will create a new top level folder that is
accessible to your organization as you configure. You may allow the entire
organization to view the search, or you may add access to specific Business
Units, Departments, Roles, or Users. You can also determine the level of
access individual users have to the shared folder.

l Subfolder of selected folder – this will create a subfolder of a folder that you
have selected. This option will not be available if there is no folder selected.

4. Enter a name and optional description for the folder.
5. Select Save Changes.  A new folder will be added to the area you selected.

Create a New Saved Search

1. Perform a simple or advanced search using the desired search criteria.
2. Click the Save New Search button in the Filtered by section.
3. The Add to Saved Searches dialog box will display.
4. Enter a Nickname for the search, i.e. Invited Suppliers No Response. Click the Add

Description link to enter an optional description for the search.
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5. To add the search to an existing folder, select from the available Personal or Shared
folders displayed, and click Save.

6. To add the search to a new folder, select the Add New hyperlink, and choose Top
level personal folder, Top level shared folder, or Subfolder of selected folder.
See the instructions above for creating new folders.

7. Select Save. The search will be saved.

Edit a Saved Search Name or Description

Note: This feature will not edit search criteria.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > View Saved Searches.
2. Click on the appropriate folder in the left navigation. The list of saved searches in the

folder displays.
3. For the desired search, click the Edit hyperlink
4. Make the changes to the Nickname or Description and select Save.  The changes

will be applied to the saved search.

To edit the name and description of multiple saved searches select the checkboxes to the right of
the appropriate searches then select the edit link at the top of the results. You can then change
the information for all of the selected searches.

Run a Saved Search

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > View Saved Searches.
2. Click on the appropriate folder in the left navigation. The list of saved searches in the

folder displays.
3. Locate the search you would like to run. Click the search name or the Go button.
4. Your search will be executed and results will display using the criteria in the saved

search.

Edit Saved Search Criteria and Save or Save As New

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > View Saved Searches.
2. Click on the appropriate folder in the left navigation. The list of saved searches in the

folder displays.
3. Locate the saved search you would like to view.
4. When viewing the search results, select additional criteria to further filter results.

The Search Details panel on the left will indicate the saved search is (modified).
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5. The Save Changes button is a drop-down selection.
a. Select Save Changes if you want to save the existing saved search

with the updated criteria. You will be asked to confirm Are you sure
you want to override your existing saved search? Select Yes to
save the search with the updated criteria. Select No to keep the
existing search criteria.

b. Select Save New Search to save the criteria as a new search. Follow
the directions as indicated for Create a New Saved Search. The
original saved search you selected will be unchanged.

Delete a Saved Search

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > View Saved Searches.
2. Click on the appropriate folder in the left navigation. The list of saved searches in the

folder displays.
3. Locate the saved search you would like to delete.
4. Select the Delete link.
5. A confirmation message displays. Select Yes to confirm you would like to delete the

saved search.

To delete multiple saved searches, select the checkboxes to the right of the appropriate
searches then select the delete link at the top of the results page.  All selected searches will be
deleted.

Add a Saved Search Shortcut on the Main Supplier Search Page

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > View Saved Searches.
2. Click on the appropriate folder in the left navigation. The list of saved searches in the

folder displays.
3. Locate the search you would like add as a shortcut and select the Add Shortcut

button.
4. A shortcut will be added to the Saved Searches Shortcuts panel on the main

Supplier Search page.
5. To run the search from the supplier search page, select the link from the Saved

Searches Shortcuts panel.

Exporting Supplier Profile Data
Organizations have the ability to export supplier information from the application. Using the
existing supplier search, administrators can export different sections of information on any
number of suppliers. This feature can be used to publish lists of suppliers to your organization,
send supplier information to individuals who do not have access to your system, or make it easier
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to perform supplier maintenance tasks.

l You must have theManage Supplier Profile permission to perform this task.
l The export can contain one or many sections of supplier information, such as Fulfillment
Center Order Distribution information, general profile information and address

l The export is provided as an Excel (.xls) file. If multiple sections are exported, each section
will be included as a worksheet in the Excel file.

l If the search set to export contains fewer than 1,000 suppliers, one or many of the supplier
information sections can be included in the export. If the search set to export contains
more than 1,000 suppliers, only one section of information can be exported at a time.

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier or group of suppliers you would like to export.

2. Choose the suppliers for which you would like to export information. Click the
checkbox to the right of each supplier, then select Export Selected Suppliers from
the Available Actionsmenu located on the upper right-hand side of the search
results. To export all suppliers in the search results, select Export All Search
Results from the Available Actionsmenu.

3. Click the Go button.
4. The Request Export screen will display. Select the data to be included in the export

(Note that if the export contains more than 1,000 suppliers, only one section can be
selected):

a. Enter the Description of the export. This can be used to locate the supplier
export later. For example, "Office Supply Supplier Contacts".

b. In the Supplier Related Information section, determine what “sections” of
the supplier profile to include in the export. Enable the appropriate
checkboxes to decide whether to include contact information, supplier
classes, and more.

c. In the Fulfillment Center Related Information section, determine what
information to include related to fulfillment centers for a supplier. For example,
do you want to export ordering distribution information for each of the
locations for a supplier? Note: This section is applicable only to organizations
who place orders through the application.

5. Click the Submit button to generate the supplier export.
6. To access the export, click on the link (above the Close button).

Consolidated Supplier History
Users with theManage Supplier Profile permission have the ability see what has changed in the
organization's supplier data across all suppliers. This provides a clearer image of important
changes across all suppliers for an organization.

Navigate to Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Consolidated Supplier History.
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The page displays in chronological order by default, with 20 results per page. Results can be
sorted by Date, User, Action and Section, and a different number of results can be displayed by
selecting the dropdown. Click the Filter History link to refine the result set:

Exporting History Search Results

You can export the result set or view export requests from the Available Actions dropdown. All
search results in the result set will be exported, not just those visible on the current page. You can
export up to 100,000 history records at one time.

1. Click Available Actions > Export Search Results. A Request Export overlay
displays.

2. Enter a Description for the export, or keep the default.
3. Click Submit.
4. A confirmation message displays.
5. To access the export file, click Available Actions > View Recent Exports. You are

navigated to the Administer > Administration > View Import and Export Results
page.

6. Find your requested export, and click to download the file.

Users can also view a specific supplier's history by navigating to the supplier's profile. See "View
Supplier Profile History" on page 105 for additional information.
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Adding and Inviting Suppliers

Overview
Customers who use the Supplier Management, Sourcing, or Contracts+ solutions can add an
internally-managed supplier or invite a supplier to register in the JAGGAER ONE Supplier
Network. Invoicing customers can create new, internally managed suppliers, as well as direct
suppliers to register through their customer portal. Customers with Spend Analytics can create
new internally managed suppliers.

The Supplier Management Solution
The process for adding and/or inviting a supplier in the Supplier Management solution is
discussed in "Invite When Adding a Supplier" in the Supplier Management Handbook or online
searchable help. Note: If your organization uses the Supplier Management solution with any
other product, follow the instructions for inviting/adding suppliers in Supplier Management.

Note: JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers - suppliers may be added and
invited in the Supplier Management+ solution, depending on configurations. See
"JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations - Supplier Synchronization and Onboarding " in the
Supplier Management Handbook or online searchable help for additional information.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings.

l Manage Supplier Profiles (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Profile
Administration) - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit supplier
profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Invite with Profile 1 (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier
Administration) - This permission allows the user to invite suppliers to register for a
Supplier Portal/Customer Branded Portal using Profile 1.

l Invite with Profile 2 (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier
Administration) - This permission allows the user to invite suppliers to register for a
Supplier Portal/Customer Branded Portal using Profile 2.

l Invite with Profile 3 (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier
Administration) - This permission allows the user to invite suppliers to register for a
Supplier Portal/Customer Branded Portal using Profile 3.
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l Invite with Individual Profile (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier
Administration) - This permission allows the user to invite suppliers to register for a
Supplier Portal/Customer Branded Portal using the Individual Profile.

l Bypass Potential Matches on Invite/Add (Permissions Settings > Administration >
Supplier Administration) - This permission is used with "Manage Supplier Profiles" and
"Invite with..." permissions. When enabled for a user with permission to add suppliers, the
user can bypass any potential matches and create their own supplier. Otherwise, the user
will have the ability to view the existing supplier. When enabled for a user with permission
to invite suppliers, the user can bypass any potential matches and invite/create their own
supplier. Otherwise, the user can only invite the existing supplier.

Accessing Ability to Add or Invite Suppliers
l To create a new supplier from the Invoicing or Spend Analytics solution, navigate to
Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Create New Supplier.

l To add or invite a supplier from Sourcing, Contracts+, navigate to Suppliers > Manage
Suppliers > Add Suppliers.

l Supplier Management customers - refer to "Invite When Adding a Supplier" in the Supplier
Management Handbook or online searchable help for details about adding and inviting
suppliers.

Note: The Supplier Name field can accept up to 150 characters. However, you must request
that JAGGAER configure supplier export process to allow the full field export, if appropriate.
By default, the Supplier Export process will export up to 100 bytes.

Adding a Supplier Without Inviting to Register - Sourcing,
Contracts+

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Add Suppliers. The Add Supplier
overlay will display.

2. Enter information in the appropriate fields. Supplier Name is required.
3. Select No for the option for Do you want to send the supplier an invitation to

register?
4. Click the Add Internally-Managed Supplier button. The system searches for

potential matches to the supplier you are adding. The system will look for matches
on supplier name, supplier number, tax ID number and DUNS (depending on the
fields in which you entered information.
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5. Potential matches are displayed; information includes supplier name and the
information that the supplier matched on. Click the View Profile button to see the
supplier's profile.

6. If you have the Bypass Potential Matches on Supplier Invite/Add permission, you
are able to add the supplier by clicking the Add Internally-Managed Supplier
button, even though there are potential matches.

7. If no matches are found (or you have bypassed the potential matches to add the
supplier), the supplier profile will be created and you can begin to configure it.

Creating a New Supplier - Invoicing, Spend Analytics

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Create New Supplier.
2. The new supplier is created as NewSupplier_xxxxxxx, and you are now on the

About > General tab of the supplier profile for the new supplier. Enter the
appropriate Supplier Name (required).

3. Configure the remaining fields in the supplier profile.

Adding and Inviting a Supplier to Register - Sourcing,
Contracts+

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Add Suppliers. The Add Supplier
panel displays.

2. Enter information in the appropriate fields. Supplier Name is required.
3. Select Yes for the option for Do you want to send the supplier an invitation to

register? Additional fields will display.
4. Enter information for First Name, Last Name, Email Address, and Confirm Email

Address. The Email Address is required and is used to check for duplicates.
5. Click Add Internally Managed Supplier button.

a. Information for the supplier is matched against existing supplier names, Tax
ID's, DUNS numbers, and email addresses.

b. If a duplication is suspected, you will be navigated to a screen of potential
matches.

c. For email address matches, you cannot proceed with adding the supplier, but
may choose to invite an existing supplier if they are not already in your
network.

d. If a potential match is the supplier you intended to invite:
l Select the Invite Supplier or other appropriate action for the supplier,
OR

l Select the Supplier Name to open up additional details about the
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supplier. If this is the intended supplier, you may select Invite Supplier
To Register from this window, OR

l Select to Cancel the action and review the potential match as
necessary.

6. If a potential match is not the supplier you intended to add, click the Invite Supplier
to Register.

7. The suppler will be added to the system and a supplier profile will be created.
8. The system email will be sent to the supplier requesting that they access the site

and complete the registration. The supplier will be in a status of Invited until they
begin the registration process.

Avoiding Duplicate Suppliers
For customers using the Supplier Management, Sourcing, or Contracts+ solution, the system
attempts to prevent the customer from adding or inviting suppliers who may already exist in the
company or JAGGAER network. When a user submits supplier information for adding or inviting a
new supplier, a Duplicate Suppliers Found page displays if any of the following criteria match to
existing suppliers (this list may vary depending on what products your organization uses, as well
as the action you are taking):

l Legal Company Name
l Doing Business As (DBA) name
l Supplier Number
l Tax ID Number (TIN)
l DUNS number
l Email address / domain (Note: For Individual registration types, the complete email
address is used to check for duplicate suppliers instead of domain.)

The Duplicate Suppliers Found page displays the criteria submitted for the new/invited supplier,
a list of possible existing suppliers you may want to consider, and the criteria that was matched.
Note: The system will only display Tax ID Number to users who have the appropriate permission
to view it.

When potential matches are displayed, users can choose to view a supplier's profile from the
matched suppliers, or invite an existing supplier that is not in the network. Users must have the
Bypass Potential Matches on Invite/Add permission in order to add or invite a new supplier that
matches to existing suppliers. When this permission is enabled for a user:

l Supplier Management users can choose to add or invite a new supplier that matches to
any of the criteria for an existing supplier, including email address. This may be important
for scenarios when the same person is representing multiple vendors. This is common for
small businesses with the same owner, or agents that represent talent.
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l For users without the Supplier Management solution, a new supplier that matches to an
existing supplier based on Supplier Name, the Tax ID, or DUNS Number may be created or
invited. If a submitted supplier email address matches to an existing supplier, a new
supplier cannot be created or invited. Only the existing supplier with the matching email
address may be invited, if they are not already part of the customer's network.

l If a potential duplicate is marked as a (deleted) supplier, you must request JAGGAER to
restore the supplier in order to invite that particular supplier to register. Otherwise, you can
generate a new invitation with a new supplier record. (See Deleting Suppliers in the Site
Essentials Handbook or online searchable help).

Emailing Suppliers

Overview
Communication with a supplier is a key part of the organization-supplier relationship. JAGGAER
allows you to send emails to the supplier directly from the supplier profile (for an individual
supplier) or from supplier search results (for an individual or multiple suppliers). You can create
email templates or configure emails "on-the-fly" when you send the email.

Important Note: This functionality is available only to organizations using the
Supplier Management, Invoicing and/or Sourcing solutions

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings.
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l Supplier Profile View Only (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Profile
Administration) - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and view supplier
profiles. This permission does not provide the ability to edit supplier profiles.

l Manage Supplier Profiles (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Profile
Administration) - This permission grants a user the ability to search for and edit supplier
profiles. This permission also allows a user to create a new supplier.

l Email Suppliers (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier Administration) -
This permission allows the user to send an ad-hoc email to active, primary and supplier
support contacts as provided in the supplier profile.

l Manage Supplier Email Templates (Permissions Settings > Administration > Supplier
Administration) - This permission allows the user to create templates on the Supplier
Management>Email Templates page.

Accessing Supplier Email Management
Supplier emails can be sent from supplier search results at Suppliers >Manage Suppliers >
Search for a Supplier. Search for the supplier or suppliers. The option to send an email is located
in Available Actions dropdown, or by selecting the Send Email option in theManage drop-down
for a specific supplier in supplier search results. The option to Send Supplier Email is also
available in the Supplier Actions dropdown in a Supplier Profile.

Other email configuration options are located at Suppliers > Communication > Email
Templates and Suppliers > Communication > Email Scheduler.

Sending Supplier Emails

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier or suppliers.

2. Choose the supplier or suppliers to which you are sending the email:
a. To send the email to a single supplier, locate the supplier in the search

results. Click on theManagemenu and select Send Email.
Alternatively, you can send the email from the supplier profile by
clicking on the Supplier Actions link and selecting Send Supplier
Email.

b. To send an email to multiple suppliers, click the checkbox in the far-
right column of the list entry for each supplier you would like to include.
From the Available Actions menu, select Send Supplier Email.

3. The Select Contact Types screen will display. Select the contact types to which
you would like to send the email. You can select multiple types. The ACTIVE
PRIMARY contact for each contact type will be emailed.
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4. Click the Next button. The email configuration screen will display.
5. Configure the email. Fields with * are required.

a. To: The To field will automatically be populated with the active primary
contact for the contact types selected on the first screen. To view the
contacts who are to be emailed, click the View Targeted Contact link.
Each contact will display and information includes supplier name,
contact type, last name, first name and email address. Click Close to
close the contact information. Note: If you have selected a contact
type that does not have an active contact, or if one or more of the
contacts is missing an email address, you will receive a warning
message.

b. From Name: This field defaults to the value set up in the general site
email configuration. Enter the From name as you would like it to display
in the email.

c. From Email Address: This field defaults to the value set up in the
general site email configuration. Enter the From email address as you
would like it to display in the email.

d. Reply To Email Address: This field defaults to the value set up in the
general site email configuration. Enter the email address to which you
would like replies to be sent.

e. CC: Enter email addresses that you would like copied on the email.
f. Use Email Template: If you would like to use a pre-existing template,

select the template name from this drop-down menu. When you make a
selection, the email content fields will be automatically populated with
the values configured in the template. In addition, any attachments
associated with the template will be included. Values can be overridden
and attachments deleted if necessary.

g. If you do not choose to use an email template, configure the remaining
fields.

h. Subject: Enter the email subject that will display when the email is
delivered.

i. Attachments: You can upload attachments to be sent with the email
when the template is used. You can include up to three attachments
with the template. The size limit for each file is 25 MB. Click the Upload
button and browse for the appropriate document. Note: If you make
changes to an attached file, you will need to re-attach the file.

j. Message: Configure the message body. Several formatting options are
available. In addition, you have the option to use placeholders to
automatically insert information from the supplier profile (such as
contact name, email address, etc.) in to the message body.

6. When you have finished configuring the email, click Send Email.
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7. To see a log of all supplier emails, go to Supplier Management >
Communication > Email Logs. 

8. View a history of emails sent to a specific supplier in the supplier's profile. See "View
Supplier Profile History" on page 105 for additional information.

Scheduling Supplier Emails
Organizations using Supplier Management, Invoicing, and/or Sourcing have the ability to
schedule supplier emails to be sent automatically. The list of suppliers to receive scheduled
emails is derived from saved supplier searches. Additionally, Supplier Management and
Sourcing customers may Supplier Groups when scheduling emails.

The specific supplier contacts to receive the emails are based on contact type. You can schedule
the emails to send at different time intervals (daily, weekly, etc.) and within a specific time period
(start date and end date).

Important: In order to schedule emails, you must have a saved supplier search.
Supplier Management and Sourcing customers may also use active supplier groups to schedule
emails. For information about creating saved searches, please see "Saving Supplier Searches" on
page 175. For additional information about managing supplier groups, see "Supplier Groups" on
page 190. Additionally, scheduled emails require an email template.

1. Go to Suppliers > Communication > Email Scheduler. The Email Scheduler
page will display. Existing scheduled emails will display on the page.

2. To create a new scheduled email, click the Add Email Schedule button. The Add
Email Schedulewindow will display.

3. Enter a name for the scheduled email in the Name field. Be sure the name is
descriptive enough to be distinguished from other scheduled emails.

4. Select the suppliers to receive the email:
a. Saved Supplier Search - When this option is selected, choose a saved

search from the drop-down list.
b. Supplier Group (available to organizations with

Supplier Management or Sourcing) - When this option is selected,
choose from the drop-list of active supplier groups.

5. To configure the Contact Types field, click the Edit button to the right of the field.
Available contact types will display. Click the checkbox(es) for one or more of the
contact types or click the Select All link. When you have finished selecting contact
types, click the Done button. The selected types will display in the field.

6. In the Email Template field, select the appropriate template from the drop-down
menu.

7. Enter a description (up to 1000 characters) in the Description field. Note: Although a
description is not required, it is a best practice to include one for reference
purposes.
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8. In the Schedule Type field, select options related to how often the email should be
sent.

a. Once - With this selection, the email will not recur.
b. Daily - Select this option if you would like to send the email every day.
c. Monthly - Select this option to send the email monthly. You will then

select aMonthly Schedule:
i. From Start Date -With this option, the email will be sent
monthly based on the configured Start Date. If the
schedule starts on the 29th, 30th, or 31st of the month,
schedules will always be sent on the last day of the month.

ii. By Week and Day - With this option, you will also select
which Monthly Week and which Day of Week to send the
email.

d. Weekly - Select this option to send the email weekly. You will then
select one or more days of the week in which the email will be sent.

e. Recurring emails will be sent at the same time according to the
configured schedule. For example, if you configure the email to start on
Friday September 19th at 1:00 pm Central Time and choose to have it
recur weekly, the next email will be sent Friday, September 26th at 1:00
pm Central time. The email will continue to be sent on that schedule
until the end date or until the scheduled email is made inactive.

9. In the Time Zone field, select a time zone for the scheduler to reference. The time
zone will be referenced when a scheduled email is sent. For example, if an email is
scheduled for 1:00 pm and the time zone is Central Standard Time, the email will be
sent at 1:00 pm Central.

10. Configure the start date and time in the Start Date field. Click the calendar icon to
select a date. Click the clock icon to select a time. The time you select will carry over
each time the email recurs (configured in the Schedule Email field).

11. Limit Occurrences - This option is available if you have selected a recurrence for
the email schedule. Select Yes if you want to limit the number of times the supplier
will receive this email, regardless of End Date.

12. End By - This option is displayed if you have selected a recurrence for the email
schedule. If you do not wish to set an end date, select the No End Date radio button.
If you do wish to set an end date, select the End By radio button and then configure
the date and time (remembering that the time will reflect the time zone). If you
choose not to include an ending date, the scheduled email will continue to be sent
until it is made inactive.

13. Status - Select Active if you are ready for the email schedule to take effect and
begin sending emails according to the configurations. The email will be sent at the
date and time scheduled in the Start Date field. If you select Inactive, the email will
not be sent.

14. When you have finished configuring the scheduled email, click the Save Changes
button. The scheduled email will be added.
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Editing/Deleting an Existing Scheduled Email

Existing scheduled emails can be accessed for editing or deleted from the Email Scheduler page.
Locate the appropriate scheduled email in the list of existing Email Schedules. Click on the
Actions button in the far-right column. To delete the scheduled email, select Delete. To edit,
click Edit and the information will display for editing.

Managing Supplier Email Templates
For supplier emails that occur on a regular basis, you can create templates that are used each
time you send the emails. This allows you to manage reusable email content in order to promote
and deliver a consistent message when communicating with suppliers.

Note: Organizations with the Dynamic Qualification feature enabled (available with Supplier
Management) have the option to create Questionnaire Email Templates from this page. This
action is explained in "Questionnaire Emails" in the Supplier Management Handbook or online
searchable help.

1. Go to Suppliers > Communication > Email Templates. The Supplier Email
Templates screen will display.

2. Access the email template setup screen:
a. To create a new template, click the Add New button, then select

General Email Template.
b. To edit an existing template, locate the appropriate template and click

on theManagemenu in the far-right column. Select the Edit option.
3. Configure the email template. With the exception of Attachments, all fields are

required.
a. Email Name: Enter a descriptive name for the email template.
b. Status: Choose the status of the template. Publishedmeans the email

template is active and available to be used. Draft (Hidden)means the
email template is not available for use.

c. Subject: Enter the email subject that will display when the email is
delivered.

d. Attachments: You can upload attachments to be sent with the email
when the template is used. You can include up to three attachments
with the template. The size limit for each file is 25 MB. Click the Upload
button and browse for the appropriate document. Note: If you make
changes to an attached file, you will need to re-attach the file.

e. Message: Configure the message body. Several formatting options are
available. In addition, you have the option to use placeholders to
automatically insert information from the supplier profile (such as
contact name, email address, etc.) in to the message body.

4. Click the Save Changes button to save the template.
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Supplier Groups

Overview
Customers with Sourcing or Supplier Management can organize suppliers into Supplier Groups
for easy access when sending and scheduling emails. Sourcing customers may also use Supplier
Groups when inviting suppliers to participate in a sourcing event.

Up to 1,000 suppliers can exist in each group. Supplier Management customers can make the
groups private or available to the organization, while Sourcing customers can make the groups
available to specific projects or to the organization. Users have the ability to add contacts to the
supplier's profile while managing or using supplier groups.

Users can select who can access a supplier group. Suppliers are added via supplier
search/selection from within the group configuration, and can be added via an import file. A
contact is not required in order for the supplier to be added to the group. Contacts may be added
at the point where the supplier group is used for scheduling emails or within a sourcing event.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings > Administration >
Supplier Administration.

l Manage Supplier Groups - This permission gives the user access to create and manage
supplier groups. Supplier groups are used by Sourcing and Supplier Management
organizations to group suppliers for easy access when sending and scheduling emails.
Sourcing customers may also use Supplier Groups when inviting suppliers to participate in
a sourcing event. Note: Separate permissions are required for the activities associated
with using Supplier Groups.

l View Supplier Groups - This permission allows the user to view and select supplier
groups when sending and scheduling emails, or when inviting suppliers to participate in a
sourcing event.
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Accessing Supplier Group Settings
Supplier Groups are managed by navigating to the Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Manage
Supplier Groups page. Users can make the group active or inactive, delete the group, or archive
the group. Archived groups do not display on the Supplier Groups page by default, but are
searchable. Only active groups are available for use in scheduling emails or for adding suppliers
to a sourcing event.

Create a Supplier Group

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Manage Supplier Groups.
2. Select the Add Group button. The Add Supplier Group overlay displays.

a. Enter a Group Name.
b. Provide an optional Description for the group, up to 1000 characters.
c. Select the Visibility for the group:

i. Supplier Management customers can choose to make the group
Private (only available to the user), or available to all users in the
Organization.

ii. Sourcing customers can choose to make the group available for use on
specific Projects, or available to all users in theOrganization.

d. Sourcing customers select the Event Types that will allow the use of Supplier
Groups.

e. You may initially configure the group as Inactive as you are adding suppliers.
However, only Active groups can be used for emails or events.

f. Click Save Changes to continue configuring the group.
g. Once the group is created, you will see a left navigation group with pages for

Suppliers and Exports and Import.

Add Suppliers to a Group
1. On the Suppliers page of a Supplier Group, search for suppliers by supplier name,

relationship, supplier contact, postal code, or commodity code. Click the Show
Advanced Search hyperlink to see more search options.

2. Suppliers are displayed in results with Supplier Name, DBA name, and number of
contacts. If one or more contacts exist, select the hyperlink to see available contacts
and to add a new contact, if needed.

3. Click Add to group to add the supplier to the group. A contact does not have to
exist in order to add a supplier to a group.

4. Suppliers added to the groups will show on the Suppliers in Group page.
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a. Select the # of Contacts hyperlink for the supplier view/add new contacts for
the supplier. If new contacts are added here, they will be added to the
supplier's profile.

b. If there are no contacts, a hyperlink will not show. You can add contacts on
the supplier's profile, when using the group in scheduling email, or when
adding suppliers to a sourcing event.

c. To remove suppliers, simply select Remove next to the supplier name.

Users with appropriate permissions can also add suppliers to new or existing groups from
supplier search results:

l If the result list contains more than 1,000 suppliers, the option to create or add to an
existing group will not display.

l When adding suppliers to an existing group, the group will accept the number of suppliers
from the result list so that there are not more than 1,000 suppliers total in the existing
group.

l Only newly identified vendors will be added. For example, if the results of a search for SBE
vendors contains 100 vendor records and 40 of those vendors already exist when the
users selects to “Add all to group”, the 60 new vendors will be added and the 40 existing
vendors will remain part of the group.

Export/Import Suppliers in a Group
1. To import a bulk list of suppliers to be added to the group:

a. Click the Export/Import Suppliers button on the Suppliers page of the
supplier group navigation menu.

b. Select Get Import Template to download an Excel template for use in
uploading suppliers to the group in bulk. Additional instructions are
included in the spreadsheet. Populate the spreadsheet with the
Supplier Names to add to the group. You must include a Supplier Name,
but may optionally include the JAGGAER Indirect Supplier ID and/or
your organization's Supplier Number. Save the file. The Supplier
Number and JAGGAER Indirect Supplier ID are used to validate
imported suppliers. Important Note: Only existing suppliers will be
imported. If the supplier does not exist in the system, it cannot be
added to a supplier group.

c. To validate (and not import) the file, click the Export/Import Suppliers
button, then select Validate. Follow the instructions to submit the file.

d. To import the file, click the Export/Import Suppliers button, then
select Import. Follow the instructions to submit the file.

e. Results of the requested validation or import are available on the
Exports and Imports Page of the supplier group navigation menu.

f. Valid suppliers in the file are added to the Supplier Group once the
import process displays as complete on the Exports and Imports page.
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2. To export the current list of suppliers in the group:
a. Select the Export/Import Suppliers button on the Suppliers page of

the supplier group navigation menu.
b. Enter a Description for the export request. Click Submit.
c. A confirmation message indicates the export was requested. You may

click within the message or navigate to the Exports and Imports page
for the supplier group.

d. Select Refresh this Page button to update the status of requests on
the page.

e. When the request status shows as Completed, select the File Name to
open or save.

Manage Export and Import Requests
1. To view/download supplier group import or export files, navigate to the Exports and
Imports page in the supplier group navigation menu.

2. The page defaults to show the user's own request, listed asMine in the Show drop-
down list. You may also choose to show All requests for this supplier group.

3. Note the information for each request: status, file name, description, type,
requester, and date/time of the request show. Select to sort by the indicated
columns.

4. To delete a request, select the checkbox to the right of the request, and click the
Delete Selected hyperlink. You can choose to delete requests, but requests will be
automatically deleted 30 days after creation. Select the file name to open the file.

5. The export file is in Excel format and contains the basic supplier identification
information, including address and primary contact.

Manage List of Supplier Groups
1. Configured groups are listed on theManage Supplier Groups page,
2. To search for a particular supplier group, enter all or part of the Supplier Group name,

or select theMore Options hyperlink for additional search options.
3. You may choose to sort the list of Supplier Groups by Group Name, # of Suppliers,

Last Modified date, Visibility, Status, or Owner.
4. Select the Edit drop-down to make the group Active or Inactive, to Delete the group,

or to Archive the group.
5. Select the Edit button to make changes to the group. As changes are made, click the

Save Changes button on the page.
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Add Suppliers to a Group from Supplier Search Results

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Enter
search criteria and view supplier search results.

2. Note the number of suppliers returned in results. No more than 1,000 suppliers can
exist in a single supplier group.

3. To create a new supplier group from search results:
a. From the Available Actions dropdown, select Add to New Supplier

Group. (If more than 1,000 suppliers exist search results, this option is
not available)

b. The Add Supplier Group overlay displays. Enter a Group Name, and
optional description.

c. Select the appropriate Visibility and Status for the group, as explained
in Create the Group above.

d. Click Save Changes.
4. To add suppliers in search results to an existing supplier group:

a. From the Available Actions dropdown, select Add to Existing
Supplier Group.

b. The Add to Existing Supplier Group overlay displays. Begin entering a
group name, or select the search icon to see a list of all groups.

c. Select the appropriate group to which the suppliers in search results
should be added, and click Add to Group button.

d. A confirmation displays indicating how many suppliers were added to
the group, and if any were not added. Up to 1,000 suppliers can exist in
a single group, so it is possible that not all supplier search results will be
added to the group. Note: If a supplier in search results already exists in
the group, they will not be added again.

e. Click Save Changes.
5. To make additional changes to the supplier group, navigate to theManage Supplier

Groups page and select the group from the list.

Sending / Schedule Supplier Emails
Supplier Management and Sourcing customers have the option of choosing to schedule an
email using a supplier group instead of a saved supplier search. Within the email scheduler, users
can choose from active supplier groups.

For information on scheduling emails using Supplier Groups, see "Emailing Suppliers" on
page 184.
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Sourcing Events
Sourcing customers will see a tab on sourcing events to Add Suppliers From Group. Active
supplier groups that contain at least one supplier and that are applicable to the project will
display. Users can add all or selected suppliers from the group to the event. Selected suppliers
from the groups appear on the Event Suppliers tab. Sourcing customers can also take advantage
of supplier groups when scheduling emails.

For information on using supplier groups when inviting suppliers to a sourcing event, see
"Suppliers Page" in the Sourcing online help.

Deleting Suppliers

Overview
At times, a customer may want to clean up their organization's supplier network by deleting
supplier relationships that are no longer of value to their organization. Conditions that could drive
such an activity include the existence of "test" suppliers created during an implementation
process, the existence of a supplier with whom they no longer wish to do business, or the
existence of a duplicate supplier instance. Once a supplier is deleted, they are no longer available
for use within the application. After deletion, these suppliers can no longer be found via supplier
search throughout the solution.

Related Permissions
Permission to delete suppliers is located at Permission Settings > Administration > Supplier
Profile Administration.

l Delete a Supplier - Allows users to delete a supplier from their organization's supplier
network. Users with this permission also have the ability to restore a deleted supplier to the
organization's database.

Accessing Suppliers for Deletion
The Delete Supplier action is available from theManage drop-down in supplier management
search results, as well as in the Supplier Actions drop-down in the supplier's profile. Go to
Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the supplier you want to
delete. All suppliers in supplier management search results will have the Delete Supplier action
available.
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Deleting a Supplier

1. Go to Suppliers >Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier. Search for the
supplier you want to delete. Use advanced search criteria if necessary.

2. Identify the supplier to be deleted. Select the delete action one of these ways:
l From Search Results, select theManage drop-down, then the Delete
Supplier option.

l From the supplier's profile, select the Supplier Actions drop-down,
then the Delete Supplier option.

3. If the supplier meets delete criteria and there ARE NO pending documents, the
Delete Supplier overlay displays:

a. Confirm the Supplier Name, JAGGAER Indirect Supplier ID, and Supplier
Number displayed in the overlay.

b. Enter a Reason for Deletion, up to 200 characters. Click the Delete
button.

c. The page refreshes: from search results, the supplier is no longer listed;
from the supplier profile, with a confirmation that the supplier has been
deleted.

4. If the supplier meets delete criteria and there ARE pending documents, the
Delete Supplier overlay displays:

a. Confirm the Supplier Name, JAGGAER Indirect Supplier ID, and Supplier
Number displayed in the overlay.

b. Note the Supplier Conditions and Active Artifacts section. Any
active documents are listed. Select the Export Artifacts hyperlink.

i. In the Export Request overlay, enter a description for the
request. For example, "Artifacts for ABC Supplier".

ii. Click Submit Request. A confirmation message displays.
iii. Select Go to Export Search Results in the overlay, or

navigate to Reporting > Supplier Management >
Report Exports.

iv. When the requested file shows a Status of Completed,
select to open and review the file.

c. If you would like to wait until active documents are completed before
deleting the supplier, no further action is necessary and the supplier will
remain available to users.

d. If you would like to proceed with the deletion, return to the supplier to
be deleted via Supplier Search, and select the Delete Supplier action as
described above.

e. Follow the instructions in Step 3 to proceed with deleting the supplier.
The supplier will be indicated as (deleted) on pending documents, and
the documents will be allowed to complete.
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5. If the supplier DOES NOT MEET delete criteria, the Delete Supplier overlay
displays:

a. Note the Supplier Conditions and Active Artifacts section.
Conditions that must be resolved are indicated with an X in a red circle
.

b. The delete action is not available. Select the Close button to close the
overlay.

c. Resolve the indicated errors as appropriate. Request the Delete
Supplier action when issues have been resolved. Follow the
instructions in Step 3 or Step 4 above, depending on if there are
pending documents or not.

Conditions for allowing supplier deletion:

l The supplier cannot be associated with a Sourcing Event in any of the following
statuses: Draft, Pending, Approved, Released, Open, Under Evaluation.

l The supplier cannot be a party to an active Contract in any of the following statuses:
Draft, Internal Review, External Review, Pending Approval, Pending Signature, Out for
Signature, Executed: Future, Executed: In Effect.

l For Consortium parent organizations, the supplier cannot be available for member
organizations.

System Actions Upon Supplier Delete
Once the user confirms the supplier delete, the following actions occur within the system:

l Spend Analytics and Invoicing customers - the supplier is made inactive.
l Supplier Management customers - if the supplier was marked as Prime, the indication is
removed. Also, the supplier is removed from scheduled and draft Performance
Management templates and scorecards.

l Sync is disabled for external ERP systems for the supplier.
l The supplier is removed from any associated Supplier Groups.
l If the supplier appears on any documents (requisition, PO, invoice), the supplier name
appears as struck through with a deleted indication, i.e.ABC Labs (deleted). If the supplier
is included in a draft cart, the cart cannot be submitted until the deleted supplier is
removed.

l Access to the Customer Branded Portal is removed for the supplier via direct login and
the Supplier Network Portal.

l If the supplier attempts to access the portal via the login page or via an email link, a
message displays, indicating their account has been deactivated.

l The customer no longer appears in the list of Customer Branded Portals or in the list
of Customer Registrations in the Supplier's Network Portal.
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l The supplier will continue to see past sales orders for the customer.
l The supplier will continue to see past sourcing events for the customer in the
Network view, but has no access to view event details.

l The supplier does not receive a notification that a customer has removed their
access to the branded portal.

Deleted Supplier References
The history associated with a deleted supplier is retained:

l If spend was registered against a deleted supplier, then that spend will continue to be
included in appropriate reports. If the supplier had been a participant in a Sourcing Event,
or had been a party to a contract, then these historical actions remain. References to
deleted suppliers are maintained in all historical documents (e.g., requisitions, purchase
orders, contracts, sourcing events, etc.) and indicate the supplier's deleted status.

l For organizations that have the ability to invite suppliers to register, deleted suppliers will
also display if they are found to be potential duplicates to an invited supplier. The duplicate
supplier cannot be invited unless the supplier is restored.

l Deleted suppliers that appear on past sourcing events are not copied if the sourcing event
is copied as a new event.

l If a user attempts to navigate to a deleted supplier's profile (e.g. from a historical
document), they are navigated to a page confirming the supplier has been deleted. No
profile information is displayed.

l If a deleted supplier is contained in a supplier import message, an error will occur. The error
message will indicate the row that contains the deleted supplier information that was
included in the import. The deleted supplier must be removed from the import file.

Deleted Suppliers Report
You can view and export a list of deleted suppliers.

1. Go to Reporting > Supplier Management > Deleted Suppliers.
2. Choose to sort by the Supplier Name, Deletion Date/Time, Deleted By user.
3. Click the Filters option, and enter criteria to see a specific deleted supplier, a date

range of deleted suppliers, or suppliers deleted by a specific user. Click Apply when
criteria has been entered, and view results.

4. Click the Export button to export the search results.
a. In the Request Export overlay, enter a Description for the request.
b. Click Submit Request. A confirmation message displays.
c. Select Go to Export Search Results in the overlay, or navigate to

Reporting > Supplier Management > Report Exports.
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d. When the requested file shows a Status of Completed, select to open
and review the file.

Restoring a Deleted Supplier
Customers who have deleted a supplier by mistake, or otherwise need to reinstate the supplier to
their network, can restore a deleted supplier relationship. Global network suppliers as well as
those created locally by your organization can be restored.

1. Go to Reporting > Supplier Management > Deleted Suppliers. The list of
deleted suppliers displays. If no suppliers have been deleted, a message No Results
Found displays.

2. Select the appropriate supplier to restore. The supplier profile displays with the
supplier name stricken through.

3. From the Supplier Actions dropdown, select Restore Supplier.
a. A confirmation overlay displays the Supplier Name and

JAGGAER Indirect Supplier ID. Click Restore to continue.
b. A confirmation message displays that the supplier has been restored.

What information is restored?

When a supplier is restored, all supplier profile field information exists the same as before the
deletion. However, any system actions that occurred as part of the delete must be addressed and
restored manually as appropriate. For example:

l Make the supplier active for shopping.
l Add the supplier to supplier groups.
l Mark the supplier as prime.
l Enable ERP sync.
l Add the supplier to supplier performance templates and scorecards.
l If a supplier was in the process of registering when the delete occurred, the customer must
re-invite the supplier to register. If the supplier had completed registration at the time of
the delete, the supplier will again be considered registered, and no additional action is
required.
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The JAGGAER Mobile App

JAGGAER Mobile App Device Setup

Overview
The JAGGAER Mobile App allows users to perform various tasks via a mobile device. A user must
have the appropriate permissions to use the mobile functionality. A mobile device must be
registered and activated for mobile use.

Note:The Mobile App is not used by all organizations. Please contact your system
administrator if you are unsure if the functionality is in use for your company.

Related Permissions
Permissions are located under the user profile at Permissions Settings.

l Login from Mobile Device (Permission Settings > Mobile) - This permission is required
for any user who will need to access the application from a mobile device. The user can
navigate to User Profile and Preferences > App Activation Codes to add and register a
mobile device.

Please contact your system administrator for questions about your permissions.

Supported Devices
The JAGGAER mobile app is available for iOS devices (9.0 and higher) and Android devices. The
app is available from the Apple Store and from the Google Play Store. Note: Although the app
will function on the Apple iPad, it is scaled for the smaller iPhone screen. The display on the iPad
may be more difficult to read.

For devices that are not IOS or Android, a mobileWeb View is available. The app can be
downloaded onto these devices, however, the user will be re-routed to the correct web view URL
when attempting to register the app on the device.
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Activating a Mobile Device
The app must be downloaded to the device and the device activated. The device is registered in
the user profile and an activation code is generated. This action can be performed by an
administrator with User Management permissions. Users with the Login From a Mobile Device
permission can perform this task in their own user profiles.

1. Download the app to the device.

2. Access the user profile and go to User Profile and Preferences > App Activation Codes.

3. Click the Add Device button.The Create App Passwordwindow displays

4. Create a password for logging in to the device.

Important: Your organization may be configured to allow users to utilize their site password
to log in to mobile devices. If this is the case, you will not be prompted to create a password
and the site password should be used to log in. If you are required to create a password, you
can use your site password. However, it is important to note that it will be a separate entity.
Changing your mobile password will not automatically change your site password and vice
versa.

5. In the Device Name field enter a name for the device that you're adding,My iPhone, for
example.

6. If you'd like to receive an email of the activation code, click Yes in the Email Activation
Code to User? field.The code will display on the next screen even if you choose to have it
emailed.

7. Click Add Device.

Note: If the organization uses the contract authoring tool this button has dropdown options.
Click the dropdown arrow and selectMobile Device.

8. The activation code displays and an email is sent if applicable. The code is valid for 72
hours. The newly added device displays on the App Activation Codes screen under the
Pending Codes heading.

9. Use the activation code to activate the app on the device.

l If you received the activation code via email, you can click on the Register Device button
that is included in the email and the registration screen will open with the registration code
automatically entered. Enter the password and click Register Device.

l If you do not have an email with the code, open the app on the device and enter the code in
the Typeable Token field on the registration screen. Enter the password and click
Register Device.
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Tasks Available in the JAGGAER Mobile App

Overview
The JAGGAER Mobile App allows users to perform various tasks via a mobile device. Depending
on your organization's licensed solutions, and your individual permissions, you may be able to
shop from hosted catalogs or saved favorites, manage approvals or access your action items
using the Mobile App.

Note:The Mobile App is not used by all organizations. Please contact your system
administrator if you are unsure if the functionality is in use for your company.

Related Permissions
The following permissions related to Mobile App functionality are located in Permission Settings
> Mobile.

l Login from Mobile Device- This permission is required for any user who will need to
access the application from a mobile device. With this permission enabled, a user can
navigate to User Profile and Preferences > App Activation Codes to add and register a
mobile device. 

l Mobile Shopping- Enable this permission to provide mobile access to Hosted Catalog
shopping for users who currently have the authority to shop for hosted catalog items via
the desktop.

l View Attachments on Mobile - Enable this permission to allow access to attachments on
mobile for all PR, PO, and Invoice documents. Note: This permission is available only if the
organization site is configured to allow attachments based on permission. 

l Requisitions - Gives users the ability to view requisitions in the mobile app and perform all
approval activities for which they have permission.

l Purchase Orders - Gives users the ability to view purchase orders in the mobile app and
perform all approval activities for which they have permission.

l Invoices - Gives users the ability to view invoices in the mobile app and perform all
approval activities for which they have permission.

l Contracts Gives users the ability to view contracts in the mobile app and perform all
approval activities for which they have permission. -
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l Sourcing Events - Gives users the ability to view sourcing events in the mobile app and
perform all approval activities for which they have permission.

l Supplier Review - Gives users the ability to view supplier review activities in the mobile
app and perform all approval activities for which they have permission.

l Receipt - Gives users the ability to view receipts in the mobile app and perform all approval
activities for which they have permission.

Please contact your system administrator for questions about your permissions.

Shopping Via the Mobile App
Mobile users with the appropriate permissions can crreate and submit shopping carts. Shoppers
can purchase from Hosted Catalogs, Favorites (both personal and shared) and mobile-friendly
punchout sites.

Note: Punchout suppliers who do not have mobile-friendly sites are placed in theMobile
Punchout Not Enabled section in the Mobile App. This is to avoid confusion as to why a
user might see Punchout sites in the desktop application that are not available in the Mobile
App.

When shopping, users can create new carts, have access to their active cart as well as draft carts
that were created in the desktop application. The checkout process is similar to express checkout
on the desktop application. Users who have the ability to perform budget validation at checkout
in the desktop application are also able to perform that task in the mobile app.

Approvals in the Mobile App
Users can access and manage their approvals directly from the Mobile App. This includes
pending eProcurement (requisition, purchase orders, invoice), receipt, contract, sourcing event
and supplier profile change approvals.

Note: Like the desktop application, approvals available in the Mobile App depend on
organization configuration and individual user permissions. For information about which
approval options are available please check with your system administrator.

Action Items and Notifications
Mobile users can access their notifications and action items within the app. These are the same
notifications and action items that display in the desktop application.
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JAGGAER ONE Cross Module
Integrations

JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations 

Overview
JAGGAER ONE provides access to all the best in class products from our solution portfolio. By
using an integration solution among all products, customers have access to streamlined common
platform Process Flows for Supplier Management, Contracts, Sourcing, User Management,
Invoicing and Procurement in a single solution. JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations
allow customers to accomplish business goals by providing procurement teams with a holistic
upstream and downstream solution that drives continuous savings, ensures cost compliance and
enforces increased efficiency and effectiveness across the entire procurement lifecycle.

If your organization is a JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customer, you may see
some variations of some of the features described in this and other handbooks. If you are unsure
whether or not this applies to your organization, talk to your system administrator.

Supported Integrations
Cross-Module Integrations include:

l Internal User Single Sign On for All Solutions - Internal users sign on in a single location
to have access to all solutions.

l Supplier Management+ and Supplier Management - Suppliers are created and synced
across all solutions. After registration and onboarding, supplier data is managed in the
supplier profile that is applicable to the specific solution.

l eProcurement Purchase Requisition to Sourcing+ Draft RFQ - Users can create an RFQ
from a purchase requisition during the workflow process.

l Sourcing+ RFQ to eProcurement Purchase Requisition - Customers can create
requisitions from awarded RFQs, including the transfer of supplier bid prices and
attachments.

l Sourcing Request to Sourcing+ RFQ - Buyers can create RFQs in Sourcing+ from
Sourcing Requests in workflow.
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l Sourcing+ RFQ/Auction to Contracts+ - Customers can create and manage a contract in
Contracts+ from a Sourcing+ RFQ or Auction.

l Sourcing+ Bid Collector to Contracts+ - Customers can create and manage a contract in
Contracts+ from a Sourcing+ Bid Collector.

l Sourcing+ Category Strategy to Contracts+ - Customers can generate contracts and
link the associated Strategy with the Contract.

l Sourcing+ Program Management to Contracts+ - Customers can generate contracts
within projects and link the associated projects and project tasks with the Contract.

l Creating Scorecards from Contracts+ - Supplier Management+ Contract Scorecards
can be created from Contracts+.

l Enabling Contracts for eProcurement - An existing contract in Sourcing+ can be
enhanced in the eProcurement solution, thereby allowing contract items to be shopped
and invoiced.

l Supplier Network Access - Suppliers access customer sites from a single log in, and can
navigate between solutions applicable to their customer relationship and user permissions.

Note: Each user's access to the integrated solutions depends upon the organization
configuration and the user's specific permissions and user rights.

Cross-Module Integration Tasks
Following are JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations user instructions in this and other
JAGGAER documentation. Depending on an organization's licensed solutions and a user's
permissions, availability of these task will vary.

Internal User Sign On, Navigation, and General User Management

While most user management tasks are the same, some tasks are different for JAGGAER
ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers. See "User Management in Cross-Module
Integrations" on page 211 for details.
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Supplier Management

Suppliers are created in Supplier Management or Supplier Management+ depending on the
organization's configuration. Supplier information is then synced and managed across the
different solutions. See "Managing Suppliers in JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations" on
page 215 for details.

Related Permissions
Permissions apply to the specific modules. No specific cross-module integration permissions are
required.

Accessing JAGGAER ONE Features
For basic navigation and access information see "Quick Navigation Tools" on page 19. To access
the following Upstream solutions, navigate to Suppliers > Supplier Directory, OR Sourcing

> Sourcing+ Dashboard:

l Spend Analytics+
l Supplier Management+
l Sourcing+
l Category Management
l Contracts
l Administration and related options related to the above solutions

JAGGAER ONE Solution Descriptions

Spend Analytics

Spend Analytics:

Spend Analysismanagement solutions allow procurement and accounting
professionals to conduct the comprehensive analysis necessary to drive and
measure cost savings. JAGGAER eliminates the traditional roadblocks to spend
management by delivering clean, actionable spend data based on consistent and
accurate catalog content.
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Spend Analytics+:

Spend Analytics+ allows organizations to group and classify spend data for
analysis. Features available enhance Knowledge Base functionality to increase
machine learning, allowing the system to automatically match transactional data
against previously classified data. New data continuously improves the knowledge
base, eliminating the time-intensive task of manually cleansing and classifying data.

Category Management
Category Management is a strategic approach that organizes procurement
resources to focus on specific areas of spend. This enables category managers to
focus their time and conduct in depth market analysis to fully leverage their
procurement decisions on behalf of the whole organization. The results can be
significantly greater than traditional transactional based purchasing methods.

Supplier Management

Supplier Management:

JAGGAER ONE’s Supplier Management solution automates supplier management
from discovery and information gathering through registration, qualification and
selection, to risk and performance management. Supplier Management spans the
supplier life cycle, using intelligent questionnaires, streamlined workflows and
process automation to manage vendor registration and onboarding, to reduce
supplier risk and enhance a customer’s sourcing process. It also powers supplier
diversity programs by giving an organization complete visibility into local and global
diverse and non-diverse suppliers.

Supplier Management+:

The JAGGAER ONE Supplier Management+ solution is designed to improve
strategic decision-making by accessing supplier value at every stage of the
strategic procurement process. Features include:

l Configurable supplier portal automating supplier onboarding and activation,
including centralized supplier intelligence repository. Supplier information is
centralized and highly utilized throughout the entire procurement lifecycle.

l Ability to assess suppliers from segmentation, qualification, risk, and
category perspective, ensuring registered suppliers meet your requirements.
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l Global supplier 360 end-to-end visibility in procurement activity and specific
buyer organization assessments that provide a comprehensive pulse check of
the supplier over time.

l Measure supplier performance across several dimensions such as category,
contract, multi-tiered. This allows for faster identification of possible risks and
quicker response time.

l Encourage breakthrough innovation or supplier development through
collaborative improvement and action plans.

Sourcing

Sourcing:

JAGGAER ONE's Sourcing solution is an on-demand sourcing and bid management
solution that helps customers achieve significant process efficiencies and cost
savings over traditional paper-based bid and auction processes. This solution
includes secure support for sealed bidding, informal quotes and reverse auctions.
From a standard web browser, suppliers register and respond to bid opportunities
providing increased accuracy and easy capture of award criteria.

Sourcing+:

The Sourcing+ solution provides a single platform for managing traditional sourcing
activities such as sealed bids and requests for quotes. Buyers can use a number of
different methods (i.e., templates, copying previous events, or uploading lists of bulk
items) to expedite the event creation process. Once you have created specifications
for a bid and published the sourcing event, you can monitor the progress of
responses from invited suppliers. The Sourcing+ solution enables buyers and
suppliers to participate in electronic auctions, as well as in RFX. The Bid Collector
module can be utilized as an additional tool to document the significant amount of
information required from suppliers in event responses.

Sourcing Optimizer:

Sourcing Optimizer is an on-demand advanced sourcing software that enables
supply-chain driven companies to create highly customizable requests for proposals
and run scenarios that balance a number of factors including supplier cost, risk,
value, and other important criteria with internal business rules and preferences. This
sourcing optimization capability enables users to make better supplier award
decisions faster, split awards and uncover the real cost impact of sourcing
decisions.
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Contracts

Contracts :

Contracts solution allows an organization to formally record the awarding of
business to a single registered supplier (main contractor) in the Sourcing+ Solution.
You can maintain a secure repository of awarded contracts for audit purposes,
recording all important contract details and documentation.

Contracts+ :

The Contracts+ solution is designed to improve the contracting process and sets
the standard for enterprise contract management software best practices.
Contracts+ helps organizations increase visibility into every aspect of their
contracts, reduce manual touch-points throughout the lifecycle of the contracts,
and mitigate the exposure to legal and regulatory risk. This solution enables
organizations to truly manage the complete lifecycle of their contracts.

eProcurement
The eProcurement solution encompasses shopping, requisition management, order
management, basic supplier management, and basic contract management. This
solution provides clients with the tools necessary to direct spend to preferred
suppliers, categorize and customize content views, and to provide users with a
consistent and optimal approach to the procurement process. This solution is the
repository for user profile information and other custom client data. Many client
configurations include the Spend Management solution, which is the user interface
to the shopping experience.

Within this solution, customers can choose to manage requisitions via streamlined
and automated processes. This option offers clients the ability to customize
requisition workflow to meet specific business process needs, including budget
confirmation and hazardous material clearance.

Customers may also choose to manage orders with this solution. This is a
configurable option that automates and streamlines purchase order placement,
tracking, and management processes. Clients that enable this option have licensed
JAGGAER to deliver purchase orders to their supplier base on their behalf through a
single, secure integration point.
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Invoicing
The Invoicing solution automates and streamlines receiving, matching, and
invoicing processes. Clients with this solution have licensed JAGGAER ONE to
receive electronic invoices on their behalf through a single, secure integration point.
Suppliers that are not yet able to invoice electronically will continue to route invoices
directly to their clients as they do today.

Inventory Management
JAGGAER ONE offers an Inventory Management solution for managing internal
stockrooms and inventory, integrating a customer's ERP item master to present ERP
inventory to buyers, and for managing enterprise reagents and chemical stock
globally.

l Internal Order Fulfillment - Streamline all inventory management processes
related to internal order fulfillment. Customers can manage multiple
stockrooms using a simple, single inventory tracking application that is fully
integrated with our eProcurement software application, providing a unified
inventory management system for all internal and external goods and
ordering.

l Material management and procurement - Utilize this tool for management and
procurement of chemical reagents and other materials used in the research
process. It optimizes inventory use and promotes regulatory compliance while
managing the risks associated with hazardous materials. Supplier catalogs
and, where negotiated, preferred pricing is available to scientific staff
alongside internal inventory, libraries and commercial databases through a
single search with JAGGAER ONE's chemical inventory software.

Savings Management

Savings Management :

The JAGGAER Savings Management solution provides a standard process to
prioritize, measure, and monitor cost savings initiatives within an organization.
Savings Management allows you to not only track forecasted and actual savings,
but also establish due diligence checklists of tasks and deliverables, and track their
progress. The solution delivers a centralized repository of savings initiatives, where
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savings forecasts and savings projections are tracked and measured.

Savings Management+ :

The Savings Management+ solution allows buyers to collect, monitor and report on
saving data. The process starts from the historical cost and the planned savings to
be made, followed by gathering of actual saving information. Saving initiatives can
include formal workflow processes to approve and validate the saving record values
at key points in the process. The progress of a saving initiative is displayed in a
series of charts, illustrating the trend of the savings and the breakdown by savings
category and period. Saving data is compiled across saving initiatives in a single
project and available on the project. The compiled charts also include details of the
savings breakdown by business unit and by saving record status.

User Management in Cross-Module
Integrations

Overview
JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrationsmanage most of the user profile information as
described in "Creating and Managing Users" in the Administration and Configuration
Handbook or online searchable help, except as explained below. JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module
Integrations users log in to the solution from a single login page in order to navigate across
solutions. A Sourcing Role, as well as assigned permissions and user rights, determine the
features to which the user has access.

Adding New Users

New users are added as described in "Creating and Managing Users" in the Administration and
Configuration Handbook or online searchable help. In addition, a user must be assigned a
Sourcing Role, which defines the user's role across all JAGGAER ONE solutions. Along with
permissions, user rights and other user profile settings, the Sourcing Role gives the user
appropriate access to features.
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Permissions and User Rights

Permissions and User Rights determine the areas of the solution to which the user has access.

l To manage Permission Settings for the following solutions, see "Permission Settings " on
page 61

l eProcurement
l Invoicing
l Spend Analytics
l Supplier Management
l Sourcing
l Inventory Management
l Contracts+
l Administration and Approvals for the above solutions

l User Rights are managed separately for the solutions listed below. User Rights can be
viewed in the user's profile and managed by a system administrator when accessing any of
these solutions. Navigate to Suppliers > Supplier Directory, OR Sourcing >
Sourcing+ Dashboard to access these solutions, as determined by your organization's
configurations and your user rights. Please note that many of the user settings in these
solutions are controlled by the system administrator.

l Spend Analytics+
l Supplier Management+
l Sourcing+
l Category Management
l Contracts
l Administration related to the above solutions

Assigning Roles
Roles are created to manage users who perform similar tasks in the application. They provide a
time-efficient method for managing user information. For example, instead of changing user
permissions individually, the permissions for a role can be updated; all users having that role will
be automatically updated to reflect the permissions changes. Roles are assigned in the user
profile.

To manage Assigned Roles for downstream solutions, see "User Roles and Access " on page 56:
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The Sourcing Role indicated in the User Profile is a separate role for JAGGAER ONE Cross-
Module Integrations users and determines the role settings available to the user in Upstream
solutions. To access role management for the above solutions, navigate to Suppliers >
Supplier Directory, OR Sourcing > Sourcing+ Dashboard. You can then navigate to the
User Management menu.

Notifications
To manage Notification Preferences for Downstream solutions, see "Notification Preferences"
on page 62. Notifications are managed by the system administrator for Upstream solutions.

Managing Personal Information in the User Profile
Users can access the User's Name, Phone Number, Email, etc. page in the User Profile to
update basic personal information. See "User Profile and Preferences " on page 49 for
instructions.

One difference on this page for JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations is the Sourcing
Role field. The Sourcing Role is the user role across all JAGGAER ONE solutions. Contact your
system administrator if you have questions about your assigned Sourcing Role.
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Once the user profile is created, the administrator can configure additional settings, permissions,
etc., as appropriate that will apply to the Downstream Platform.

l When viewing a specific user in the Downstream platform, select the Additional User
Settings link under User Profile and Preferences to navigate to the user's profile to
manage specific Upstream solution User Rights.

l When viewing a specific user profile in the Upstream Platform, click the Access Profile
button to navigate to the downstream user profile.

Changing Your Password
If you know your current password and want to change it, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Suppliers > Supplier Directory, OR Sourcing >
Sourcing+ Dashboard. (Note: The menu options available to you depend on your
organization's configurations and your user permissions. )

2. Click the user profile icon on the top right of the page, then select the User Profile link.
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3. Click the Change Password link . The page refreshes.
4. Enter your current password in theOld Password field.
5. Enter the new password in the New Password and Confirm New Password fields.
6. Click Save. The password is updated.

Administrators seeking to reset the password, please see "Password Changes" in the
Administration and Configuration Handbook or online searchable help.

If you do not know your password and cannot log in, follow the instructions in the "Updating the
User Password" article in the Site Essentials Handbook or online searchable help.

Managing Suppliers in JAGGAER ONE Cross-
Module Integrations

Overview
JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers utilize the Supplier Management+
solution as the main record for suppliers. Suppliers are created, registered, and initially
onboarded through the Supplier Management+ solution. Additional supplier information such as
multiple addresses, contacts, bank information, or other procurement and invoicing related
settings are managed in the Supplier Profile via the Procurement solution.

If your organization is a JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customer, you may see
some variations of some of the Supplier Profile Management features. If you are unsure whether
or not this applies to your organization, talk to your system administrator. See
"JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations " on page 204 for additional information.

Accessing Supplier Management Features in Cross-Module
Integrations
Suppliers are created in the Supplier Management+ solution. Based on organization
configuration, the supplier data is synced to the eProcurement, Invoicing and Contracts+
solutions, where additional supplier profiles can be managed for those specific solutions.

For JAGGAER ONE Cross-Module Integrations customers, the Suppliers menu contains
additional options.
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l The Suppliers > Supplier Management menu options navigate the user to the
Supplier Management+ solution:

l Suppliers > Supplier Management > Supplier Directory - you will be
navigated to the Supplier Directory page, where you can search for and manage
suppliers.

l Suppliers > Supplier Management > Register Supplier - you will be navigated
to a page to begin the Supplier Registration process.

l For additional information, refer to the Supplier Management+ Handbook or online
searchable help from within that solution.

l The Suppliers > Manage Suppliersmenu options are available for managing suppliers
related to eProcurement, invoicing and contracts. See "Overview and General Information"
on page 96 for additional information.

Accessing Supplier Management+ Profile Information from
the eProcurement/Invoicing/Contracts+ Solution
You can access the information in the supplier's Supplier Management+ profile from different
areas within the eProcurement, Invoicing or Contracts+ solutions. You can access the information
as read-only in an overlay, or select a link to navigate specifically to the supplier's profile in the
Supplier Management+ solution.

When Supplier Management+ is configured as the main supplier system of record, the supplier is
initially registered in Supplier Management+ as a potential supplier. After an assessment, the
buyer can enable the supplier for eProcurement or Contracts+ in either of two ways:
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l Complete the Additional Profile Form that includes the Downstream solution specific
settings. If Active For Shopping field is set as Yes/No, the supplier synchronization will be
triggered via a batch process.

l Click on the Procurement Settings tab available in the Supplier Management+ Supplier
Directory once a supplier’s profile is accessed.

Supplier Profile Information Available from a Contract,
Invoice, or eProcurement Document
When viewing a contract, invoice or eProcurement document (requisition, purchase order, etc.),
the Supplier Name appears as a hyperlink or with an information icon . Select the supplier name
or icon to view the profile information applicable to the solution.

From a Contract:

From a document such as an Invoice, Requisition or Purchase Order:
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When selected, the supplier's eProcurement solution profile is displayed in a separate window:

l The Supplier 360 tab provides an overview of the information stored for the supplier.
l The Supplier tab contains basic contact information for the organization and technical
contact (if one exists).

l The Contracts tab displays contracts associated to the supplier.

Click the Additional Supplier Information link to open an overlay with the Supplier
Management+ profile information.
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This window allows you to navigate only within the Supplier Management+ profile. Information
in the overlay is displayed as read-only and you cannot make edits.

Supplier Management+ Profile Navigation from the
eProcurement Supplier Profile
When you navigate to the Supplier Management+ solution via the side menu navigation
(Suppliers > Supplier Management > Supplier Directory), you must search for a supplier in
order to access the profile. You can navigate directly to the Supplier Management+ profile
information from within the eProcurement Supplier Profile.

When viewing a supplier profile (Suppliers > Manage Suppliers > Search for a Supplier >
[selected supplier]), a Back to Master Supplier Profile button displays.
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Clicking the Back to Master Supplier Profile button will navigate you to the supplier's profile in
the Supplier Management+ solution.

You can manage the main supplier profile data here. Refer to the Supplier Management+
Handbook or online searchable help from within that solution for additional information.
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Supplier Profile Management in the JAGGAER ONE Cross-
Module Integrations

Adding and Inviting Suppliers
Suppliers who are initially registered via the Supplier Management+ solution are synchronized
to the Procurement, Invoicing, or Contracts+ solution and can register for the Supplier Network
Portal, according to the organization's licenses. See "Invite an Existing Supplier" in the Supplier
Management Handbook or online searchable help.

Managing Basic Company Information - Upstream Solution
The supplier's main profile information is managed in the Supplier Management+ (Upstream)
solution and synced to the eProcurement (Downstream) supplier profile. To make changes to any
of the main data fields, navigate to the Supplier Management+ solution (Suppliers >
Supplier Management > Supplier Directory) or click the Back to Master Supplier Profile
button in a supplier's profile to navigate to the main database fields.

You must make changes to the following fields in the Supplier Management+ solution.

l Supplier Name
l Doing Business As (DBA)
l Other Names
l Supplier Number
l Third Party Reference Number
l Active for Shopping
l Tax Identification Number (Fiscal Code, VAT Number)
l Exempt fromWithholding
l VAT Exempt
l Dun & Bradstreet Number
l Website address
l Supplier Tax Representative ID
l Registered Court
l Registered Seat
l Supplier Commercial Registration Number
l Year Established
l Number of Employees
l Supplier's Capital / Currency
l Supplier Shareholders
l Customer Commodity Codes
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l Keywords (for products and services)
l Currencies applicable to the supplier
l Primary Fulfillment Address information
l Primary Contact information
l Ordering Terms and Conditions, Payment Terms information (days, discount, net, FOB)
l Order Distribution information (PO Delivery methods and PO Distribution email address)

To manage other fields not listed above, refer to "General Profile Information" on page 101.

Managing Procurement Settings
To manage additional supplier settings related to eProcurement, refer to "eProcurement Settings"
on page 149.

Managing Addresses and Contacts
You can add additional addresses and contacts to the supplier's profile. For more information, see
"Addresses" on page 111 and "Managing Contacts" on page 110.

JAGGAER ONE Supplier Identity Management

Overview
The JAGGAER Supplier Identity Management (IDM) is an improved authentication and login
experience for suppliers. The Supplier IDM provides supplier users with a single, global, and
unique identity that ensures secure access across all JAGGAER ONE solutions.

Benefits of the Supplier IDM include:

l Customers can utilize JAGGAER IDM as an identity provider for other third-party or
proprietary systems (see the “"Extensibility Features of JAGGAER Supplier IDM" on the
next page” for more details).

l Customers can utilize a third-party identity provider to authenticate suppliers to JAGGAER
solutions (see the “"Extensibility Features of JAGGAER Supplier IDM" on the next page” for
more details).

l Customers and suppliers will benefit from improved security, such as multi-factor
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authentication and password security.

l Credentials are unique and easier to remember (based on user’s email address) and
provide access to all JAGGAER modules and customers.

l Users can be deactivated once and access is permanently revoked.

When the Supplier IDM is activated for the customer, existing supplier users will be prompted to
update login credentials in order to create a Global Identity. If a supplier has multiple email
addresses, a notification will be sent to the supplier user advising them to update to a single email
address. Once the email address to be used for authentication is specified, JAGGAER Supplier
IDM will automatically create the new Global Identity for the supplier user based on that email
address. New supplier users will create a Global Identity upon their first login.

Note: In case of new "Supplier Registration", the email address field accepts only a single
email address.

With the implementation of JAGGAER Supplier IDM, supplier users may be required to use multi-
factor authentication. Suppliers have to enter aOne-Time Password (OTP) in addition to their
account password, when prompted by JAGGAER Supplier IDM. TheOTP is only required if the
user's active session has expired (because the user has logged out, the browser's cache has
been cleared, or more than 10 days have passed since the last usage of JAGGAER solutions). The
OTPwill be sent to the user’s email address associated with their JAGGAER Global Identity.

Extensibility Features of JAGGAER Supplier IDM

Using JAGGAER Supplier IDM as an Identity Provider for other 3rd party systems &
applications

Customers will be able to use JAGGAER Supplier IDM as an Identity Provider for other third-party
or proprietary systems they are using (non-JAGGAER systems). This will provide suppliers with
single-sign-on capabilities using a unique set of credentials across a broader range of systems
and applications, which can include:

l JAGGAER solutions (and any associated integrations)

l Third party apps (owned or managed by the customer)

l PaaS external applications (custom applications developed by JAGGAER partners)
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The following protocols are supported for the communication between JAGGAER Supplier IDM
and any 3rd party system: SAML 2.0 orOIDC 1.0. The customer is responsible for ensuring the
supplier users are also provisioned (created) in any 3rd party systems for which SSO is needed.
The provisioning of the supplier users in any non-JAGGAER system is outside the scope of this
feature. Note: This feature can be activated on request by JAGGAER.

Using 3rd party Identity Provider when authenticating Supplier users to JAGGAER

Many JAGGAER customers use their own Identity Provider (IDP) to manage user identification for
suppliers, so the JAGGAER solutions (also referred to as “Service Provider” or SP in this context)
must be able to accept the authorization token generated by the customer’s IDP.

The following protocols are supported for the communication between JAGGAER’s Supplier IDM
and the customer’s IDP: SAML 2.0 orOIDC 1.0. Only Service Provider-initiated SSO is supported
by Supplier IDM when SAML protocol is requested.

Supplier user provisioning is outside the scope of this feature. JAGGAER Supplier IDM can be
configured to delegate the supplier user authentication to an external Identity Provider
(customer-managed or customer-owned), but the users must already exist in the external IDP
system, as well as in JAGGAER Supplier IDM. Note: This feature can be activated on request by
JAGGAER, with support from the customer’s side.

Related Permissions
This is a supplier-facing feature, so there are no related buyer user permissions.

Implementing Supplier Identity Management
JAGGAER will work with your organization to implement this feature based on your requirements.
Administrators may want to communicate to suppliers so they are prepared when prompted to
update their password and login credentials.

For JAGGAER ONE Cross Module customers:

l When this feature is enabled, the login page will be updated. Depending on the
organization configuration, buyer users must either click on "Internal Access" for logging
into the application, or enter the username and password in the "BUYER USERS ONLY
ACCESS" area.

l When a supplier user has established a Global Identity, buyer users having the right to edit
the supplier registration details cannot update the supplier user email address or username
anymore. This is the case for making changes within the UI as well as for the mass updating
of suppliers in the Upstream platform.
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This feature can be implemented using JAGGAER as the Identity Provider or a Third-Party Identity
Provider. Contact JAGGAER for additional information.

Note: If a buyer organization uses a third-party identity provider to authenticate supplier
users to JAGGAER solutions, the integration with the third-party identity provider must be
updated. Contact JAGGAER Professional Services and Global Provisioning Team for
assistance.

Supplier User Impact When Supplier Identity Management
Enabled
When the Supplier IDM is activated for the customer, suppliers will see a new login page to
access the customer portal.

l Existing supplier users will enter a username or Email address and password to log in.

l If the supplier user has multiple email addresses, they will be prompted to select or enter a
single email address to use for further logins.

l If the supplier user does not exist in the Supplier IDM (across all JAGGAER solutions), they
will be forced to change their password. Upon confirmation of the email address and new
password, the user’s Global Identity is created. Suppliers can log in to all customer
organizations with the same credentials using the specific customer URL.

l Supplier users will be blocked for 15 minutes if they fail to enter correct credentials for five
consecutive times. Once the 15 minutes has passed, the user can try to login again.

l One-Time Password (OTP):

l Supplier users will receive a message upon login indicating that aOne Time
Password (OTP)will be sent to the email address as listed in the user profile.

l The email contains anOTP code that is valid for 10 minutes. Enter the OTP as
prompted at login, and proceed.

l TheOTP is valid for a specific device & browser combination for 10 days since the
last usage of the JAGGAER solution, unless the browser cache is cleared after the
last active session, or the supplier user logs out from the application.

System Notifications:
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l When JAGGAER Supplier IDM is enabled, the following system generated notifications will
be sent to supplier users:

l After supplier registration, if an existing IDM account was found and linked to the
newly registered account.

l After supplier registration, when a new IDM account is set up.

l When IDM password is changed (confirmation email).

l When users request to reset their password.

l When users are prompted to provide a new (more secure) password, once their IDM
account is setup automatically (as upgrade from a legacy account).

l When creating an IDM account for the first time.

l When users change their email address associated with their IDM account.

l When a “One-Time-Password” (OTP) is sent (if multi-factor authentication was
activated by JAGGAER).
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